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In the last few decades the description of measurements on quantum sys-
tems has evolved into a well-established stochastic theory. This theory ap-
plies equally well to small single quantum systems subject to continuous
monitoring and to quantum many-body systems where local measurements
on single constituents can now be performed in the laboratory.
In this dissertation a numerically efficient method to optimally extract and
quantify information emitted from a continuously monitored quantum sys-
tem is developed. Furthermore, we extend the concept of a quantum state, in
order to provide a framework for predicting the results of past, hidden mea-
surements, in the presence of both prior and subsequent measurements.
The effects of measurements on quantum many-body systems and the as-
sociated complex dynamics is subsequently investigated. We show how to
simulate the back-action of continuous measurements on one-dimensional
strongly correlated quantum many-body systems using matrix product states.
Finally, we analyse the static and dynamic properties of a few quantum many-
body models subject to measurements and investigate the use of quantum
phase transitions for high precision metrology.
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Summary

In the last few decades the description of measurements on quantum systems
has evolved into a well-established stochastic theory. This theory applies equally
well to small single quantum systems subject to continuous monitoring and to
quantum many-body systems where local measurements on single constituents
can now be performed in the laboratory.

In this dissertation a numerically efficient method to optimally extract and
quantify information emitted from a continuously monitored quantum system is
developed. Furthermore, we extend the concept of a quantum state, in order to
provide a framework for predicting the results of past, hidden measurements, in
the presence of both prior and subsequent measurements.

The effects of measurements on quantum many-body systems and the associ-
ated complex dynamics is subsequently investigated. We show how to simulate the
back-action of continuous measurements on one-dimensional strongly correlated
quantum many-body systems using matrix product states. Finally, we analyse
the static and dynamic properties of a few quantum many-body models subject
to measurements and investigate the use of quantum phase transitions for high
precision metrology.
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Dansk resumé

Beskrivelsen af målinger på kvantesystemer og deres effekt har de sidste par årtier
udviklet sig til en veletableret stokastisk teori. Denne teori kan anvendes både
på små kvantesystemer, der bliver løbende observeret, og kvantesystemer med
mange partikler, hvor lokale målinger af de enkelte bestanddele efterhånden er
eksperimentelt mulige.

I denne afhandling udvikles en numerisk effektiv metode til optimal udtræk-
ning og kvantificering af information om system-parametre for løbende observe-
rede kvantesystemer. Vi indfører videre en udvidelse af det sædvanlige kvante-
mekaniske tilstandsbegreb, den fortidige tilstand, der kan bruges til at estimere
resultatet af målinger med ukendt resultat. Denne fortidige kvantetilstand er ikke
kun baseret på målinger frem til tidspunktet for det ukendte resultat, men også
på senere måleresultater.

Derefter vises hvordan løbende observerede kvantesystemer med stærke vek-
selvirkninger og mange partikler kan simuleres numerisk effektivt ved hjælp af
matrixprodukttilstande. De statiske og dynamiske egenskaber ved udvalgte mo-
deller for kvantesystemer med mange partikler, der bliver løbende observeret,
undersøges og deres anvendelsesmuligheder for præcisionsmålinger analyseres.
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In this dissertation you will find a presentation of the work that I have done
during my PhD education at the Department of Physics and Astronomy at Aarhus
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with former PhD student Ole Søe Sørensen and Professor Klaus Mølmer. This
paper lies somewhat out of the main line of this dissertation so I will not present
it in any detail. I co-developed much of the numerical simulation software used to
find the results in the paper and participated in much discussion, but the much of
the writing and running the simulations was done by Ole Søe Sørensen and Klaus
Mølmer. Please note that the papers [8, 9] is, at the time of writing, unpublished.

I would like to thank my supervisor, Klaus Mølmer, for his eternally positive
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wonderfully quirky mind. Thanks also goes to Professor Maciej Lewenstein at
Institute for Photonic Sciences in Barcelona for his hospitality during the spring
of 2011, and to André Eckardt with whom I spent much time working on the
paper [7]. I have enjoyed discussing physics and many other topics with him, and
I have learned a lot about quantum many-body physics from our collaboration.
Many thanks to Professor Dr. Dieter Meschede and his experimental group at
Institute for Applied Physics at Bonn University for allowing me to use their data
as an example in Figure 4.2.
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I would like to thank Nikolaj T. Zinner, Andrew C. J. Wade, Brian Julsgaard and
Manuel Valiente for interesting discussions about physics and numerical methods.
Additionally, I am grateful for Andrew C. J. Wade’s proof-reading of this dis-
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sertation. His comments and suggestions for this dissertation, has undoubtedly
improved its language and clarity substantially. Many thanks to Sidse Damgaard,
who drew the front page figure; you have an amazing talent for bringing crazy
ideas to life through your pencil. A very special thanks goes to Ole Søe Sørensen
for all the time we have spent together both as undergraduate students, but also
later as PhD-students and hopefully as adults outside the yellow brick walls. Ole
Søe Sørensen also helped produce Figure 1.1. My life as a student at Aarhus Uni-
versity would have been drastically different without our common dedication to
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Outline

“There is a long way to the
bottom.”

— Richard Feynman (1959)

Quantum mechanics is an intriguing theory which challenges our notions about
reality, causality and locality. In quantum theory, measurements have a central
role, in that the theory is only able to predict the outcome of specified measure-
ments and discussions of alternate measurements are, more or less, not possible.
Even more, the presence of a measurement modifies the observed dynamics of
single quantum systems in a manner consistent with the result of the measure-
ment: the measurement back-action.

In quantum theory then, measurements induce additional dynamics beyond
what is specified by the system Hamiltonian. While repeated measurements on
the same quantum system was out of reach for a long time, the last few decades
have seen experimental advances which allow the repeated probing of, e.g., optical
cavities [10–12], trapped atoms, ions and molecules [13–15] and superconducting
systems [16–18]. Besides the obvious use of measuring something, quantum meas-
urements can be used to control quantum states, e.g., by post-selection, adaptive
measurements or even feedback.

From a theoretical point of view, many interesting questions can be asked
about measurements. While some questions point to fundamentals of quantum
mechanics, such as Bell inequalities [19] and contextuality [20], others relate to
quantum communication and information [21] and finally questions regarding the
thermodynamics of the information contained in the stochastic processes associ-
ated with quantum measurements are beginning to emerge [22].

Parallel with the development of the experimental tools to monitor single
quantum systems repeatedly, another interesting experimental development took
place. The experimental realisation of Bose-Einstein condensation using ultra-cold
atoms in 1995 by Anderson et al. [23], created a playground for experimentalists

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction and Outline

Figure 1.1: When atoms become very cold, their wavelike behaviour emerges.

and theorists for studying few- and many-body physics. The understanding of the
remarkable and useful properties of matter in different phases and of the critical
behaviour near phase transitions presents ongoing challenges in theoretical and
experimental physics [24–30].

Entirely new types of phase transition phenomena become relevant with the
ability to control and engineer microscopic interactions and systems. Indeed, a
whole branch of quantum computing research attempts to use candidate systems
for quantum computing as quantum simulators in which quantum gates are oper-
ated so as to simulate suitable inter-particle interactions of models of interest [31].
By using optical lattices and the unprecedented control provided by Feshbach res-
onances and all the tricks from atomic physics, cold quantum gases can simulate
a wide variety of strongly correlated condensed matter systems. Today, many
experimental groups worldwide routinely produce Bose-Einstein condensates and
other degenerate quantum gases, load them in optical lattices, shake them, stir
them and subject them to all kinds of prodding and probing [32, 33].

Before the realisation of ultra cold quantum gases, much of condensed matter
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physics was concerned with static properties and linear response. With cold quan-
tum gases, experimental investigation of real-time dynamics, control, and manip-
ulation of coherent quantum many-body systems is possible. As an example, the
time-evolution of a complex quantum many-body system is interesting and can
be observed, and in general, non-equilibrium behaviour can lead to a host of in-
teresting effects with their own physics. It is not only experimentally possible to
measure the time dependence of macroscopic observables, but measurements of
local observables and correlation functions are beginning to emerge [34–42].

These developments make it interesting to revisit many quantum many-body
models from different perspectives. When continuous quantum measurements
contribute significantly to the many-body dynamics, it is not clear if standard
methods and approximations can be applied. Indeed, continuous observation
modifies the theoretical description of the system from a linear, hermitian dif-
ferential equation to a nonlinear and non-hermitian description. In particular,
analysing the dynamics directly in terms of the eigenstates of a Hamiltonian op-
erator and static correlation functions is insufficient and other techniques need to
be applied.

The focus of this dissertation has been directed at quantum measurements
on quantum many-body systems. The dissertation starts out by introducing the
theory of quantum measurements from a rather abstract mathematical point of
view in Chapter 2. This chapter grew out of my own attempts at understanding
the theory in greater detail, and I found much help in the mathematical theory
of stochastic processes. I have therefore tried to formulate it such that it is in-
telligible for someone unfamiliar with classical stochastic processes. This could
be a PhD student just beginning to study the subject of measurements on quan-
tum systems. I claim no originality of this formulation, but it is not based on
any particular source. A secondary objective of this chapter is to try to advoc-
ate a research programme of measurement processes on quantum systems, where
the quantum trajectories are studied in greater detail, and a more thorough in-
vestigation into the thermodynamics or information content, of the stochastic
measurement processes is performed.

The insight obtained by formulating this mathematical theory, led to the de-
velopments described in Chapter 3. In this chapter, I describe the statistical the-
ory we have developed for estimating parameters in quantum systems subject to
continuous observations using the entire measurement record [7]. We furthermore
demonstrate that the methods can be applied in a numerically efficient way using
example simulations. These simulations were done using code I have developed in
C++ and Python. Additionally, we characterise the stochastic processes gener-
ated by a continuous measurement scheme in terms of a suitable relative entropy
closely related to phase-transition measures used in quantum many-body theory.

In Chapter 4 I review the statistical theory of hidden Markov models and show
how these techniques can help analyse currently relevant experiments. I then de-
scribe a new object in the quantum formalism I helped develop: the past quantum
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state [8]. The past quantum state provides answers to questions about measure-
ments performed in the past, as opposed to the exclusively predictive nature of
the usual quantum state. While controversial at first glance, the mathematical de-
tails are derivable from standard quantum theory and the past quantum state has
a clear operational interpretation. Finally, I show that the past quantum state
generalizes the statistical methods from the classical theory of hidden Markov
models to quantum theory and discuss promising applications.

Chapter 5 partly reviews a powerful numerical technique for investigating
ground state and low-energy properties of one-dimensional quantum many-body
systems. I will go into some detail about how this technique works, since a
significant part of my time as a PhD student has been spent developing my own
simulation software. I have developed a well-tested, flexible, object oriented,
high performance matrix product state library in Python suitable for others to
use. Indeed, I am already collaborating with others in need of high accuracy one-
dimensional quantum many-body calculations [9]. The other parts of this chapter,
describes two extensions to the standard methods used for these simulations, we
have contributed with. I show, how to use matrix product states, to simulate one-
dimensional quantum many-body systems subject to continuous measurement [2]
and how to apply matrix product states to simulate systems with a star-topology
instead of a purely one-dimensional topology [4].

In Chapter 6 I discuss an experimentally relevant quasi-one dimensional quan-
tum many-body system, where a global degree of freedom interacts with a one-
dimensional interacting lattice of two-level atoms. I have solved the model in
the thermodynamic limit and it turns out to possess some interesting features,
possibly useful for high-precision measurements [3]. Additionally, I show how to
simulate this type of system also using matrix product states and study its finite
size effects and show how a measurement can dynamically induce a symmetry-
breaking [4]. The simulations were naturally done with my own simulation soft-
ware.

Chapter 7 investigates the adiabatic preparation of a quantum many-body
target state in the presence of an external confining potential [6]. The aim of
the study was to use numerical simulation to study whether or not having an
inhomogeneity in a quantum gas system, could help with the adiabatic preparation
of a desired quantum phase.

Finally, in Chapter 8, I finish the dissertation with some closing remarks.



Chapter 2

The Quantum Theory of
Measurements

The von Neumann projection postulate, featured in elementary quantum mech-
anics textbooks [43, 44], mathematically describes the effect of a measurement on
a quantum system. The von Neumann formulation states that quantum systems
evolve according to two principles: (1) deterministic, unitary evolution and (2)
stochastic, discontinuous evolution.

The unitary evolution is generated by a Hamiltonian operator H, which in-
cludes all kinetic-, potential-, and interaction energy terms, such that the quantum
state |ψ〉 satisfies the Schrödinger equation i∂t |ψ〉 = H |ψ〉. The second type of
evolution, the measurement of a hermitian observable A, is described by a set of
projection operators {Pa|a ∈ S(A)}, where Pa are projectors onto the eigenspaces
of the hermitian operator A with eigenvalue a. When the eigenvalue a is observed,
the wave function evolves instantaneously according to

|ψ〉 7→ Pa |ψ〉√
〈ψ|Pa|ψ〉

, (2.1)

i.e. a discontinuous jump of the wave function, popularly called the wave func-
tion collapse. Furthermore, consistent with the Born interpretation of the wave-
function amplitudes, the eigenvalue a is observed with probability P (A = a) =
〈ψ|Pa|ψ〉.

If we only consider commuting observables, and observables commuting with
the Hamiltonian operator, all predictions from quantum mechanics can be repro-
duced by classical probability theory. Consider, for example, a particle in one
dimension, whose whereabouts we do not know. We have, however, a probability
density p(x), describing our knowledge of the particles position. Imagine then,
that we measure the particle to be to the right of x = 0. This information can be
incorporated into our knowledge of the position of the particle using Bayes’ rule

5



6 Chapter 2. The Quantum Theory of Measurements

from classical probability theory

P (X = x|X ≥ 0) =
P (X ≥ 0|X = x)P (X = x)

P (X ≥ 0)
. (2.2)

In this case, the conditional probability is given by

P (X ≥ 0|X = x) = 1 x ≥ 0,

P (X ≥ 0|X = x) = 0 x < 0.

The probability of observing X ≥ 0 is P (X ≥ 0) =
∫∞

0 p(x)dx, hence, P (X =
x|X ≥ 0) = 0 if x < 0, and is p(x)dx/

∫∞
0 p(x)dx for x ≥ 0. The conditional

probability P (X = x|X ≥ 0) contains our updated knowledge about the particles
position. We can think of Bayes’ rule as mapping P (X = x) discontinuously to
P (X = x|X ≥ 0) after incorporation of our new knowledge. In this example,
most people would not question this discontinuous change: It is not the particle
which is moving; our knowledge of its position is simply changing.

The same example can be formulated using quantum mechanics, if we let
|ψ〉 =

∫
X dxψ(x) |x〉 be the particle wave function and we measure the observ-

able A = −
∫ 0
−∞ dx |x〉 〈x| +

∫∞
0 dx |x〉 〈x|. The observable has eigenvalues ±1,

with +1(-1) corresponding to the particle being on the right(left)-hand side.
The quantum state jumps according to |ψ〉 7→ P+1 |ψ〉 /

√
〈ψ|P+1|ψ〉. Since,

P+1 =
∫∞

0 dx |x〉 〈x|, we get

|ψ〉 7→ |ψ;A = 1〉 =

∫∞
0 dxψ(x) |x〉√∫∞

0 dx|ψ(x)|2
. (2.3)

The probability density for finding the particle at x is now 0 for x < 0 and
| 〈x|ψ;A = 1〉 |2 = |ψ(x)|2/

∫∞
0 dx|ψ(x)|2 for x ≥ 0, which is exactly P (X =

x|X ≥ 0) from the previous example.
The above example serves to highlight the close relation between quantum

and classical theory, and demonstrates that in a strict Copenhagen interpretation
the discontinuous quantum jump is not so strange as it might seem at first glance.

On the other hand, quantum mechanics is very different from classical mech-
anics. The crucial difference between the classical and quantum case is that if we
were to subsequently measure, e.g., the momentum of the particle the descriptions
would be quite different. In the classical case, p(x) would be the marginal density
of the full joint density p(x, p), and we could have performed the same calcula-
tion using this distribution in our example above. Quantum mechanically, such a
joint distribution does not even exist. Indeed, there are limits to, how narrow the
marginal distribution p(p) = | 〈p|ψ〉 |2 can be, compared to p(x) = | 〈x|ψ〉 |2. This
limitation is one of the corner-stones of quantum theory, Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle, or the more modern generalization entropic uncertainty relations [45].
Note that in contrast to popular interpretation, the uncertainty principle does not
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directly imply any fundamental limit on the precision of a measurement as such;
rather it is a reflection of complementarity: That it is impossible to assign values
to non-commuting observables at the same time, e.g., position x and momentum
p.

Another difference between classical and quantum theories concerns the sys-
tem dynamics. Classically, if someone else were to measure the position or mo-
mentum of our classical particle, thereby discontinuously modifying their know-
ledge (i.e. their probability distribution for the particle’s position and momentum
changes), it would have no effect on our description of the system. We would
simply continue to use our, unchanged, probability distribution. Quantum mech-
anically the situation is different. The act of performing the measurement will
always influence the quantum state—even if the observer does not know the meas-
urement result. So regardless of whether or not the other observer informs us of
the result of the measurement, we still need to include the effect of their meas-
urement in our knowledge; our quantum state.

While the projection postulate Eq. (2.1), is adequate for many real and ima-
gined experiments, a more sophisticated theory needs to be developed for exper-
iments where measurements and system dynamics occur at the same time. To
expand on the example above, it is rarely the case that an observer can measure
on which side of x = 0 a particle is. The more common type of measurement
is rather to measure the particles position with some uncertainty described by,
e.g., a normal distribution. In the classical setting, this simply means that the
probability for observing the position xo, given that the particle is actually at
x, is p(xo|x) ∝ exp(−(x − xo)

2/2σ2), such that the prior distribution p(x) is
weighted by a Gaussian function with width σ. Here, the observer do not gain
full information, and the disturbance of our knowledge is “softer”. Or put another
way, the observer gains knowledge in a more gradual fashion. This type of meas-
urement and its dynamics are not readily be described in the quantum case using
projection operators. A more convenient formalism derived from the projection
postulate needs to be developed.

One of the most impressive examples of soft measurements, is the experiment
by Nobel Laureate Serge Haroche [46]. In this experiment two-level atoms, ini-
tialised in a superposition state of ground and excited states, are sent through
a cavity. Depending on the number of photons in the cavity, the atomic excited
state experiences a phase-shift with respect to the ground state. The full cavity-
atom quantum state now contains correlations between the cavity and the atom.
The subsequent projection of the atom-state, translates into a non-projective soft
disturbance of the cavity state. Whenever an atom passes through the cavity,
only partial information about the cavity photon number is thus obtained, and
the subsequent projection of the atom-state leads to a partial reduction of the
cavity photon number distribution. By repeating this a number of times, the
gradual “collapse” of the cavity photon number distribution can be observed. In
[10, 46], the experimentalists even observe thermal excitation and decay of their
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cavity during the progressive collapse of the cavity state.
This experiment is paradigmatic for our descriptions of generalised quantum

measurements. We will always think of the generalised measurements as realised
through a system (the cavity) coupled to a meter (the atom), and a projection
measurement performed on the meter system. Indeed, it turns out, that the
formalism for general measurements described below can always be realised by
extending the system to include the meter and using only projective measure-
ments.

Measurements on quantum systems have many interesting aspects. First of all,
it is central to quantum information theory, where it is an important ingredient
in many areas such as quantum computing, quantum communication, quantum
cryptography and, quantum state generation (see Ref. [21] and references therein).
Continuous-time measurements was, in the physics community, sparked by several
authors [47, 48], whose initial goal primarily was to simulate the quantum optics
master equation.

The “quantum trajectories” investigated by these authors, are in fact the con-
ditional dynamics of a quantum system being measured, as described in the above
experiment [46]. The conditional dynamics of a monitored system is in classical
probability theory described by a filtering equation. The quantum filtering equa-
tion was originally derived by Belavkin [49], but it went largely unnoticed by the
physics community.

Aside from using measurements to measure parameters driving the system
(see also Chapter 3), other interesting topics can be investigated. One of the
most famous effects of continuous measurements is the Zeno-effect [50], where
the presence of the observer can freeze out the system dynamics. One of the
more obvious applications of the theory of measurements is to feed back the
measured result to the quantum system in order to control it [51, 52]. There is
also a growing interest in formulating and understanding the physics of the time-
dependent measurements as a stochastic process, beyond simple mean-values and
finite order correlation functions. One very interesting example is to characterise
the quantum trajectories using large deviation theory [22] and determine distinct
dynamical phases of the trajectories. Also, a scattering theory with a localised
measurement interaction would be worth pursuing, and a numerical study in a
special case is considered in [53].

In the following, I will formulate a theory of general quantum measurements.
I will do so using some of the concepts and notation from classical probability
theory. I do not do this in an attempt to achieve mathematical rigour, but rather
to utilise convenient concepts, notation and theorems from classical probability
theory and stochastic processes. One point I have always found confusing when
dealing with conditional quantum dynamics, is which quantities are conditioned
on measurement results, which are not, and what are they conditioned on. For ex-
ample, expectation and conditional expectation is often used without distinction.
Here classical probability theory provides a useful set of concepts and a notation
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for keeping track of this. I hope the reader will appreciate my approach which
avoids some of the quirks of the standard formulations [54, 55], and, hopefully,
provides a conceptually clearer account of the theory of quantum measurements.
I claim no particular originality of the present formulation, but is not based on
any particular source.

2.1 General Quantum Measurements

Let us first construct a generalised measurement using a system coupled to a
meter-system. The meter is initialised in a state |0〉 and has a complete ortho-
gonal basis {|m〉 |m ∈M}, where M is the set of possible measurement outcomes
which are eigenvalues of some accessible Hermitian observable. The initial state
is therefore |ψ〉 ⊗ |0〉, where |ψ〉 is the initial system state. To measure some
property of |ψ〉, the experimentalist will allow the system and meter to interact.
After this interaction, the system and meter are correlated and is in an entangled
state

U |ψ〉 ⊗ |0〉 =
∑
m

Um,0 |ψ〉 ⊗ |m〉 , (2.4)

where U ≡ ∑m,m′∈M Um,m′ ⊗ |m〉 〈m′| is the unitary operator induced by the
interaction. If the meter is now measured in the m-basis to be in state |m̃〉, we
should apply the projection operator 1⊗ |m̃〉 〈m̃| to the combined system-meter
state

(1⊗ |m̃〉 〈m̃|)U |ψ〉 ⊗ |0〉 = Um̃,0 |ψ〉 ⊗ |m̃〉 . (2.5)

The probability for obtaining m̃ is P (m̃) = 〈ψ|U †m̃,0Um̃,0|ψ〉 and the subsequent
system state is disentangled from the meter and is proportional to Um̃,0 |ψ〉.

Since U is unitary, we have that 1 = 〈ψ, 0|U †U |ψ, 0〉 =
∑

m 〈ψ|U
†
m,0Um,0|ψ〉

for all |ψ〉, which implies
∑

m U
†
m,0Um,0 = 1. From this relation it follows that,∑

m∈M P (m) = 1 such that the the probability for observing anything in M is 1
as it should be.

The traditional description of generalised quantum measurements is now to
generalise and define a measurement as follows: A measurement is a set of oper-
ators Ωm (corresponding to Um,0) for m ∈ M such that

∑
m∈M Ω†mΩm = 1. In

this framework, the probability for observing m is P (m) = 〈ψ|Ω†mΩm|ψ〉 and the
posterior state, conditional on the measurement result m, is Ωm |ψ〉 /

√
P (m). If

the system state is described by a density matrix ρ, the system state is changes
according to

ρ|m =
ΩmρΩ†m

Tr(Ω†mΩmρ)
, (2.6)
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Figure 2.1: Graphical illustration of the pointer state U |ψ〉 ⊗ |+x̂〉.

where ρ|m denotes the state conditional on the measurement result m and the
probability for this result is p(m) = Tr(Ω†mΩmρ).

The more general situation where the meter is initially in a mixed state can be
taken into account by allowing sums over multiple Ωm-operators. We will return
to this issue below, bot from a different perspective.

2.1.1 Example

Let us construct an example, where a two-level system (e.g., spin 1/2-particle)
acts as a meter of a hermitian observable A on the target system; much like the
experiment described above. The full Hilbert space is then Hsystem ⊗H2 and the
state before the measurement is |ψ〉 ⊗ |χ〉, where |χ〉 is the initial state of the
meter.

We allow the system and meter to interact for a time τ using the interaction

V = gA⊗ σz, (2.7)

where σz is the Pauli spin-z matrix for the two-level system. The unitary oper-
ator for the time-evolution is U = exp(−iτgA ⊗ σz) and the system-meter state
after the interaction is exp(−iτgA ⊗ σz) |ψ〉 ⊗ |χ〉 as in Eq. (2.4). We can get
a clearer understanding of this state by expanding A to its spectral resolution
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A =
∑

a∈S(A) aPa:

exp(−iτgA⊗ σz) |ψ〉 ⊗ |χ〉 =
∑

a∈S(A)

Pa |ψ〉 ⊗ exp(−iτgaσz) |χ〉 (2.8)

=
∑

a∈S(A)

Pa |ψ〉 ⊗ D(ẑ, φ = 2τga) |χ〉 , (2.9)

where D(n̂, φ) is the rotation operator for a rotation around the axis n̂ by an
angle φ. After the interaction, the meter is in a superposition of having rotated
an angle proportional to the eigenvalues of A around the z-axis. Thus the unitary
interaction establishes correlations between the values of the observable, and the
spin-state of the meter.

The interaction entangles the two systems, correlating different values of the
observable A with rotations of the meter of angle 2gτa. If we consider the spin-1/2
system on the Bloch-sphere, the state can be thought of as a needle in a classical
measurement apparatus as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The classical needle is in a
superposition of the different possible measurement outcomes. Since the needle
is a two-dimensional quantum system it can only provide one bit of information,
and the needle can only be distinguished to be in one of two states, even though
the superposition might have many more components.

If, for example, the meter is initialised in the positive x-direction |χ〉 = (|↑〉+
|↓〉)/

√
2, the meter state is rotated around the z-axis towards the ±ŷ-directions

with angles proportional to the eigenvalues of A as illustrated in Figure 2.1. In
the σz-basis the state can then be written as

exp(−iτgA⊗ σz) |ψ〉 ⊗ |+x̂〉 ∝ exp(−iτgA) |ψ〉 ⊗ |↑〉+ 2−1/2 exp(iτgA) |ψ〉 ⊗ |↓〉

The experimentalist can now choose to measure the meter in any direction. If
the experimentalist chooses the y-direction, the meter is projected onto |µ; y〉 =
(|↑〉+ µi |↓〉)/

√
2 (µ ∈ {−1, 1}) and then discarded as in Eq. (2.5)

Ωy
µ |ψ〉 ⊗ |µ; y〉 ≡ 1⊗ |µ; y〉 〈µ; y|U |ψ〉 ⊗ |+x̂〉

=
1

2
(exp(−iφA)− µi exp(iφA)) |ψ〉 ⊗ |µ; y〉 , (2.10)

from which it follows that, Ωy
µ = 1

2 (exp(−iφA)− µi exp(iφA)) and we have in-
troduced the dimensionless measurement strength φ = gτ . If, alternatively, the
x-direction is measured it is easy to show that Ωx

+1 = cos(φA), Ωx
−1 = sin(φA).

For small measurement strengths φ� 1 (compared to the spectrum of A), the
effect of these two different types of measurement are quite different. For small φ,
Ωx

+1 ∼ 1−φ2A2/2, which implies that P (+1) = 〈ψ|Ω†+1Ω†+1|ψ〉 ∼ 1−φ2 〈ψ|A|ψ〉,
i.e. very close to 1 and P (−1) = φ2 〈ψ|A|ψ〉 is very small. Therefore, if we imagine
sending a stream of meter particles and subsequently measuring them, almost all
results will be µ = 1, except in a few cases where the result would be µ = −1.
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The effect of the system state is correspondingly small in all the µ = +1-cases
Ωx

+1 |ψ〉 ≈ |ψ〉 − φ2A |ψ〉 /2, whereas Ωx
−1 |ψ〉 = φA |ψ〉 can be a large change of

the state |ψ〉.
On the other hand, the y-measurement gives rise to many small changes of

the quantum state. Indeed Ωy
µ ≈ (1− iµ)/2(1 + iµφA− φ2A2/2) is always close

to the identity which implies that the probabilities for µ = ±1 are close to 1/2.
In terms of the Bloch sphere picture in Figure 2.1, a small measurement

strength implies that all the rotated vectors lie close to the positive x direction.
Hence, a measurement in the x-basis will most often find the spin in this direc-
tion, and rarely will |−x̂〉 be measured. In the y-basis the small rotation means
that neither |+ŷ〉 nor |−ŷ〉 can distinguish the different rotations, but only the
average deviation from |+x̂〉 can be seen over the course of many measurements.

These two types of behaviour are characteristic for the types of quantum
measurements considered in the literature. The x-measurement corresponds to
observing photons leaking from a cavity at some rate: Most of the time nothing
is detected, but once in a while a photon is detected. The y-measurement corres-
ponds to homodyne detection, where a cavity output field is mixed with a strong
coherent field using a beam splitter. In either case, the experimentalist obtains
knowledge in a more gradual fashion than if a purely projective measurement is
performed as in Eq. (2.1).

2.2 Formal Theory

Let us return to the formal theory, before we elaborate further on the above model.
In the standard description, a set of measurement effect operators {Ωm|m ∈ M}
gives rise to a classical probability P (m) = Tr(Ω†mΩmρ) for a density matrix
ρ. Conceptually, a quantum measurement translates a quantum uncertainty to a
classical uncertainty. We can apply classical probability theory without problems,
as soon as the measurement operators Ωm are specified.

We will therefore consider the set of measurement outcomes M as a classical
probability space. Conceptually this is convenient, since it provides a clear sep-
aration between classical and quantum information. On a more practical level
it allows us to apply techniques and notation from the mathematical theory of
probabilities to investigate the stochastic processes associated with continuously
monitored quantum systems. I have tried to strike a balance between the concepts
and notation from classical probability theory and quantum theory that, hope-
fully, allows physicists to approach the following text without too many unfamiliar
concepts.

To illustrate one of the reasons I find the following approach useful, let us
begin by considering a typical derivation found in the literature [55]. To con-
struct infinitesimally weak measurements, a measurement operator Ω(dW ) =
1− iHdt− c†cdt/2 + cdW is postulated. The infinitesimal measurement result is
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here dW . Now, this operator is clearly not normalised according to the standard
requirement 1 =

∫
R d(dW )Ω(dW )†Ω(dW ). The counter argument is, that dW

should be thought of as a Wiener increment, such that the Itô-rule dW 2 = dt
applies. Why this should be the case, is not particularly clear, since the probabil-
ity distribution for dW should be determined by Tr(Ω(dW )†Ω(dW )ρ). Assuming
then that dW 2 = dt, there is still a remaining 1 + (c + c†)dW which needs to
be dealt with. One could argue, that

∫
d(dW )dW = 0, since “dW ” is an odd

function of dW , but this does not seem particularly satisfactory. Finally, it is
not particularly clear either, how to obtain the actual probability distribution for
the measurement result dW . On top of these issues, the relationship between the
linear and non-linear quantum filtering equations is often presented in an ad hoc
manner where the complexity of the mathematical structure is hidden and the
elegance of the idea is unclear. The formalism I develop below deals with this in
a natural and straightforward way.

In Appendix A I have provided a brief introduction to modern probability
theory. This appendix can be skipped, if the reader is familiar with the theory of
measures and modern probability theory. If the reader is not familiar with these
concepts, the reader is strongly encouraged to read the appendix.

2.2.1 Quantum Measurements

Now, let M be the set of measurement outcomes in a quantum measurement and
M be a σ-algebra on M and P0 : M → R be a measure on M . The quantum
measurement operators Ω can now be described as a map from the set of meas-
urement outcomesM to the set of bounded operators on the system Hilbert space
H,Ω: M → B(H). The function Ω is completely equivalent to the standard defin-
ition quoted above; with a small difference: We will require that Ω is normalised
according to

1 =

∫
M
dP0(m)Ω(m)†Ω(m) ≡ E0[Ω†Ω], (2.11)

where E0 denotes expected value with respect to the measure P0. The reference
measure can be thought of as a degree of freedom in the theory which can be
chosen to simplify a given problem. As such it has no physical interpretation or
consequences, but it is a convenient theoretical tool.

To see, how this is equivalent to the original formulation consider the case
where M is a discrete set. Then E0[Ω†Ω] =

∑
m∈M P0({m})Ω(m)†Ω(m). The

normalisation condition in Eq. (2.11), is therefore nothing but the standard for-
mula

∑
m∈M Ω†mΩm = 1, but with some arbitrary weight P0({m}) included. We

can define new operators with the weight included Ω̃m =
√
P0({m})Ω(m) which

satisfies the standard normalisation condition. Note how with this formulation,
as with classical probability theory, the presence of the measure allows us to
disregard the distinction between the discrete and continuous case. The formula-
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tion using a reference measure can be seen as a measure-theoretic formulation of
Wiseman’s ostensible probability [54].

This also provides an explanation for the example concerning Ω(dW ) in the
beginning of Section 2.2. Indeed, Ω(dW ) is not normalised according to the
standard definition, but according to Eq. (2.11) where the reference measure is a
normal distribution with zero mean and variance dt.

Given a quantum state, a density matrix ρ0, we can now define a measure on
M , P : M→ R by

P (A) =

∫
A
dP0(m) Tr(Ω(m)†Ω(m)ρ0) (2.12)

which takes the arbitrary reference measure into account when calculating probab-
ilities. It is easy to see that P (A) is a measure and owing to Eq. (2.11), P (M) = 1.
Hence, P is a probability measure and assigns probabilities to the possible meas-
urement outcomes of the quantum measurement. Thus, (M,M, P ) is a classical
probability space.

In the literature, the notion of a positive operator valued measure is often en-
countered. In this context, the map fromM to B(H) given by Π(A) =

∫
A dP0Ω†Ω

is the positive operator valued measure associated with the measurement operat-
ors Ω. In terms of Π, we can write P (A) = Tr(Π(A)ρ0).

We now define a stochastic variable on M as the linear (i.e. unnormalised)
quantum state conditional on the measurement outcome m:

ρ̃|m = Ω(m)ρ0Ω(m)†, (2.13)

and the normalised quantum state conditioned on m as

ρ|m =
ρ̃|m

Tr(ρ̃|m)
=

Ω(m)ρ0Ω(m)†

Tr(Ω(m)ρ0Ω(m)†)
. (2.14)

The normalised quantum state is the same as the standard definition Eq. (2.6),
where the reference measure P0 is excluded. The notation for ρ|m has been chosen
to emphasise, that ρ|m is the quantum state conditioned on the measurement
result m. In line with regular probability theory, we will often suppress this
dependence on m in order to avoid too cumbersome a notation.

The linear conditional quantum state is extremely useful, since (1) it is a
linear function of the quantum state ρ0, and (2) it implies the following important
relation

P (A) =

∫
A
dP0(m) Tr(ρ̃|m), (2.15)

for any A ∈ M. Therefore, the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P with respect to
P0 is Tr(ρ̃|m)

dP

dP0
(m) = Tr(ρ̃|m). (2.16)
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There are several advantages when using this formulation. First, calculating
averages with respect to P can be converted to averages using P0, provided one
multiplies with Tr(ρ̃|m), which is often more tractable, i.e. E[X] = E0[Tr(ρ̃)X].
Secondly, we get a concrete interpretation of the linear conditional quantum state:
Tr(ρ̃|m) is, in a generalised sense, the probability density for the measurement
result m. Additionally, the expectation value of log(Tr(ρ̃)) is the relative entropy
between P and P0,

E[log(Tr(ρ̃))] =

∫
dP0 Tr(ρ̃) log(Tr(ρ̃)), (2.17)

and therefore characterises the amount of disorder, or information, present in P
compared to P0.

Incomplete information

Finally, it is simple to introduce classical stochastic variables on top of the quan-
tum variables, i.e. we can introduce maps Y : M → R and investigate the stat-
istical properties of these. The conditional expectation of ρ on Y can be found
using Eq. (A.14)

E[ρ|Y ] =
E0[Ωρ0Ω†|Y ]

E0[Tr(Ωρ0Ω†)|Y ]
.

We can define the linear stochastic map,

IY (ρ0) = E0[Ωρ0Ω†|Y ]

which defines a quantum operation analogous to the map ρ0 7→ Ωρ0Ω†, but
where only the information about Y is available. Using this map, E[ρ|Y ] =
IY (ρ0)/Tr(IY (ρ0)), and we can express the probability for finding Y in some
subset A using this map as

PY (A) = P (Y −1(A)) =

∫
Y −1(A)

dP0 Tr(Ωρ0Ω†) =

∫
Y −1(A)

dP0 Tr(IY (ρ0)),

where the final equality follows from the defining property Eq. (A.7) and that
Y −1(A) is obviously a set in the σ-algebra generated by Y . The measure PY
is a measure on R, and is the image measure of P under Y . Now let P 0

Y be
the image measure of P0 under Y , and let us establish a relationship between
LY ≡ dPY /dP 0

Y and dP/dP0,∫
A
dP 0

Y (y)LY (y) =

∫
A
dPY (y) =

∫
Y −1(A)

dP0(m) Tr(IY (ρ0)).
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The first equation is equal to
∫
Y −1(A) dP0(m)LY (Y (m)), so by comparing this

equation with the final equation and the defining relation for conditional expect-
ation Eq. (A.7), we see that LY ◦ Y = Tr(IY (ρ0)). If we define Iy implicitly by
Iy ◦ Y = IY , then LY (y) = Tr(Iy(ρ0)) since Tr(IY ) = Tr(Iy) ◦ Y and we have

PY (A) =

∫
A
dP 0

Y (y) Tr(Iy(ρ0)),

and we have the following relations which are analogous to the interplay between
P and P0:

E[ρf(Y )] = E0[IY (ρ0)f(Y )] =

∫
dP 0

Y (y)Iy(ρ0)f(y) =

∫
dPY (y)

Iy(ρ0)

Tr(Iy(ρ0))
f(y).

These results are hardly surprising, since they simply reveal that incomplete in-
formation (which happens when Y is not one-to-one) causes the density matrix to
be updated as the average of the measurement results consistent with the available
information. While the present derivation may seem rather abstract, it is nice to
see that there is a direct correspondence between classical stochastic variables and
incomplete information about a quantum measurement result.

The map IY is often called a general quantum operation or an instrument in
the literature [21, 56]. It is also used without the reference measure presented
here and we will use the concept extensively in Section 4. An instrument can
embody a wide variety of dynamics on open quantum systems such as unitary
evolution, dissipation effects and incomplete measurements. A general instrument
can always be written as a sum of conjugations which is exactly the case here since
IY (ρ0) = E0[Ωρ0Ω†|Y ] is a sum (integral) of conjugations.

2.2.2 Measurement Processes

Let us now turn to defining the notion of time-dependent (or repeated) measure-
ments. Let us be as general as possible and consider times in the set I. This set
could be discrete, e.g. I = {1, . . . N} for N sequential measurements, but it could
also be continuous I = [0, T ]. The set of measurement results will still be denoted
M , but now m is the full time-dependent sequence of results. If I = {1, . . . N}, m
could be an N -dimensional vector of real values, such that M = RN . In the con-
tinuous case,M could be the set of continuous functions on the interval I = [0, T ].
The task of defining a suitably restricted set of functions and defining a σ-algebra
on top of it is a complicated mathematical exercise and we refer the reader to the
mathematical literature [57].

The measurement result at time t ∈ I, denoted mt, is a stochastic variable
on M , and should properly be considered a map m : I ×M → R. An important
construction in the mathematical theory of stochastic processes is the (natural)
filtration for a stochastic process. For our purposes it is sufficient to define the
filtration Ft, as the σ-algebra generated byms for s ≤ t. The filtration Ft satisfies
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Ft ⊂ Fs for s ≥ t and Ft ⊂M, and can be thought of as the history of m up to,
and including, time t.

Any stochastic variable X : M → R which is Ft measurable can be written
as a functional of ms for s ≤ t. This is the generalisation of the Doob-Dynkin
lemma mentioned in the introduction to probability theory featured in Appendix
A. If the set of times I is discrete, the conditional expectation E[X|Ft] can be
thought of as E[X|m1, . . .mt], i.e. the conditional expectation given the t known
values m1, . . .mt. Conversely, if a stochastic variable X is independent of Ft, it
means that ms for s ≤ t does not enter into any expression for X.

Analogously to unitary evolution, the stochastic evolution of a state from time
t0 to time t is described by a stochastic operator Ω(t0, t). This operator satisfies
the semi-group property Ω(t, t0) = Ω(t, s)Ω(s, t0) for t0 ≤ s ≤ t. The operator
Ω(t, s) is a stochastic variable, so it could in principle depend on the measurement
result m in arbitrarily complex ways, so an additional requirement is needed. If
the state at time t0 is known, Ω(t, t0) should describe the effect of the measurement
up to time t only, and can therefore only depend on the measurement results up
to this time. Ω(t, t0) should therefore be Ft-measurable and normalised according
to

E0[Ω(t, t0)†Ω(t, t0)|Ft0 ] = 1. (2.18)

in analogy with Eq. (2.11).
This requirement is a statement about the essential Markovian nature of quan-

tum measurements: Even if Ω(t, t0) is not independent of Ft0 , which would be
the case if feedback is applied, we can determine the probability for future events,
from the knowledge about the measurements up to the time t0. This is the reason
for the conditioning on Ft0 in the above equation which will hopefully become
clearer shortly, when we discuss the Martingale property of Ω(t, t0).

In analogy with the single-measurement case, we can define normalised and
un-normalised conditional states. If the state at time t0 = 0 is ρ0 (which should
beMt0-measurable), then

ρ̃t = Ωtρ0Ω†t , (2.19)

ρt =
Ωtρ0Ω†t
Tr(ρ̃t)

, (2.20)

where we have introduced the short-hand notation Ωt = Ω(t, 0) for convenience.
To introduce a probability measure on M , we need to define the probability

for observing a set of measurement trajectories m. The probability for observing
a measurement result in A ∈M should be defined as

P (A) =

∫
A
dP0(m) Tr(Ω†T (m)ΩT (m)ρ0) =

∫
A
dP0(m) Tr(ρ̃T ), (2.21)
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where T = max I is the final time of observation. As in the case for a single
measurement, Tr(ρ̃T ) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P with respect to P0.

Consider for example, repeating the same measurement N times, each with
results in a set R. Then it is natural to pick I = {1, 2, . . . , N}, M = RN and then
mi is simply the i’th component of m ∈ RN . If each individual measurement has
effect operator ω(r) for r ∈ R, and is normalized according to a reference measure
P0, then Ω(t0, t) is simply the product

Ω(t, t0,m) = ω(mt) . . . ω(mt0+1),

where the reference measure on M is simply the product measure PN0 . In this
case, Eq. (2.18) is clearly satisfied, since

E0[Ω(t, t0)†Ω(t, t0)|Ft0 ] =∫
dP0(mt0+1) . . . dP0(mt)ω

†
mt0+1

. . . ω†mtωmt . . . ωmt0+1 = 1

by completing the integral from the inside out and using the normalisation con-
dition for each ω.

For continuous-time measurements, we can construct Ω(t, t0) by multiplying
infinitesimal measurement operators, i.e.,

Ω(t+ dt, t0) = ωtΩ(t, t0), (2.22)

where the infinitesimal generator ωt = Ω(t+dt, t) is Ft+dt-measurable. If feedback
is absent, ωt will thus be Ft+dt-measurable, but independent of Ft. For continuous
time measurement results mt, we can choose whether or not we would like mt or
dmt = mt+dt−mt as the measurement result at each time. Here, we will choose the
latter, such that at each segment of time dt, we get an infinitesimal contribution
dmt to our measurement recordmt. This choice corresponds to choosing a variant
of stochastic integration theory, and in this dissertation we use the Itô formalism
corresponding to the choice dmt. If there is no feedback, ωt only depends on dmt.

For the continuous time case, it is possible to derive stochastic differential
equations for the conditional states ρt and ρ̃t as we will see in Section 2.3.
The differential equation for the normalised state ρt correspond to the Kushner-
Stratonovich equation, whereas the equation for the un-normalised state ρ̃t is
the Zakai equation from classical filtering theory [58, 59]. The relation between
the Zakai- and Kushner-Stratonovich-equations are completely analogous to the
relation between ρ̃t and ρt which is encoded in a similar relation for dP/dP0.

2.2.3 Relations Between P and P0

The normalisation (2.18) implies an extremely important and useful property
of Ω†tΩt: It is a Martingale with respect to the filtration Ft, and the reference
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probability measure P0 since for s > t

E0[Ω†sΩs|Ft] = E0[Ω†tΩ
†(s, t)Ω(s, t)Ωt|Ft] = Ω†tΩt, (2.23)

since Ωt is Ft-measurable. See also Appendix A for a brief description of Martin-
gales in probability theory.

The martingale property implies that the process

Lt = Tr(Ω†tΩtρ) = Tr(ρ̃t), (2.24)

is also a Martingale with respect to P0 and Ft. We will call Lt the likelihood for
the measurement sequence, since it is the suitable generalisation of the likelihood
in standard probability theory. We will discuss this in further detail in Chapter 3.
The Martingale property of the likelihood Lt implies that even though dP/dP0 =
LT , if we restrict to Ft we can use Lt as a weight: If X is Ft-measurable

E[X] = E0[LTX] = E0[E0[XLT |Ft]] = E0[X E0[LT |Ft]] = E0[LtX], (2.25)

where we have used the so-called tower property Eq. (A.12) of conditional expect-
ation. This result is eminently reasonable, since we would expect the probability
(or likelihood) for observing a partial trajectory in the interval [0, t] to depend on
Ωt and not ΩT .

Using Eq. (A.14) we get the following useful relation for a stochastic variable
X,

E[X|Ft] =
E0[LTX|Ft]
E0[LT |Ft]

=
E0[LTX|Ft]

Lt
. (2.26)

We can use the martingale property to derive expectations of a Fs-measurable
process fs conditional on the measurement result up to time t, i.e.

E[fs|Ft] =
1

Lt
E0[Lsfs|Ft].

Since Ls/Lt = Tr(ΩsρΩ†s)/Tr(ΩtρΩ†t) = Tr(Ωs,tρtΩ
†
s,t), the conditional expecta-

tion is E[fs|Ft] = E0[Tr(Ωs,tρtΩ
†
s,t)fs|Ft]. If we rewrite fs as fs − ft + ft we get

the relation

E[fs − ft|Ft] = E0[Tr(Ωs,tρtΩ
†
s,t)(fs − ft)|Ft], (2.27)

since ft is Ft-measurable and E0[Tr(Ωs,tρtΩ
†
s,t)|Ft] = 1 by linearity and normal-

isation Eq. (2.18).
In particular, if we apply this to fs = mt+dt and ft = mt for a continuous

time t we get

E[dmt|Ft] = E0[Tr(ωtρtω
†
t )dmt|Ft]. (2.28)
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Now, since ρt is Ft-measurable we should be able to pull it out of the expect-
ation value. This is indeed possible, if we define the map given by Mt(ρ) =

E0[ωtρω
†
tdmt|Ft]. This map is Ft-measurable, and if there is no feedback present,

it is independent of Ft. In case of no feedback,Mt then becomes a non-random
map (i.e., a deterministic map). Using this map, we express the conditional ex-
pectation value of dmt as

E[dmt|Ft] = Tr(Mt(ρt)). (2.29)

The present treatment was performed using density matrices. If, however, the
conditional time-evolution preserves the purity of the quantum state, the above
formulation can be carried out using pure states. In this case, for example, the
conditional quantum states are defined as

|ψ̃; t〉 = Ωt |ψ〉 (2.30)

|ψ; t〉 = Ωt |ψ〉 /
√
Lt, (2.31)

where |ψ〉 is the initial state. The process Lt is defined as Lt = 〈ψ̃; t|ψ̃; t〉 =
Tr(|ψ̃; t〉 〈ψ̃; t|).

2.2.4 The Heisenberg Picture

As described in the introduction, all measurements can be described as unit-
ary evolution and a projective measurement. In the current treatment, we have
performed the projective measurement during the time-evolution of the system.
Formally, we could have waited until the time-evolution had run to its end-time
T and then projected onto the entire sequence of measurements to calculate the
probability for the sequence from the fully unitary dynamics. The unitary dy-
namics take place in a very large Hilbert-space, since a meter system needs to
be present at each instant of time. These meter systems carry the measurement
information for different times, such that the probability for observing a sequence
becomes an expectation value of a highly correlated quantum state.

In input-output theory [60], the approach is usually to introduce a bath of
oscillators with a continuous frequency spectrum. This Hilbert-space is equivalent
to our space of continuous measurement results, since the “position”-basis of the
bath of oscillators will be constructed by all possible positions of the oscillators,
which is a function of frequency, or equivalently, time.

Incidentally, it is worth noting that, for a discrete time process, the combined
state for the full unitary dynamics is a matrix product state, a type of state we
will discuss extensively in Chapter 5.

2.2.5 Linearity and the Regression Theorem

The time-evolution of the conditional quantum state can be calculated recursively,
since ρ̃s = ΩsρΩ†s = Ω(s, t)ΩtρΩ†tΩ(s, t)† = Ω(s, t)ρ̃tΩ(s, t)†. From this equation,
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we can also derive an important equation: The recursive equation for the mean
density matrix ρ̂t = E[ρt]. First, consider the conditional expectation for s ≥ t
using Eq. (2.26)

E[ρs|Ft] =
1

Lt
E0[ρ̃s|Ft] = E0[Ω(s, t)ρtΩ(s, t)†|Ft] (2.32)

Since Is,t(ρ) = Ωs,tρΩ†s,t is a linear map, we can use the linearity of conditional
expectation Eq. (A.8) and the fact that ρt is Ft-measurable to get

E[ρs|Ft] = Cs,t(ρt), (2.33)

where Cs,t = E0[Is,t|Ft] is an Ft-measurable trace-preserving linear map (a chan-
nel in quantum information). In general, Cs,t will be correlated with ρt, since they
are both Ft-measurable. However, if there is no feedback, Ω(s, t) is independent
of Ft such that Cs,t = E0[Is,t|Ft] = E0[Is,t] is a non-random map. Then

ρ̂s = E[E[ρs|Ft]] = Cs,t(E[ρt]) = Cs,t(ρ̂t). (2.34)

Under the same no-feedback condition we have, Ct,t0 = Ct,s ◦ Cs,t0 owing to
Eq. (A.12). To emphasise, this calculation is possible only in the situation where
Ωs,t is independent of measurement results before the time t, which is exactly the
case where no feedback is applied. The ensemble averaged density matrix ρ̂t can
therefore be calculated using a linear propagator. This property has important
consequences and is essential for the quantum regression theorem which we will
now discuss.

Given a measurement signal mt we could be interested in several different
statistical properties of this signal. Some of the most commonly used proper-
ties are the expectation value G0(t) = E[mt] and the auto-correlation function
G1(t, s) = E[msmt]. Instead we consider E[dmt] and E[dmsdmt] since G0 and G1

can be obtained from these by straightforward integration. The first moment of
dmt is easy to calculate using Eq. (2.28)

E[dmt] = E[E[dmt|Ft]] = E[E0[Tr(ωtρtω
†
t )dmt|Ft]]. (2.35)

By using the definition (2.29) in the case of no feedback we get

E[dmt] = Tr(E[Mt(ρt)])
no feedback

= Tr(Mt(ρ̂t)). (2.36)

In the rest of this section, we will assume no feedback is present, such that Ω(s, t)
is independent of Ft.

We can derive a similar and simple relation for the auto-correlation function
E[dmsdmt]. For s > t we have

E[dmsdmt|Ft] = E[E[dms|Fs]dmt|Ft] = Tr(Ms(E[ρsdmt|Ft])),
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where we have used thatMs is independent of Ft and the tower property (A.12).
For some t′ satisfying s > t′ > t, we can write ρs = Ω(s, t′)ρt′Ω(s, t′)† and, by
virtue of no feedback pull it out of the expectation value as the map Cs,t′

E[dmsdmt|Ft] = Tr(Ms ◦ Cs,t′(E[ρt′dmt|Ft])).

By proceeding as we did when deriving Eq. (2.29), we can define a linear map
Mt′,t(ρ) = E[Ω(t′, t)ρΩ(t′, t)†dmt|Ft] such that

E[dmsdmt|Ft] = Tr(Ms ◦ Cs,t′ ◦Mt′,t(ρt)). (2.37)

Since all the maps are non-random, we can calculate the full expectation value in
terms of ρ̂t

E[dmsdmt] = Tr(Ms ◦ Cs,t′ ◦Mt′,t(ρ̂t)) s > t′ > t. (2.38)

At this point, it is worth noting that the time t′ is arbitrary. For continuous time
measurements, we can take the limit t′ → t such that Cs,t′ ◦ Mt′,t = Cs,t ◦ Mt,
such that we get

E[dmsdmt] = Tr(Ms ◦ Cs,t ◦Mt(ρ̂t)) s > t. (2.39)

In the discrete time case, this limit cannot be taken, and we only write Cs,t+1◦Mt,
where t+ 1 means the discrete time following t.

The result Eq. (2.39) states that we can evaluate the two-time correlation
function by applying Mt, propagate using the mean density matrix propagator
Cs,t and then applyMs. This is a remarkable fact which for continuous time sys-
tems, implies that the two-time correlation function satisfies the same differential
equation as the mean density matrix.

This result, is known as the regression theorem for a Markov process. It
applies equally well to discrete-time processes, but in quantum mechanics it is
most often used for continuous time. The above statement, is a special case of the
more general quantum regression theorem, where multi-time averages of general
operators can be calculated. In this context, however, we could argue that the
only quantity of actual relevance is E[dmsdmt], since this is what is available to
an observer.

2.3 The Quantum Filtering Equations

We will now consider two types of stochastic wave equations: the jump-type and
the diffusion-type.

But first, for continuous measurements, consider the requirement Eq. (2.18)
for any infinitesimal generator ωt and a reference measure P0. We will choose a
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reference measure P0 with stationary and independent increments dmt. If ωt has
both Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian evolution it should be of the form

ωt = 1− iHtdt+ btdt+ ctdmt, (2.40)

where Ht is the Hamiltonian, and bt and ct is related to the measurement. All
operators should be Ft-measurable and the Hamiltonian is naturally hermitian.
The operator bt should also be Hermitian, since any non-hermitian component
can be absorbed into Ht. The normalisation requirement states that

1 = E0[ω†tωt|Ft]

which implies

2btdt+ (ct + c†t)E0[dmt] + c†tct E0[dm2
t ] = 0,

since the operators are Ft-measurable and dmt is independent of Ft. Therefore

bt = −1

2

[
dσ2

t

dt
c†tct +

dµt
dt

(ct + c†t)
]
,

where dµt = E0[dmt] and dσ2
t = E0[dm2

t ].
The two cases we will consider in this dissertation is, when dmt is a Wiener

process such that E0[dmt] = 0 and E0[dm2
t ] = dt and when dmt is a Poisson

process of intensity λ with E0[dmt] = λdt and E0[dm2
t ] = λdt. However, other

choices may be desirable. For example, a shifted Wiener process with E0[dmt] =
µtdt and E0[dm2

t ] = dt was used in [61], in order to obtain a more efficient
simulation technique.

As a final point, there is a nice way of formulating Markovian feedback using
this formulation. Markovian feedback is the limiting case, where the measure-
ment result dmt is fed instantaneously back to the system. If the feedback is a
Hamiltonian term proportional to the measurement result V dmt, we can get the
operator for Markovian feedback by multiplying ωt with 1 − iV dmt − V 2/2dσ2

t

from the left. In this case we get

ωt = 1− i(H + V c)dt− 1

2

[
c†c

dσ2
t

dt
+ V 2dσ

2
t

dt
+
dµt
dt

(c+ c†)
]
dt+ (c− iV )dmt.

Thus the effect of the Markovian feedback is to modify the Hamiltonian and
change the measured operator from c to c− iV . Naturally, this derivation is not
particularly satisfactory, since it is not at all clear how to incorporate a finite
time-delay. This and further questions are addressed thoroughly in [51]. Note
that when the feedback can be approximated as Markovian, there is no formal
distinction between a system with and without feedback.

The extension to multiple and partially observed channels is readily made by
using the instrument formalism from Section 2.2.1.
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Figure 2.2: Example of jump trajectory. A two level atom driven by a Rabi-frequency
Ω = 1.3, detuning ∆ = 1.43 and decay rate γ = 0.55. The solid curves show Xt =
Tr(σxρt) ( ), Yt = Tr(σyρt) ( ), Zt = Tr(σzρt) ( ), and the solid dashed vertical
lines shows the instants of the detected events. The bottom plot shows logLt Eq. (2.24),
with respect to a reference Poisson process of intensity γ/2.

2.3.1 Jump Measurement

For a measurement of the jump-type, the observer will measure long intervals
without any events, and then events at discrete times ti. The set of measurement
results can therefore be described as all ordered sequences of times t1 < . . . < tN
for all N ∈ N (including N = 0).

An example of such a (simulated) sequence of measurement results can be
seen in Figure 2.2. In the example, a two-level atom is coherently driven by a
laser, while spontaneous emission can occur. The emitted photon is detected by
an observer which record the discrete events indicated by vertical dashed lines,
while the conditional quantum state evolution is shown by the continuous curves.

In this case, it is natural to choose a Poisson process with some intensity λ as
our reference measure P0. Let Nt be the number of events up to time t and Nt
its natural filtration. We can construct the time-dependent measurement effect
by considering the infinitesimal generator ωt. At each small interval of time dt
we have dNt = 0 for no event and dNt = 1 (and dt = 0) for the case of an event.
Along the lines of [54], let

ωt(dNt = 0) = 1− iHdt− 1

2
(c†c− λ)dt

ωt(dNt = 1) =
c√
λ
.

(2.41)

For a Poisson process P0(dNt = 0) = 1 − λdt and P0(dNt = 1) = λdt. This
infinitesimal ωt is then clearly normalised since E0[ω†tωt] = (1 − λdt)(1 − (c†c −
λ)dt) + λdtc†c/λ = 1
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Using Eq. (2.28), we can calculate the conditional expectation value of dNt:

E[dNt|Nt] = E[Tr(ωtρtω
†
tdNt)|Nt] = λdtTr(c†cρt)/λ = Tr(c†cρt)dt,

such that the mapMt is given byMt(ρ) = cρc†dt. The unconditional expecta-
tion value of dNt, the emission intensity, is given by E[dNt] = E[Tr(c†cρt)]dt =
Tr(c†cρ̂t)dt where ρ̂t = E[ρt] is the ensemble averaged density matrix as above.

In the description normally found in the literature [54, 62], ωt(dNt = 1) =
c
√
dt. The presence of

√
dt, which, while not necessarily too problematic, is

perhaps slightly disconcerting. Here we avoid this kind of construction by consid-
ering an underlying reference Poisson process. A seemingly more severe problem
is discussed in Section 3.1.1, where log(dt) would appear without the present
formulation.

Whenever no jump is detected (dNt = 0), ρ̃t satisfies the differential equation

dρ̃t
dt

=
ωt(0)†ρ̃tωt(0)− ρ̃t

dt
= −i [H, ρ̃t]−

1

2

{
c†c, ρ̃t

}
+ λρ̃t, (2.42)

and a jump gives rise to the discontinuous change

ρ̃t+dt 7→ ωt(1)ρ̃tωt(1)† =
cρ̃tc

†

λ
. (2.43)

We can summarise this evolution by a stochastic differential equation with a
Poisson increment dNt with E0[dNt] = λdt as

dρ̃t =

[
−i [H, ρ̃t]−

1

2

{
c†c, ρ̃t

}
+ λρ̃t

]
dt+

[
cρ̃tc

†

λ
− ρ̃t

]
dNt. (2.44)

The likelihood Lt also satisfies a stochastic differential equation,

dLt = Tr(dρ̃t) = (λTr(ρ̃t)− Tr(c†cρ̃t))dt+ (λ−1 Tr(c†cρ̃t)− Tr(ρ̃t))dNt,

or in terms of the normalised state ρt = ρ̃t/Lt:

dLt
Lt

= (λ− Tr(c†cρt))dt+ (λ−1 Tr(c†cρt)− 1)dNt. (2.45)

The deterministic differential equation for ρ̂t can be calculated most easily
using E[ρt] = E0[ρ̃t]:

dρ̂t = E0[dρ̃t] =

[
−i [H, ρ̂t]−

1

2

{
c†c, ρ̂t

}
+ cρ̂tc

†
]
dt (2.46)

since E0[dNt] = λdt. This is simply the normal master equation known from
quantum optics, where the Lioville operator is L(ρ) ≡ −i [H, ρ]−

{
c†c, ρ

}
/2+cρc†.

Such a master equation is both used to describe the ensemble averaged effect of
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unobserved measurement, but also describes dissipation in open quantum systems.
This is no accident, since in either case the quantum system interacts with other
unobserved degrees of freedom.

We can also derive a stochastic differential equation for the normalised quan-
tum state ρt = E[ρt|Nt]:

dρt =

[
−i [H, ρt]−

1

2

{
c†c, ρt

}
+ Tr(c†cρt)ρt

]
dt+ dNt

[
cρtc

†

Tr(c†cρt)
− ρt

]
. (2.47)

For jump-type measurements, the regression theorem Eq. (2.39) takes the form
for s > t

E[dNsdNt] = Tr
(
c†c exp(L(s− t))

[
cρ̂tc

†
])
dt2, (2.48)

where the exponential is understood as the operator-exponential of the Lioville op-
erator acting on density-matrices (also called the exponential of a super-operator).

2.3.2 Diffusion Measurement

For diffusion type measurements, the effect of the measurement is infinitesimal
at all times. The measurement outcome is a continuous function of time Yt, and,
the set of measurement outcomes is therefore the set of continuous functions on
an interval of time [0, T ] and the natural filtration for Yt is denoted Yt. The
archetypal example is homodyne measurement [55, 62–64] of the cavity output
field of a decaying two-level atom.

For diffusion type measurements, we will again consider a small segment of
time dt and the set of outcomes is the real numbers. We will here choose a
reference measure, as the measure for that of a Wiener process PW which has
independent increments dYt with zero mean and variance dt. Informally, this
means that in all PW -expectation values we can set dY 2

t = dt as is usual in Itô
stochastic calculus.

The infinitesimal generator is in this case

ωt(dYt) = 1− iHdt− 1

2
c†cdt+ cdYt. (2.49)

This operator is correctly normalised, since E0[ω†tωt] = E0(1−c†cdt+(c+c†)dYt+
c†cdY 2

t +O(dt3/2)) = 1.
We can calculate the (conditional) probability for observing dYt by calculating

the mean and variance using Eq. (2.28). Since ω†tωt = (1 + c†c(dY 2
t − dt) + (c+

c†)dYt) we have

E[dYt|Yt] = E0[dYt Tr(ω†tωtρt)|Yt] = Tr(cρt + ρtc
†)dt,

E[dY 2
t |Yt] = E0[dY 2

t Tr(ω†tωtρt)|Yt] = dt
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Figure 2.3: Figure showing homodyne detection of output signal from a cavity with
Ω = 1.3, ∆ = 1.4 and γ = 0.55. The homodyne detection is with c =

√
γiσ. The solid

curves show Xt = Tr(σxρt) ( ), Yt = Tr(σyρt) ( ), Zt = Tr(σzρt) ( ).

which, since dYt is infinitesimal, implies [57]

dYt = Tr((c+ c†)ρt)dt+ dWt,

where dWt is a Wiener increment with respect to the measure P . From these
calculations we also findMt(ρ) = (cρ+ ρc†)dt.

The stochastic differential equation for the un-normalised state ρ̃t becomes

dρ̃t = ωt(dYt)ρ̃tω
†
t (dYt)− ρ̃t

=

[
−i [H, ρ̃t]−

1

2

{
c†c, ρ̃t

}
+ cρ̃tc

†
]
dt+ (cρ̃t + ρ̃tc

†)dYt.

For convenience, we introduce the Lioville operator L(ρ) = −i [H, ρ]−
{
c†c, ρ

}
/2+

cρc† and the mapM(ρ) = cρ+ ρc†, such that

dρ̃t = L(ρ̃t)dt+M(ρ̃t)dYt

dYt = Tr(M(ρt))dt+ dWt.
(2.50)

The equation for the likelihood Lt can now easily be found to be

dLt = Tr(dρ̃t) = Tr(M(ρ̃t))dYt = Tr(M(ρt))LtdYt. (2.51)

The normalised equation can be found by direct calculation and use of the Itô-rule
df(Xt) = f ′(Xt)dXt + f ′′(Xt)dX

2
t /2 and Tr(dρ̃t) = Tr(M(ρ̃t))dYt to be

dρt = L(ρt)dt+ (M(ρt)− Tr(M(ρt))ρt)(dYt − Tr(M(ρt))dt) (2.52)
= L(ρt)dt+ (M(ρt)− Tr(M(ρt))ρt)dWt, (2.53)
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where dWt is the Wiener increment from Eq. (2.50).
As in the jump-type measurement, the unconditional expectation value ρ̂t =

E[ρt] = E0[ρ̃t] satisfies the standard master equation from quantum optics ˙̂ρt =
L(ρ̂t) and the unconditional expectation value of the measurement result is E[dYt] =
Tr(M(ρ̂t))dt.

For diffusion-type measurements, the regression theorem Eq. (2.39) takes the
form for s > t

E[dYsdYt] = Tr
(
M
(
eL(s−t)[M(ρ̂t)

)
]
)
dt2. (2.54)

2.3.3 An Exactly Solvable Example

If the measured operator c =
√
κA is Hermitian and commutes with the sys-

tem Hamiltonian H, the measurement process is called quantum non demolition
(QND). In this case we can solve the linear (un-normalized) equation Eq. (2.50)
quite easily. Since A and H commute we can choose simultaneous eigenstates
for the two operators. Let these states be |n, a〉 with H |n, a〉 = En |n, a〉 and
A |n, a〉 = a |n, a〉. In this case |n, a〉 is also an eigenstate of ΩT such that the
state at time T is

|n, a;T 〉 = ΩT |n, a〉 = exp

(
−iEnT − κa2T +

√
κa

∫ T

0
dYt

)
|n, a〉 , (2.55)

or in term of operators

ΩT = exp

(
−iHT − κA2T +

√
κA

∫ T

0
dYt

)
. (2.56)

If the initial state is |ψ〉 =
∑

n,a cn,a |n, a〉 we have

LT = 〈ψ̃;T |ψ̃;T 〉 =
∑
n,a

|cn,a|2 exp

(
−2κa2T + 2

√
κa

∫ T

0
dYt

)
, (2.57)

i.e. independent of H, as expected. In this case we can calculate the probability
for the integrated measurement result at time T , YT =

∫ T
0 dYt quite easily using

the characteristic function exp(isYT )

φYT (s) = E
[
eisYT

]
=
∑
n,a

|cn,a|2 E0

[
exp

(
isYT − 2κa2T + 2

√
κaYT

)]
, (2.58)

now with respect to the Wiener measure. Since E0[exp(aYT )] = exp(a2T/2) we
have

φYT (s) =
∑
n,a

|cn,a|2 exp(−s2T/2 + is2
√
κaT ). (2.59)
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Thus, YT is a mixture of normal distributions with mean 2
√
κa and variance T :

P (YT ) =
∑
n,a

|cn,a|2N(YT , µ = 2
√
κa, σ2 = T ). (2.60)

In this example we were fortunate enough that we could express the linear
conditional state |ψ̃;T 〉 as a simple function of the final integrated measurement
result YT . This is not always the case, and complicated stochastic dynamics can
occur if the measured operator c does not commute with the Hamiltonian operator
H.

2.3.4 Numerical Simulation of the Filter Equations

We can use the filter equations (2.47) and (2.53) in several contexts. One context
is that of calculating the expected density matrix ρ̂t and in this way simulate open
quantum systems subject to dissipation effects. Since ρ̂t satisfies a deterministic
differential equation, it is not really difficult to solve it using standard numerical
techniques. However, in order to simulate a quantum system of dimension N ,
O(N2) memory is needed to represent the state. If all non-Hamiltonian terms in
the Lindblad operator driving ρ̂t are modelled as measurement signals, then ρ̂t
can be simulated by taking averages of trajectories of solutions to Eq. (2.47) or
Eq. (2.53), but where the quantum state ρt is pure at all times. Since ρt is pure
at all times, we can propagate the corresponding wave function instead, and only
use O(N) memory. For some systems, O(N2) is infeasible, whereas O(N) can
be managed. Some of the early applications of stochastic quantum trajectories
[47, 60] focused exactly on this method.

As we have seen, the quantum filter equations (2.47) and (2.53) are more than
a tool for calculating ρ̂t. The filter equations can be used to calculate the quan-
tum state of a continuously monitored quantum system given the measurement
data ms for s ≤ t. On the other hand, we can also use the equations to simu-
late experiments and randomly generate measurement results consistent with an
actual experimental procedure. Such simulations can not only provide valuable
qualitative insight into the dynamics of the ensemble averaged density matrix ρ̂t,
but also allows us to investigate correlations between the measured signal mt and
the conditional system state ρt.

From a numerical point of view Eq. (2.47) is by far the easiest equation to
simulate. A naïve approach would be to propagate the state ρt in small time
steps ∆t. In each small interval of time, dNt is generated with the probability
P (dNt = 1|Nt) ≈ Tr(c†cρt)∆t using a pseudo random generator. If dNt = 1, then
ωt(dNt = 1) is applied, if not ωt(dNt = 0) is applied. At the end of this procedure
the quantum state is normalised and the next time step can be simulated.

While this approach will work, it is essentially an Euler scheme which suffers
not only from very small accuracy, but also has severe stability problems. A much
better approach, is to randomly generate the waiting time until next dNt = 1.
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Using a high-order method, Eq. (2.47) is propagated deterministically with dNt =
0. In each time-segment dt the probability of not seeing a jump is P (dNt =
0|Nt) = 1− Tr(c†cρt)dt which implies that the probability for not seeing a jump
for a time τ , is

P (wait τ) = exp

(
−
∫ τ

0
dtTr(c†cρt0+t)

)
,

where the previous jump is assumed to have occurred at t0. By picking a uniformly
distributed random number r and propagating the dNt = 0 part of Eq. (2.47) until
r = P (τ) using a high-order ordinary differential equation solver, we can randomly
generate a correctly distributed waiting time. When we have found the time τ ,
we also have the quantum state conditioned on that waiting time ρt0+τ . Now
we simply calculate cρt0+τ c

†/Tr(c†cρt0+τ ) and repeat using this state as the new
state at t0 → t0 + τ .

For practical simulation, P (τ) should not be calculated with the above for-
mula. It is easy to show that d(logP )/dτ = −Tr(c†cρt0+τ ), so in practice this
equation is propagated alongside Eq. (2.47) and the result compared with log r.
Note that it is not the un-normalised state being propagated, but the normalised
state.

A few remarks about this technique is in order. First, the quantity logP (τ) is
closely related to Lt for the jump process Eq. (2.45). Indeed, by putting dNt = 0
and λ = 0 in Eq. (2.45) we get the same equation for logP as noted above. This is
expected, since Lt propagated with dNt = 0 is the probability for not observing a
jump during that time. It is, defined as the probability for not observing a jump
divided by the probability for not observing the same jump, if the jump process
was a Poisson process. In mathematical terms, Lt (propagated with dNt = 0)
is the probability density for not observing a jump relative to a Poisson process.
The waiting time for a Poisson process with rate τ is exactly exp(−λτ), which
explains the extra λ in Eq. (2.45). Had we chosen a reference measure such that
P0(dNt) = 1, the likelihood Lt would have been exactly equal to logP when
dNt = 0.

The equation Eq. (2.53) is much less attractive for numerical simulation of
the ensemble average ρ̂t, since it is difficult to implement high-order solution
methods. There are a number of techniques for solving stochastic differential
equations driven by Wiener processes. Most of them can be derived using Taylor
expansions in much the same way as higher-order Runge-Kutta methods can be
derived. There are a number of additional issues to deal with, however. The
Taylor expansion is much more complex, since dW 2

t = dt making the resulting
higher-order methods rather complicated. It is also not entirely straight forward
to assess the accuracy of the solution, since one cannot simply solve the equation
again with a smaller time-step since this requires the generation of a new sequence
of more finely grained dWt’s consistent with the Wiener process used for the larger
step-size. This last issue is a major issue, since it makes it very challenging to
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construct stable integration schemes with adaptive step sizes. A good introduction
to the different integration methods can be found in [62], and more mathematical
detailed analyses can be found in [65, 66].

Finally, depending on which expectation values we need to calculate, it might
be advantageous to generate the trajectories with some other probability distribu-
tion than P and then calculate a weighted average. Indeed, if we pick some P̃ such
that dP/dP̃ |t = Zt, where Zt is a martingale, we can reuse much of the theory
from the previous section, and in particular EP [X|Ft] = EP̃ [ZTX|Ft]/Zt. The
optimal choice of Zt generally depends sensitively on X [65], but for a particular
X there exists a choice, such that a single trajectory provides the full expectation
value E[X]. The caveat is then that finding this Zt is just as hard as calculating
E[X]. Simulations along these lines have been tried with some success in [61, 67].

2.4 Limits of a Discrete Process

Let us now return to the example presented in Section 2.1.1 and show how, in
the appropriate limit, this simple model can lead to both diffusion type and jump
type measurement models.

In Section 2.1.1, we found a physical realisation for the measurement operators
(here defined using a uniform reference measure)

Ωµ =
1

2
(exp(−iφA)− µi exp(iφA)) ,

corresponding to Ωy
µ and φ = gτ where τ is the duration of the measurement.

Assume that the measurement takes place over a time-scale which is much shorter
than the Hamiltonian dynamics. The effect of applying N measurements in a time
∆T is then described by the operator ΩµN . . .Ωµ1 . Since [Ω1,Ω−1] = 0, we can
group factors into µ = +1 and µ = −1, such that

ΩµN . . .Ωµ1 = Ω
N+

+1 Ω
N−
−1 ,

where µ = +1 (µ = −1) occurs N+ (N−) times. Thus, the order of µ1, . . . µN does
not matter, so we can define a new effective operator for the variable N+ −N−.
For convenience, select now the reference measure as P0(N+ −N−) =

(
N
N+

)
2−N ,

i.e. a binomial distribution with probability 1/2. With this reference measure,

Ω(N+ −N−) = (exp(−iφA)− i exp(iφA))N+

× (exp(−iφA) + i exp(φA))N− . (2.61)

By expanding this product to second order in φ, we obtain

Ω(N+ −N−) ≈
(
1 + φA(N+ −N−) + ((N+ −N−)2 − 2N)

1

2
φ2A2

)
.
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and the probability density for observing N+ −N− for a quantum state ρ is

dP

dP0
(N+ −N−) =

(
1 + (N+ −N−)2φTr(Aρ) + ((N+ −N−)2 −N)2φ2 Tr(A2ρ)

)
.

The mean value and variance of N+ −N− are to first order in φ

E[N+ −N−] = 2φN Tr(Aρ)

Var(N+ −N−) = N.

To get a proper limit when N → ∞ we define the measurement result dY =
(N+−N−)

√
∆T/N which has mean value 2κ∆T Tr(Aρ) and variance ∆T , where

the measurement “intensity” is κ = φ2N/∆T . We will then take the limit N →∞
with κ fixed, such that we can approximate the binomially distributed dY by a
normal distribution with mean value 2κTr(Aρ)dt and variance dt, or in terms of
a Wiener increment dW ,

dY = 2κTr(Aρ)dt+ dW.

Inserting this into Eq. (2.61), we get to first order in dt

Ω(dY ) ≈
(
1 +
√
κAdY − κ

2
A2dt

)
, (2.62)

where we have used the Itô-rule dW 2 = dt.
This argument is entirely consistent with taking the limit N → ∞ with

∆T/N fixed and replacing the reference measure with a Wiener measure such
that E0[dY ] = 0 and E0[dY 2] = dt. Inserting this into Ω(N+ − N−) directly
yields the above formula, and also shows that Ω(dY ) is normalised according to
the Wiener measure E0[Ω(dY )†Ω(dY )] = 1.

Since the discrete measurement events described by Ωµ was assumed to take
place on a time-scale much faster than other system dynamics, we can include
Hamiltonian evolution simply by adding the term −iHdt to Ω(dY ).

In this limit, the measurement process described in Section 2.1.1, can lead to
a stochastic differential equation of the form derived in Section 2.3.2. This will be
useful to simulate measurements of non-local observables using matrix product
states as we will see in Section 5.5.

Consider also the measurement operator, where the initial state was in the
x̂-direction. For this measurement, a Poisson-process limit is easy to obtain since
Ω+1 ≈ 1 − φ2A2/2 and Ω−1 ≈ φA. If we again imagine N measurements in
the time ∆T , we see that to second order in φ, the only events occurring with
non-zero probability (to order O(φ2)) is N events with µ = +1 and 1 event with
µ = −1. These events correspond to the operators

Ω(0) = 1− N

2
φ2A2

Ω(1) =

(
1− N − 1

2
φ2A2

)
φA ≈ φA,
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The zero-event occurs with probability P (0) = 1 − Nφ2 Tr(A2ρ) and the prob-
ability for the event corresponding to one detection of a spin up is P (1) =
Nφ2 Tr(A2ρ), where the factor of N in P (1) is there, since detecting a single
µ = −1 can happen at N different times. Thus, if we define the measurement
intensity κ = Nφ2/∆T , then P (0) = 1−κTr(A2ρ)∆T and P (1) = κTr(A2ρ)∆T .
For ∆T → 0, this process converges to a Poisson process similar to Eq. (2.41).

2.5 Further Directions

While continuous quantum measurements have a long history in quantum optics,
it has so far only occurred sporadically in the study of quantum many-body
systems. This is largely because there were no experimentally available many-
body systems where the coherence were long-lived enough for the present theory
to be of any relevance.

With the experimental realisation of Bose-Einstein condensates [23], this has
changed and it is a challenging goal to understand non equilibrium open quantum
many body systems being monitored. Dealing with these complex many-body
systems requires new numerical techniques as we will investigate in Chapter 5,
and measurements can provide insight into classical quantum many-body physics,
such as symmetry breaking dynamics as we will investigate in Chapter 6.

Conversely, it is interesting to view continuously monitored quantum systems,
more from a many-body or thermodynamic perspective. For example, the relative
entropy of P with respect to P0, S(P |P0) = E[logLt] provides an interesting char-
acterisation of the trajectory dynamics. Additionally, the relative entropy between
the probability distribution of processes with infinitesimally close external para-
meters, the Fisher information, provides an even more appealing characterisa-
tion. The Fisher information is a characterisation of the stochastic dynamics of
quantum trajectories very similar to the fidelity susceptibility used in quantum
many-body physics [68–71]. It would be interesting to re-visit many topics from
this information and thermodynamic viewpoint, for example the quantum Zeno
effect.

Investigating the distribution of measurement results in the long-time limit
using large deviation theory can also lead to some interesting insights which can be
interpreted in terms of dynamical phase transitions with its own scaling relations
and entropy properties [22].

In paper [22], a linear differential equation for ρ(s, t) = E[ρt exp(−sNt)] =
E0[ρ̃t exp(−sNt)] is derived for jump-trajectories and solved for t → ∞ using
eigenvalue methods. This provides information about the asymptotic probability
distribution and density-matrix, since ρ(s, t) is the expectation of the moment
generating function for the measured signal Nt correlated with the density matrix
ρt. An equivalent study using ρ(s, t) = E[ρt exp(−sYt)] is possible for diffusion-
like measurements and can provide a similar type of information.
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Finally, experimentalists routinely perform measurements of the types dis-
cussed in this chapter. While, the filtering equations are very useful for finding
the conditional quantum state given a sequence of measurement results, the equa-
tions does not immediately provide a way to infer anything about the external
parameters driving the system. This is an important problem, since knowledge
of the external parameters is often incomplete and a robust method for finding
them is essential. How to find the external parameter driving a quantum system
in an efficient way will be the topic for the next chapter.



Chapter 3

Efficient Parametric Inference

A proper statistical treatment of measurement data is important when inferring
results from complex experiments. With the growing use of quantum systems
for high-precision measurements, a whole research domain of quantum metrology
has emerged. Limitations to measurement precision from quantum mechanical
uncertainties have been investigated and protocols to use measurements to op-
timally distinguish differently prepared quantum states have been developed; cf.
[54, 72–76].

The goal of this chapter is to establish an efficient numerical method for es-
timating parameters describing the time-evolution of a continuously monitored
quantum system. The continuous observation of a quantum system involves leak-
age of information via coupling of the system to a suitable meter, and an ar-
chetypal example is that of measurements of photons emitted from a quantum
light source as discussed in the previous chapter. Laser spectroscopy involves
the excitation of a quantum system, and detection of the fluorescence signal as
function of laser frequency permits a fit, e.g., to a Lorentzian distribution, which
yields information about the resonance frequency and line-width of the probed
system. The resonance curve, however, represents only a part of the acquired
data, as it omits details concerning the temporal dynamics and noise properties
of the detection signal. By utilising the full trajectory mt instead of some kind of
reduced information, we can extract more information from an experiment.

Immediate applications concern sensing of the magnitude of perturbations
acting on the system, such as the magnetic field probed in atomic magnetometers
[77, 78], and near-field effects, e.g., from nuclear spins, probed by a single nitrogen
vacancy centre in diamond [79, 80]. Theoretical strategies have been proposed
to continuously update parameter estimates based on the acquired data in a
Bayesian manner on equal footing with the conditioned quantum state of the
probe system [81, 82]. The latter method is particularly useful, if the system can
be approximated by Gaussian states [83, 84], but unfortunately this approach
quickly becomes intractable for non-Gaussian states if many parameters needs to
be estimated.

35
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In this chapter we provide a formal link between some of the central ideas
in classical estimation theory and stochastic master equations and to identify
efficient and systematic means to estimate unknown parameters from quantum
measurement records. We, in particular, discuss and demonstrate methods ap-
plicable in cases where the parameter space is too large to permit a recursive
Bayesian update procedure, where the unknown classical variables are treated
on equal footing with the quantum degrees of freedom [81, 82]. The methods
are general, but for concreteness, we consider light-emitting quantum systems,
and we present explicit analyses and results for direct photon detection and for
homodyne detection of the emitted radiation.

In a generic experiment, all terms in the stochastic master equations (2.47) and
(2.53) can be parametrized by a vector of classical variables θ ∈ Rn, such as laser-
atom detunings, which may, in turn, depend on the unknown values of externally
applied fields, decay rates, temperature, etc. In order to solve Eq. (2.47) and
Eq. (2.53), candidate values for these parameters need to be specified, and the
goal of parameter estimation by continuous quantum measurements is to identify
the best candidate values for the parameters θ, given the full measurement record
(Nt or Yt).

3.1 Bayesian Inference

Our theory of estimation is based on Bayes’ rule,

P (θ|D) =
P (D|θ)P (θ)

P (D)
, (3.1)

where P (θ|D) is the probability density of the parameters θ, given the observed
data D. The prior probability P (θ) models any prior knowledge we may have
about the system parameters θ. This could be as a result of calibration procedures
or other experiments. The factor P (D|θ) is the probability for observing the data,
conditional on the parameters θ. This object is what is conventionally produced
produced by models, in order to predict outcomes of measurement.

The posterior probability P (θ|D) contains all the information about the system
parameters θ contained in the observed data D. From this distribution we can cal-
culate any estimate of interest, including the mean value, the mode and quantiles.
An important advantage of calculating the full probability density P (θ|D) is that
it explicitly contains information about the uncertainty of the estimates.

The difficulty in using Eq. (3.1) stems from the denominator being a weighted
integral over all possible parameter values P (D) =

∫
dθP (D|θ)P (θ). This integ-

ral is high-dimensional when several parameters are estimated, and the integrand
can vary many orders of magnitude. To determine P (θ|D) in practice, we there-
fore need a method for calculating P (D|θ) and a numerically efficient method of
calculating P (D).
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3.1.1 Likelihood Functions

Since the data D is a measurement record, i.e., a function of time, its probability
density, or likelihood, P (D|θ) is difficult to define. Apart from its use in the
Bayesian update rule Eq. (3.1), it is common to maximize the likelihood with
respect to the parameters θ, and thus to estimate the true value of the parameter
by the value for which the likelihood for generating the data is highest.

Instead of maximizing P (D|θ) with respect to θ, one may maximize the value
of any strictly increasing function f of P (D|θ). The logarithm is commonly used,
and the resulting function is then denoted the log-likelihood function.

It is also possible to divide P (D|θ) with any strictly positive function P0(D),
without changing the location of the maximum with respect to θ. Thus, any
function f(P (D|θ)/P0(D)) can be used to determine the maximum likelihood
estimate of θ. We use the term likelihood function for any function L(D|θ) =
P (D|θ)/P0(D) and logarithmic likelihood for l(D|θ) = logL(D|θ). The likelihood
function L(D|θ) can to a large extent be chosen to have a convenient form.

Since P (D) =
∫
dθP (D|θ)P (θ) = P0(D)

∫
dθL(D|θ)P (θ) we can rewrite

Eq. (3.1) as

P (θ|D) =
P (D|θ)P (θ)

P0(D)
∫
dθL(D|θ)P (θ)

=
L(D|θ)P (θ)∫
dθL(D|θ)P (θ)

. (3.2)

In mathematical terms, the different choices of likelihood function L(D|θ)
correspond to choosing different reference measures. Thus, the stochastic process
Lt discussed in Chapter 2 is exactly the likelihood of an observed sequence of
measurement results up to time t.

From a formal point of view, Bayes’ rule is equivalent to conditional expecta-
tion as we discussed it in the previous chapter. By including the set of parameters
Θ in the probability space, the sample space is M × Θ. The prior information
provides a measure on Θ, PΘ. We encode the dependence of the probability for
observing some outcome m ∈ M on the parameters θ ∈ Θ by a joint probability
measure such that for the set D × S ∈M ×Θ

P (D × S) =

∫
D×S

L(m|θ)dP0(m)dPΘ(θ) (3.3)

where the integration is with respect to the product measure for the prior PΘ and
some reference measure on M , P0. The function L(m|θ) encodes the likelihood
for observing m given θ, such that we can use the likelihood Lt discussed in the
previous chapter, which implicitly depended on the parameters θ. The product
measure P is the measure-theoretic generalization of the joint probability P (m, θ).
In this way we can calculate the expectation value of any function of θ conditional
on an observation σ-algebra D by using the property Eq. (A.14)

E[f(θ)|D] =
E0[f(θ)L(m|θ)|D]

E0[L(m|θ)|D]
(3.4)
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where E0 is calculated with respect to the measure P0 × PΘ. This formula is
the abstract formulation of Bayes’ rule Eq. (3.1) and shows how the generalized
likelihood L(m|θ), which is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the joint probability
with respect to P0 × PΘ, fits naturally into parameter estimation.

Indeed, if the observation data is the measurement process mt from the pre-
vious chapter in some interval [0, T ], then D = FT and

E[f(θ)|FT ] =

∫
Θ f(θ)LθTdPΘ(θ)∫

Θ L
θ
TdPΘ(θ)

(3.5)

since LT is FT -measurable. This formula is the measure-theoretic restatement of
Eq. (3.2).

Numerically, it is very much desirable to work with the logarithmic likelihood
function lt = logLt which satisfies the stochastic differential equation

dlt = (λ− Tr(c†cρt))dt+ dNt log

(
Tr(c†cρt)

λ

)
(3.6)

for a jump-type measurement where ρt satisfies the normalized filter equation
Eq. (2.47). Similarly for a diffusion-type measurement

dlt = Tr(M(ρt))(dYt − Tr(M(ρt))dt), (3.7)

where ρt satisfies the normalized filter equation Eq. (2.53). One should always use
the logarithmic likelihood in numerical calculations since it is not uncommon for
the likelihood of a trajectory to become exceedingly extreme, e.g., LT ∼ O(e20)
at the end of the relatively short trajectory shown in Figure 2.2

Had we used a uniform reference measure in the derivation of Eq. (3.6) we
would have obtained the term dNt log(Tr(c†cρt)dt). While very odd-looking it is
simply an expression of the fact that after a detection is observed, lt no longer
expresses the likelihood of observing, e.g., N events, but N + 1 events. The
probability density for the N + 1 waiting times have a higher dimensionality than
the density for N events, so an extra “unit” is needed. This is exactly the factor
dt which in our formulation is replaced by the more tangible reference Poisson
process intensity 1/λ.

3.2 Fisher Information and the Cramér-Rao Bound

A reasonable question to ask is, how accurate is the Bayesian estimate on average,
and what is the fundamental limit on how accurate it is possible to estimate θ?

The answer to this question is given by the Fisher information matrix. The
Fisher information matrix is defined in terms of the probability density for the
data given some parameter θ as

I = E

[(
∂ logP (D|θ)

∂θ

)2
]
, (3.8)
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where the expectation is over all possible realizations of the data D. The Cramér-
Rao bound [85] states, that any estimator for θ, θ̂(D) has a variance larger than
1/I(θ0), where θ0 is the true value of θ.

If one uses a uniform prior probability distribution, the Fisher information
of P (D|θ) is, qualitatively, the reciprocal of the width of P (θ|D) averaged over
the possible measurement records. If a non-uniform prior probability distribu-
tion is included, the reciprocal width of P (θ|D) is, qualitatively, the sum of the
Fisher information for θ and the reciprocal width of the prior. A more accur-
ate quantification of the increase in information in the presence of a prior is the
relative entropy between the posterior distribution and the prior distribution as
investigated in [81].

As described in Section 3.1.1, we can use any likelihood function in place of the
conditional probability P (D|θ). The same result holds for the Fisher information.
That is, in Eq. (3.8) we can use any likelihood function L(D|θ) instead of the
probability density.

Let us first review the Fisher information matrix from probability theory and
show how it applies to continuously monitored quantum systems. Assume we
observe a stochastic variable X : M → R and that the underlying measure Pθ is
determined by some parameter θ and we wish to infer θ from observing X. Denote
by θ̂(X) our estimate of the unknown variable θ. The Fisher information of θ
determines (under some regularity conditions) the absolute limit to which we can
estimate θ givenX. There is no prior information available about θ. Assume θ̂(X)
is unbiased such that Eθ[θ̂(X)] = θ, which can be written as E0[L(m|θ)(θ̂(X) −
θ)] = 0. where L(m|θ) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Pθ with respect to
some reference measure, which is functionally independent of θ, P0 and E0 is
expectation with respect to this measure. By differentiating each side of the
unbiased condition, we get

0 =

∫
M
dP0(m)

∂L(m|θ)
∂θ

(θ̂(X(m))− θ)−
∫
M
dP0(m)L(m|θ).

The final integral is simply
∫
M dPθ(m) = 1 so

∫
M dP0(m)∂θL(m|θ)(θ̂(X(m)) −

θ) = 1. By multiplying and dividing by
√
L(m|θ) and applying the Cauchy-

Schwarz inequality we get

1 ≤
∫
M
dP0(m)L(m|θ)(θ̂(X(m))− θ)2 ·

∫
M

(m)L(m|θ)
[

1

L(m|θ)
∂L(m|θ)

∂θ

]2

which gives the Cramér-Rao bound

Var(θ̂) =

∫
M
dPθ(m)(θ̂(X(m))− θ)2 ≥

[∫
M
dP

[
1

L(m|θ)
∂L(m|θ)

∂θ

]2
]−1

, (3.9)
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where the right-hand side is the reciprocal Fisher information

I(θ) = E

[(
∂ logL(m|θ)

∂θ

)2
]

= −E
[
∂2 logL(m|θ)

∂θ2

]
. (3.10)

For a vector of variables θ, the Fisher information is

Iij(θ) = E
[
∂ logL(m|θ)

∂θi

∂ logL(m|θ)
∂θj

]
(3.11)

= E
[
L(m|θ)−2∂L(m|θ)

∂θi

∂L(m|θ)
∂θj

]
. (3.12)

The multi-variate Cramér-Rao bound states for any unbiased estimator θ̂, E[(θ̂i−
θi)(θ̂j − θj)] ≥ (I(θ)−1)ij .

The point with this derivation, is that the standard formula for the Fisher
information, I(θ) = E

[
(∂θ log p(x|θ))2

]
, also applies in a more general context

where p(x|θ) is replaced by the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P with respect to
some reference measure functionally independent of θ.

An illustrative example, of this more general formula, is the estimation of a
parameter in an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process Xt satisfying

dXt = −αXtdt+ dWt, (3.13)

which has the general solution

Xt = X0e
−αt +

∫ t

0
dWt′e

−α(t−t′).

The Radon-Nikodym derivative of P with respect to the Wiener measure PW (the
likelihood of X) is a functional of X : [0, T ]→ R given by

L(X|α) =
dP

dPW
(X) = exp

(
−1

2
α2

∫ T

0
X2
t dt− α

∫ T

0
XtdXt

)
. (3.14)

We can show this by considering the discretised version of Eq. (3.13): Xi+1−Xi =
∆Xi = −αXi∆T + ∆Wi for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and ∆T is suitably small and all the ∆Wi

are independent normally distributed stochastic variables with mean ∆T with
respect to the probability measure PX . The probability for a trajectoryX0, . . . XN

is given by the probability for the increments ∆Xi. The conditional probability
for each increment, conditioned on the past is a normal distribution with mean
−αXi∆T and variance ∆T . The probability for a trajectory is therefore given by

P (X1, . . . XN ) = (2π∆T )−N/2 exp

(
− 1

2∆T

N∑
i=0

(∆Xi + αXi∆T )2

)
,
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where we have used the property P (X1, . . . XN ) = P (∆X1, . . .∆XN ) = P (∆X1|X1)
P (∆X2|X1) . . . P (∆XN |XN ). The probability density can be rewritten with all
∆Xi extracted,

P (X1, . . . XN ) = (2π∆T )−N/2 exp

(
− 1

2∆T

N∑
i=0

∆X2
i

)

× exp

(
−1

2

N∑
i=1

α2X2
i ∆T − α

N∑
i=1

Xi∆Xi

)
(3.15)

The first exponential and the pre-factor is the probability density for normally
distributed ∆Xi with mean-value zero and variance ∆T . This is exactly the
Wiener measure PW applied to the X-trajectory,

P

PW
(X1, . . . XN ) = exp

(
−1

2
α2

N∑
i=1

X2
i ∆T − α

N∑
i=1

Xi∆Xi

)

which in the limit ∆T → 0 gives the Radon-Nikodym derivative in Eq. (3.14).
This result is a version of the Girsanov transformation [57, 65].

The Fisher information for the parameter α can now be evaluated by taking
the second logarithmic derivative of Eq. (3.14), i.e.

Iα = E
[∫ T

0
X2
t dt

]
=

∫ T

0
E[X2

t ]dt (3.16)

which for T → ∞ is Iα → 1/(2α)2 + T/(2α) ≈ T/2α. Indeed, an estimator
achieving this bound for T →∞ is

α̂(X) = −
∫ T

0 XtdXt∫ T
0 X2

t dt

which is the maximum likelihood estimate obtained by solving ∂αL(X|α) = 0.
For a continuously monitored quantum system, we can express the Fisher

information contained in the observed signal directly in terms of the trace of the
linear conditional state, since this is exactly the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the
measured signal with respect to a reference process:

Iij(θ) = E
[
∂ log Tr(ρ̃)

∂θi

∂ log Tr(ρ̃)

∂θj

]
. (3.17)

Note that here we are discussing the ability to infer a classical variable θ, when
the measurement process has been specified. In contrast, there is a generalized
quantum Cramér-Rao bound [72] which bounds the variance of the estimator for
a classical parameter determining a density matrix over all possible measurement
effects Ω.
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For the QND measurement described in Section 2.3.3, we have that

Tr(ρ̃) =
∑

n,a∈S(A)

|cn,a|2 exp
(
−2κa2T + 2

√
κaYT

)
(3.18)

which clearly demonstrates that only the measurement strength κ enters with
a non-zero contribution to the Fisher information. Thus, unsurprisingly, for a
QND measurement, one cannot infer parameters entering into the Hamiltonian
evolution from the measured signal.

In general the Fisher information Eq. (3.17) cannot be evaluated in closed
form. We can, however, formulate a Monte Carlo integration technique. Using
Tr(ρ̃t) as our likelihood function, we can apply Eq. (3.17) to calculate the Cramér-
Rao bound for estimating the unknown parameters in the system dynamics under
both types of measurements. Define the matrices

ρit =
1

Tr(ρ̃t)
∂iρ̃t, (3.19)

where the derivative is with respect to the i’th component of the vector of para-
meters θ. The expectation value of Tr(ρit) Tr(ρjt ) with respect to the probability
distribution p (i.e., the actual probability for generating a trajectory) will then
be the ij-component of the Fisher information matrix for the continuously mon-
itored quantum system. We can therefore evaluate the Fisher information matrix
numerically by simulating the stochastic master equation a large number of times
and determine the expectation value Eq. (3.17).

In practice, for the jump-type measurement, this requires solution of Eq. (2.47)
together with a simultaneous evaluation of the matrices ρit which can, in turn, be
determined from the inhomogeneous jump type master equation

dρit = L0(ρit)dt+ Tr(c†cρit)ρ
i
tdt+ (∂iL0)(ρt)dt

+ dNt(M(ρit) + (∂iM)(ρt)− ρit) (3.20)

where the stochastic term dNt takes the same value as in Eq. (2.47) and L0(ρ) =
−i [H, ρ]−

{
c†c, ρ

}
/2 andM(ρ) = cρc† and where the derivative of the Hamilto-

nian and damping terms with respect to θi are assumed known.
Similarly, for the diffusion-type measurement

dρit = L(ρit)dt+ (∂iL)(ρt)dt

+ (M(ρit) + (∂iM)(ρ)− Tr(M(ρt))ρ
i
t)(dYt − Tr(M(ρt))dt), (3.21)

with the notation of Eq. (2.53).
The Fisher information provides an average quantifier of the asymptotic un-

certainty in the estimation problem. With Eq. (2.47) and Eq. (3.20) or Eq. (2.53)
and Eq. (3.21) we have shown how the Fisher information can be calculated by
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simulating many independent sequences of the stochastic master equation for the
two different types of measurement. These simulations have to be carried out
for the candidate values of the parameters to yield the precision expected for a
concrete estimate based on a typical experimental run.

We note that if the field or meter degrees of freedom could be left unmeas-
ured, the full entangled density matrix of the quantum system and the quantized
radiation field would depend on the unknown parameters. Thus, the general
quantum Cramér-Rao bound derived by Braunstein and Caves [72] to determine
a parameter encoded in a quantum state, yields the ultimate accuracy with witch
the parameters in our state dynamics can be inferred using any type of measure-
ments. To achieve the Braunstein-Caves bound for continuously probed systems,
a very complex and most likely non-local measurement needs to be performed
on the combined system-radiation field state. Identifying that accuracy and in-
vestigating how closely it is approached by quantum jump and quantum diffusion
measurements of the emitted light presents an interesting challenge for further
studies.

3.3 Numerically Efficient Parameter Estimation

In this section, we illustrate the theory outlined in the previous sections with a
few characteristic examples. One approach for investigating P (θ|D) is to compute
the likelihood function L(D|θ) on a grid [81]. Using such a calculation, posterior
expectation values of θ can be calculated by numerical integration. A numerical
maximization routine can also be used to find the maximum of L(D|θ) and thus
provide a maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters. In the latter case, the
uncertainty is given by the Fisher information found by solution of the stochastic
master equation with samples of simulated detection records. The posterior prob-
ability density may have many local maxima, and it can be difficult to find the
global maximum of L(D|θ) using standard maximization techniques.

If the parameter space is large, more efficient methods for investigating the
likelihood function exist [86, 87]. To sample a function with an un-normalized
probability density π(x) (here π(θ) = L(D|θ)P (θ)), one can generate a random
sequence of candidate values in the form of a Markov chain, where the values jump
in an appropriately chosen manner so that they attain the correct probabilities.
The Markov chain transition probability for such a sequence, t(x1 → x2), must
be chosen such that it asymptotically reproduces the (un-normalized) probability
density π(x). The requirement for the transition rule t is that the only function
f that satisfies

∫
dxf(x)t(x → x′) = f(x′) is proportional to our desired density

π(x). A generic way to construct such a Markov chain is the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm [86, 87] which is used in many areas of science, and we provide a brief
review of our application of the method.

The basic idea is to compare the probability density of a randomly chosen
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candidate value x2 with the density at the current value x1. The value x2 may
be chosen randomly or, more precisely, according to a proposal chain q(x1 → x2),
e.g., in the neighbourhood of x1. A correct sampling of the probability density is
obtained by accepting x2 with the probability

α(x1, x2) = min

(
1,
π(x2)q(x2 → x1)

π(x1)q(x1 → x2)

)
, (3.22)

and otherwise retaining the value x1. If the proposal chain is able to explore
the entire parameter space this Markov chain will have π(x) as un-normalized
stationary distribution [86].

A nice feature of the Metropolis-Hastings sampling method is that it uses only
ratios between different arguments of the functions π and q. This implies that we
can use the un-normalized probabilities π(x), and for our purpose we can use the
likelihood functions found by solving Eq. (2.45) or Eq. (2.51) with the parameter
values θ = x1 and θ = x2.

In summary, to sample the posterior density for the estimated parameters
P (θ|D) ∝ L(D|θ)P (θ) for a continuous quantum measurement using Metropolis-
Hastings we select a random θ1 from the prior distribution P (θ), let i = 1, and
generate a sequence of random parameter values {θi} as follows:

1. Determine candidate θc according to some proposal distribution q(θi → θc).

2. Calculate the likelihood or, equivalently, the log-likelihood lcT for the data
until the final time T with the candidate θc, using either Eq. (2.45) and
Eq. (2.51) or Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7), depending on the type of measurement.

3. Calculate α(θi, θc) = min(1, exp(lcT − liT )P (θc)q(θc → θi)/P (θi)q(θi → θc)),
where liT is the log-likelihood for the previous parameter θi.

4. Accept the candidate with probability α(θi, θc) setting θi+1 = θc, li+1
T = lcT ,

otherwise keep θi and set θi+1 = θi, li+1
T = liT .

5. Let i→ i+ 1 and repeat.

These steps are repeated a large number of times, and by selecting a suitable frac-
tion of the sequence {θi}, the sampled parameters are uncorrelated and sampled
according to the probability distribution P (θ|D). The sampled parameters can
be used for determination of any property of the distribution P (θ|D).

In the simulations presented below, the proposal distribution q(θ → θc) was
chosen as a multivariate normal distribution centred at θ with a variance selected
to achieve a reasonable acceptance rate of 10% to 50%.

Many techniques exist for investigating the convergence rate and the correl-
ation length of the Markov chain generated by the above technique [87]. In the
simple examples studied in this dissertation, the convergence rate and correla-
tion length are readily identified, but a more careful analysis of these issues is
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Figure 3.1: The top panel shows the three components of the Bloch vector for a two-
level atom subject to laser excitation with Rabi frequency Ω = 1.3 and detuning ∆ = 1.43
(dimensionless units). The atomic inversion is represented by the lower ( ) curve. The
atom decays with a rate γ = 0.55, leading to the observation of quantum jumps at the
instants indicated by vertical dashed lines and the transient Bloch vector dynamics (as
in Figure 2.2). The bottom panel shows the estimation of the detuning ∆, treated as an
unknown variable with a probability distribution, which is updated in Bayesian manner,
conditioned on the measurement record. The prior was chosen as a normal distribution
with mean µ = 2 and standard deviation σ = 1.

necessary when applying the technique to an experimental situation with many
parameters and uncertainties.

In the future, we would like to provide the physics-community with ready-
made software capable of performing efficient Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling
of the posterior probability for continuously monitored quantum systems. Such
software should include automatic determination of the chain correlation length,
automatic adjustment of the proposal distribution to the problem at hand and
reliable convergence measures. Ideally, the software should be parallelisable such
that it can be applied to large experiments and datasets.

3.4 Examples

3.4.1 Two-level Atom

Consider a coherently driven two-level atom that decays by spontaneous emission
of photons. The atom dynamics is described by the Hamiltonian H = (Ω/2)σx +
(∆/2)σz and by a jump operator c =

√
γσ, where γ is the effective decay rate,

σ = (σx, σy, σz) is the vector of Pauli spin-matrices, and σ denotes the Pauli
lowering operator. The measurement record is the times at which photons are
detected with a photo-detector.

The top part of Figure 3.1 shows an example trajectory, assuming known
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Figure 3.2: Measured signal of a two level atom driven by a Rabi-frequency Ω = 1.3,
detuning ∆ = 1.43 subject to homodyne measurement of c =

√
γiσ with intensity γ =

0.55 (as in Figure 2.3). The bottom plot shows the posterior probability density for the
detuning ∆ of the estimate for ∆ with a flat prior distribution.

values γ = 0.55, Ω = 1.3 and ∆ = 1.43 for the atomic and field parameters
(in dimensionless units, e.g., relative to the decay rate of another excited state
in the same atom). The continuous curves show the components of the Bloch
vector r = Tr(ρσ), and they display continuous evolution disrupted at discrete
times, where discontinuous quantum jumps of the state occur associated with
the detector clicks. In the bottom part of Figure 3.1, we have assumed that γ
and Ω are known, and we evaluate the probability distribution for the detuning
parameter on a grid, assuming a prior normal distribution for ∆ with a standard
deviation σ∆ = 1.0 and mean value µ∆ = 2.0.

The ∆-distribution is conditioned on the same detection record as applied in
the top part of the figure, and we observe how the no-click periods cause a con-
tinuous change of the posterior density, while the discrete jumps are accompanied
by more abrupt changes, until the distribution is well converged. The importance
of the use of the whole signal, and not only the mean photo-detection rate is easily
understood: Following each quantum jump, the atomic density matrix describes
a transient damped Rabi oscillation, and the temporal probability distribution
for the subsequent jump event is periodically modulated. Since the period of
the transient modulation depends explicitly on Ω and ∆ the actual occurrence of
the next jump strongly favours (disfavours) certain values of ∆, and causes the
conditional increase (decrease) in the probability density at those values.

With a single unknown parameter, it is possible to compute the likelihood
function on a fine grid, but if we pass to the larger parameter space of more
unknown variables, we have recourse to more advanced search methods. In Figure
3.3, we show the results of running the Markov chain Monte Carlo-algorithm on
the trajectory in Figure 3.1 with all three parameters Ω, ∆, γ treated as unknown.
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Figure 3.3: The top panels show histograms of Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampled
distributions of the parameters, Ω, ∆ and γ in our two-level atom model. The prior
knowledge of the parameters assumes normal distributions, shown by the dashed lines,
with mean values µΩ = 2.0, µ∆ = 3.0 and µκ = 1.0; and standard deviations σΩ = 0.8,
σ∆ = 1.0 and σκ = 0.5. The right panels display the correlations between the different
pairs of sampled parameters.

We assume normal distributed priors, shown with the dashed lines in the top
panels of Figure 3.3, and the histograms show the values for the three parameters
sampled by the Markov chain. Since the trajectory is quite short, there is not
sufficient information to perfectly infer the values of the parameters, and the joint
densities of pairs of variables in the right panels indicate that two islands of likely
values of the set of parameters are not resolved by the measurements.

We have compared the distribution of time differences between click event in
the rather short detection record, shown in Figure 3.1, with the expected tran-
sient Rabi oscillation dynamics and we find that they are, indeed, compatible
with the different values for the pair of parameters Ω, ∆, occurring with compar-
able probabilities in the top right panel in Figure 3.3. With a few more “lucky
clicks”, however, the distribution will favour one choice, and due to the correla-
tions between our estimates for all three parameters, they may then rather rapidly
all converge to the correct values.

We have also calculated the Fisher information matrix for a photon counting
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Figure 3.4: Fisher information matrix components for photo-detection of a decaying
two-level atom with decay rate γ = 0.55 initially in the unexcited state up to T = 40. The
two top panels show the diagonal elements IΩ,Ω and I∆,∆ and the bottom left panel shows
the off-diagonal element IΩ,∆ of the Fisher information matrix. The bottom right panel,
shows the relative entropy between the signal probability distribution P and P0, where
P0 is a Poissson process. Unlike the Fisher information shown in panels (a-c), the relative
entropy does depend on the parameter λ, chosen for P0, and it is shown here with the
value of the stationary emission rate for the two-level atom λst = Ω2γ/(γ2 + 4∆2 + 2Ω2)
and γ = 0.55. See text.
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experiment by applying the simulation methods described above, and we obtain
the results shown in Figure 3.4. The Fisher information matrix was calculated by
simulating the stochastic master equation and the associated equations for the ρit
for different choices of the parameters (Ω,∆) ∈ [−3/2, 3/2]×[−3/2, 3/2], while the
decay rate was assumed to be known and equal to γ = 0.55 in our dimensionless
units and the initial atomic state was unexcited.

We recall that the Fisher information, evaluated at the estimated values Ω,
∆ gives the uncertainties of these two quantities as well as their covariance. It
is not surprising that the sensitivity of the photon detection method depends on
the actual values of the parameters. The fact that Ω and ∆ enter the problem
as coefficients on non-commuting spin components in the atomic Hamiltonian
suggests that spin uncertainty relations may result in limitations on their joint
determination; see also [83]. Such a fundamental limitation may be reflected by
the apparent anti-correlation of the occurrence of large and small values of the
Fisher information matrix elements IΩ,Ω and I∆,∆ in Figure 3.4.

In this simple case, the system state is always the same after a detection event.
This means that the individual waiting times are independent random variables
and the full statistics of a sequence of photo detections is determined from the
waiting time distribution alone. Thus, in the present case, the Fisher information
matrix can be calculated from the exactly known waiting time distribution for
the photon emission from a two-level atom.

The relative entropy between the signal probability p and a Poisson reference
distribution P0, S(P |P0) = E[logLt] is shown in Figure 3.4(d). The reference dis-
tribution P0 has been chosen as a Poisson process with a rate set by the stationary
emission rate λst = Ω2γ/(γ2 + 4∆2 + 2Ω2). The relative entropy is close to zero
in large regions of the Ω, ∆ parameter space, indicating that the emission process
is not very different from a Poisson process. In the regions with |Ω| ≥ 0.5, ∆ ≈ 0,
the dynamics deviate significantly from a Poisson process due to the Rabi oscil-
lations in the photon waiting-time distribution, and the ensemble of trajectories
has a higher entropy.

For completeness, a calculation similar to the one shown in Figure 3.1, is
shown in Figure 3.2, but where now the cavity field y-quadrature is detected by
homodyne detection. The calculation was performed on the trajectory shown
in Figure 2.3. In contrast to the jump-type measurement, here the posterior
probability density is changing in a more gradual fashion, but in the end converges
to a distribution with a peak close to the true value as in the jump-measurement.

3.4.2 Bi-modal Two-level Atom

Imagine now a situation where the two-level atom is not subject to dynamics
with a fixed set of unknown parameters, but it may jump randomly between two
fixed sets of values. Such jumps may occur due to changes in a binary variable
in the surrounding environment. e.g., the quantum states |a〉 and |b〉 of a nearby
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Figure 3.5: Simulated signal from a bimodal two-level atom, undergoing jumps and
coherent evolution with two alternating sets of parameters, a and b. The values used
for this trajectory are Ωa = 1.1, ∆a = 1.3, γa = 1.6, Ωb = 2.2, ∆b = 0.2, γb = 2.4 and
transition rates W (a → b) = 0.03 and W (b → a) = 0.08 (dimensionless units). The
solid black curve ( ) is the (binned) observed signal while the red line ( ) shows
the trajectory of the classical state.

atom, spin or mesoscopic qubit degree of freedom, or due to the atom moving
spatially between two different positions in a laser field configuration. We assume
these state changes are purely classical; i.e., we neglect all coherences between
the configurations or positions |a〉 and |b〉, and we assume that both the Rabi
frequency, the detuning and the decay rate of the two-level atom have different
values for the two states.

We describe the system using a conditional master equation where we include
the environmental states |a〉 and |b〉 of the atoms in a block-diagonal density
matrix, ρ = ρa ⊗ |a〉 〈a|+ ρb ⊗ |b〉 〈b|, where ρa (ρb) is the density matrix for the
atom associated with the environmental state a (b). The system Hamiltonian is
H = ((Ωa/2)σx + (∆a/2)σz) ⊗ |a〉 〈a| + ((Ωb/2)σx + (∆b/2)σz) ⊗ |b〉 〈b| and the
effective photo-detection jump operator is

c = σ− ⊗ (
√
γa |a〉 〈a|+

√
γb |b〉 〈b|).

The transitions between the two configurations are described by incoherent jump-
ing rates W (a → b) and W (b → a) and corresponding jump operators Ja→b =√
W (a→ b)1 ⊗ |b〉 〈a| and Jb→a =

√
W (b→ a)1 ⊗ |a〉 〈b|. The system is now

equivalent to an enlarged quantum system, and it is fully described as a single
quantum system by the formalism outlined above. The system described here is
very similar to the one used in the experiments by Reick et al. [88], Brakhane
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et al. [89]. The present system is more complex since coherent dynamics is an
important part of the system dynamics and output signal.

We have used the parameters Ωa = 1.1, ∆a = 1.3, γa = 1.6, Ωb = 2.2, ∆b =
0.2, γb = 2.4 and (slow) transition rates W (a→ b) = 0.03 and W (b→ a) = 0.08
to simulate a typical detection record for the system. In Figure 3.5, the black
solid line shows the time-binned observed signal for this record as a function of
time. As the changes between the two sets of parameter occur at low rates, the
photon counting signals almost directly reveal the jumps between the classical
states a and b as in [88].

Treating all rates and coupling strengths as unknown, the large number of
unknown parameters makes a straightforward Bayesian estimation of their val-
ues very complicated. In Figure 3.6, we show instead the outcome of the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo sampling of the eight possible parameters over the same meas-
urement sequence represented in Figure 3.5. All values were assigned uniform
prior probability distributions on the intervals shown (dashed lines in the fig-
ures), and the histograms show the concentration of the values sampled on the
actual, correct parameters. Had we tried to apply a grid-based method in this
example an 8-dimensional grid would have been needed. To obtain a comparable
level of detail, a grid-size of at least 20 points in each direction would have been
needed, corresponding to on the order of 1010 evaluations of the trajectory likeli-
hood. In the examples presented here, a rather large sample of 105 samples were
taken, which is however, still very much less.

3.5 Discussion and Outlook

In this chapter we have presented a general method for inferring the values of
parameters that govern the time evolution of continuously monitored quantum
systems. The systems are described by stochastic master equations, and we have
shown that the trace of the un-normalized density matrix can be interpreted and
applied as a likelihood function in standard statistical methods for parameter
inference. Explicit differential equations for the likelihood function in terms of
the normalized density matrix are exemplified for the case of photon counting
Eq. (3.6) and homodyne photo-detection Eq. (3.7). The differential equations for
the likelihood allows us to use numerically stable and efficient stochastic mas-
ter equation simulations as input to a variety of standard statistical estimation
algorithms, e.g., Markov chain Monte Carlo and direct maximum likelihood es-
timation. Our identification of the conditioned density matrix dynamics with the
likelihood function, in addition, leads to an efficient method using Eq. (3.20) and
Eq. (3.21) to simulate the Fisher information associated with any particular meas-
urement scheme and thus to evaluate the confidence of non-Bayesian parameter
estimation by continuous measurements.

We presented our formalism for the case of photo-detection, and in our ex-
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Figure 3.6: Marginal distributions for the eight unknown parameters in our bimodal
two-level atomic system. All prior distributions were taken to be uniform on the shown
intervals as indicated by the black dashed line. The estimation was based on the actual
click events of the trajectory, represented in Figure 3.5.

amples we assumed that all emitted radiation is detected. If there are unobserved
decoherence or loss processes and, e.g., loss of the radiation signal before the
detection, averaging over these processes simply contributes further (determin-
istic) dissipation terms of the Lindblad form D[J ](ρ) = −

{
J†J, ρ

}
/2 + JρJ† in

the master equations (2.47) and (2.53). The likelihood equations (3.6) and (3.7),
however, remain unchanged.

The relative entropy S(P |P0) between the probability measures P and P0 is
the P -expectation value of logLt, S(P |P0) = E[logLt] =

∫
dP log(dP/dP0) and

we note that the Fisher information is nothing but the relative entropy between Pθ
and P ′θ for infinitesimally close θ and θ′. Apart from their importance in parameter
estimation, the entropy S(P |P0) and the Fisher information Iij provide means to
characterise the stochastic dynamics of quantum trajectories in a manner similar
to the use of fidelity susceptibility to characterise the correlations in quantum
many-body physics [68–71].



Chapter 4

Quantum State Smoothing

In this chapter we show that we can define a past quantum state to obtain identical
results for past measurement outcomes as predicted by the ordinary quantum
formalism, when this is applied to deferred measurements on a combined system-
meter set-up [90]. The past quantum state is a two-component state Ξ = (ρ,E)
where ρ is the well-known filtered density matrix from Chapter 2 and the ef-
fect matrix E is the added component necessary for improving predictions about
past, unobserved or deferred, measurements. We derive the equations needed to
determine this matrix and we provide the specific stochastic differential equations
for the continuous-time measurement scenarios discussed in Chapter 2. These
equations can be chosen linear and non-trace preserving or non-linear and trace-
preserving as the usual quantum filtering equations. Finally we demonstrate that
our past quantum state generalizes the so-called smoothed state in classical hid-
den Markov models to the quantum case. The conditional density matrix ρ(t)
is a natural generalization of the α-state conditional probability, and the effect
matrix E is the quantum generalization of the backwards propagating β-state in
hidden Markov models.

The classical theory is easily illustrated in detail using hidden Markov models
[86]. We will begin by reviewing filtering, smoothing and parameter estimation
for hidden Markov models and discuss how to apply these ideas to a concrete ex-
periment [88] using actual experimental data. We will use elementary probability
theory in order to describe this theory for maximum clarity. We subsequently
derive the past quantum states using the principle of deferred measurements.

4.1 Hidden Markov Models

A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a stochastic process involving a measurement
signal Yt whose statistics is governed by the current state Xt of a (hidden) system
governed by a Markov evolution process. The observed sequence of data offers
partial information about the system state and its evolution.

To be precise, the system is in some state Xt at different discrete times t and

53
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at each time, some other stochastic variable Yt (the symbol in HMM termino-
logy) is observed. The Markov property is implemented by assuming that Xt is
conditionally independent of all variables except Xt−1 and that Yt is condition-
ally independent of all variables except Xt. The system is then described by the
transition probabilities P (Xt+1|Xt) and the emission probabilities P (Yt|Xt). The
joint probability for the values of all stochastic variables attained during times
from t = 1 to t = T is a product of all these conditional probabilities.

P (X1, . . . XT , Y1, . . . YT ) =
T−1∏
t=1

P (Xj+1|Xj)

T∏
t=1

P (Yt|Xj)P (X1). (4.1)

In the following, the possible (hidden) states are denoted by the set I and the set
of measurement results (the symbols) is denoted M .

A relevant example from physics which can be modelled by hidden Markov
models is the experiments by D. Meschede’s group [88, 89]. In these experiments,
atoms are observed in real time to jump between different states (positions) inside
a cavity. The observation is performed in-directly via the optical transmission sig-
nal of the cavity, the intensity of which, depends on the atomic state. In that
case, the signal Yt is the optical transmission signal, while Xt is the atomic state.
Xt is not directly observed, hence it is hidden, and it may be subject to time evol-
ution described by jumps between the states. As Xt is not known, we describe
it by a probability distribution P (Xt), and the Markov jump process between
states results in a set of rate equations, represented by the transition probab-
ility P (Xt|Xt−1), or a master equation in the quantum case. The observations
are correlated with the state through the dependence P (Yt|Xt), e.g., a Poisson
distribution with a mean value given by Xt. A slightly more general formula-
tion can be obtained by using P (Yt+1, Xt+1|Xt) instead of the measurement- and
transition-probabilities, P (Yt|Xt) and P (Xt+1|Xt) separately. The more general
joint probability P (Yt+1, Xt+1|Xt) = P (Yt+1|Xt+1)P (Xt+1|Xt) can be compared
quite explicitly with the quantum measurement effect operators from Chapter 2.

In the canonical set-up we simply have a list of observed data at time 1 to N ,
(Y1, . . . YY ) and based on this information, we wish to infer something about the
hidden state of the system at different times Xt.

4.1.1 Filtering and Smoothing

The general theory for hidden Markov model state and parameter estimation is
formulated in terms of two vectors (or states), α and β. The α-state is used for the
filtered estimate and correspond to the usual filtered quantum state as discussed
in Chapter 2. It is calculated using a forward, recursive equation. The β-state is
needed for the smoothed estimate and is calculated using a backwards, recursive
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equation.

i ∈ I : αt(i) = P (Y1, . . . Yt, Xt = i), (4.2)
i ∈ I : βt(i) = P (Yt+1, . . . YT |Xt = i); (4.3)

cf. [86]. Although these functions represent very different quantities, they are
both needed in our calculations, and, they turn out to solve equations of a quite
similar structure. Using αt(i) and βt(i) we can calculate the state probabilities,
conditioned on the previous measurement record and on the full time record by

P (Xt = i|Y1, . . . Yt) =
αt(i)∑
k αt(k)

(4.4)

P (Xt = i|Y1, . . . YT ) =
αt(i)βt(i)∑
k αt(k)βt(k)

. (4.5)

Both of these formulas are versions of Bayes’ theorem. It is not difficult to estab-
lish that

P (Y1, . . . Yt+1, Xt+1 = i) =∑
j∈I

P (Yt+1|Xt+1 = i)P (Xt+1 = i|Xt = j)P (Y1, . . . Yt, Xt = j)

which is nothing but a recursive formula for α (the forward HMM estimate):

αt+1(i) =
∑
j∈I

P (Yt+1|Xt+1 = i)P (Xt+1 = i|Xt = j)αt(j) (4.6)

By using the general formula P (x|z) =
∑

y P (x|yz)p(y|z), with x = Yt+1, . . . ,
YT , y = Xt+1 and z = Xt we obtain,

P (Yt+1, . . . YT |Xt = i) =
∑
j∈I

P (Yt+1, . . . YT |Xt+1 = j)P (Xt+1 = j|Xt = i)

where we also used the fact that in our case P (x|yz) = P (x|y) owing to the Markov
property of the X’s. In other words, our information about Yt+1, . . . YT is the
same whether or not we know Xt+1 or Xt+1 and Xt. Since P (Yt+1, . . . YT |Xt+1) =
P (Yt+1|Xt+1)P (Yt+2, . . . YT |Xt+1), we can rewrite the first factor in the sum, such
that we obtain

P (Yt+1, . . . YT |Xt = i) =∑
j∈I

P (Yt+1|Xt+1 = j)P (Xt+1 = j|Xt = i)P (Yt+2, . . . YT |Xt+1 = j),

which is a recursive equation for βt:

βt(i) =
∑
j∈I

P (Yt+1|Xt+1 = j)P (Xt+1 = j|Xt = i)βt+1(j), (4.7)
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and even though βt represents a seemingly complicated conditional probability for
the entire signal sequence, the equation is readily solved recursively backwards
from βN (i) = 1.

Finally, combining the solution for α and β, we have the state estimate based
on the full detection record (4.5). Note also that the expression Eq. (4.5) yields
the usual forward HMM estimate when t = N (and βN (i) = 1).

In practical calculations it is necessary to keep track of the norm of α and β
while keeping the two vectors explicitly normalized. As in quantum mechanics,
the normalization of αt is exactly the likelihood of the signal until time t, Lt =
P (Y1, . . . Yt).

We will often be interested in obtaining an estimate for the hidden state
Xt at all times. One way to achieve this is to simply choose the most likely
state at each time (the state where P (Xt|Y1, . . . YT ) is largest). This sequence
of state estimates is not the most likely sequence of states however. Indeed, the
most likely sequence is the one where the entire sequence (X1, . . . XN ) maximizes
P (X1, . . . XN |Y1, . . . YT ) (which is not necessarily the same as maximizing all the
marginal distributions P (Xt|Y1, . . . YT ) independently). Surprisingly, the most
likely sequence (or trajectory) is actually rather easy to obtain using the Bellman-
Dijkstra-Viterbi algorithm [86, 91]. I will not go into detail with the algorithm
here, since I will apply the same algorithm for finding the optimal contraction
order for a tensor network in Section 5.2.1.

One might reasonably ask, what the physical meaning of the full forward-
backward estimate means. Classically, there is not much of a problem because
the state at time t could have been known exactly and the smoothed estimate
is simply more in agreement with this value. Alternatively, someone else might
have measured it, but not told us; this does not pose a problem in the classical
setting since such a measurement would not have changed the state. Quantum
mechanically the interpretation seems less obvious. However, if we stick to a pure
Copenhagen interpretation, the state is the observers knowledge of the system.
Then, it is perhaps not so surprising that measurements in the present time can
reveal information about the past if we know the system dynamics.

4.1.2 Re-estimating Parameters

After obtaining an estimate for the state from the observations we can use this
data to re-estimate the model parameters, i.e. P (Xt+1|Xt) and P (Yt|Xt). To this
end, for i, j ∈ I calculate

γt(i, j) ≡ P (Xt = i,Xt+1 = j|Y1, . . . YT ) =
P (Xt = i,Xt+1 = j,y)

P (y)
(4.8)

where we use the shorthand y for the vector of observations y = (Y1, . . . YT ).
Now,

P (Xt = i,Xt+1 = j,y) = αt(i)P (Xt+1 = j|Xt = i)P (Yt+1|Xt+1 = j)βt+1(j)
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And we know that P (y) =
∑

i∈I αt(i)βt(i) so

γt(i, j) =
αt(i)P (Xt+1 = j|Xt = i)P (Yt+1|Xt+1 = j)βt+1(j)∑

k∈I αt(k)βt(k)
(4.9)

Note that ∑
j∈I

γt(i, j) =
αt(i)βt(i)∑
k∈I αt(k)βt(k)

= P (Xt = i|y)

is the smoothed state estimate. The quantity γt(i, j) is the probability for a
transition between state i and j occurring at time t. Therefore, we can re-estimate
the transition probabilities as

P̂ (X+1 = j|X = i) =

∑T
t=1 γt(i, j)∑T

t=1(
∑

j∈I γt(i, j))
=

∑T
t=1 γt(i, j)∑T

t=1 P (Xt = i|s)
, (4.10)

which is the number of times a transition occurs between i and j divided by the
accumulated occupation of the i-state.

Similarly, we can re-estimate P (s|X) by counting how often the symbol s
occurs when in state X, divided by the number of times the system is in state X:

P̂ (Y = y|X = i) =

∑T
t=1 δ(Yt − y)P (Xt = i|y)∑T

t=1 P (Xt = i|s)
. (4.11)

Note, that the forward-backward estimated state helps provide a more accur-
ate estimate of the parameters: Since the estimated state is more accurate, the
counting of the number of transitions i → j and states i is more accurate which
leads to the more accurate parameter estimate.

The above procedure is called Baum-Welch estimation and can be shown to
be equivalent to the so-called Expectation Maximization-algorithm [86], and the
procedure always gives a more likely model (i.e. P (y|model) always increases).
In practical applications the forward-backwards estimate followed by parameter
re-estimation is often performed multiply times. At each iteration, the probability
for the measurement sequence y increases and the algorithm is continued until
some tolerance level is achieved. As is most often the case, there is no guarantee
that the procedure will find the globally optimal model, but it will eventually
converge to the locally optimal model.

The above re-estimation technique is simply a point estimate and is therefore
not a true Bayesian estimate of the model parameters. Indeed, the Baum-Welch
algorithm provides a local maximum likelihood estimate and we can therefore not
include any prior information about the model parameters easily.

In order to formulate a true Bayesian estimate it is sufficient to realize, that
all of the above can be thought of as conditioned on the model, i.e. if we describe
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Figure 4.1: Diagram showing the set-up considered in Section 4.2. Read from right to
left. Top: A system is in an initial state ρ0 and some meter-system is initialized in the
pure state |i〉 〈i|. The two systems are allowed to interact with a unitary operator after
which the system is measured with result y using some general instrument Iy and the
expectation value of the meter observable X is calculated. Bottom: By completing the
trace over the meter-degrees of freedom, the top figure is equivalent to calculating the
trace of two maps, Iy and CX , applied in sequence to ρ0.

the model by Λ = {P (Xt+1|Xt), P (s|X)}, then the full joint distribution Eq. (4.1)
is changed to

P (X1, . . . XT , Y1, . . . YT ,Λ) = P (X1, . . . XT , Y1, . . . YT |Λ)P (Λ), (4.12)

where the first factor in this equation is Eq. (4.1).
Going through the calculations again will show that∑

k∈I
αt(k)βt(k) = P (Y1, . . . YT |Λ)

which is exactly the ingredient needed to calculate the posterior distribution
P (Λ|Y1, . . . YT ) ∝ P (Y1, . . . YT |Λ)P (Λ).

4.2 Quantum State Smoothing

In the following we show how to identify a past quantum state by ensuring that
we obtain identical results for past measurement outcomes as predicted by the
ordinary quantum formalism. The ideas presented here is closely related to the
earlier work by Aharonov et al. [92–94], who have introduced and applied the
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concept of pre- and post-selected states to pose and address a series of funda-
mental questions and puzzling phenomena in quantum physics. The purpose of
our work, however, is very different, and, in particular, we derive the first general
and explicit theory for systems under realistic continuous probing. We would also
like to emphasize the close connection with hidden Markov models and classical
estimation theory: The past quantum state is an important inference tool, which
should be taken very seriously, even in experiments not usually associated with
pre- and post-selection, as it can dramatically improve information extraction
procedures as we will discuss in Section 4.4.

For simplicity we consider a single measurement and a known, normalized,
initial state ρ0. This state could be the filtered quantum state conditional on
measurements up to some time, but for simplicity we will assume it was prepared
in some, unspecified, way. We apply the same method as in Section 2.1.1 but with
a meter which can be of any dimensionality, see Figure 4.1. The idea is to defer
the measurement of the ancillary meter system until after the time evolution of
the system has run its course.

The meter is assumed to be initialized in a pure state |i〉 〈i|. The observer now
applies a unitary interaction acting on the combined system-meter state ρ0⊗|i〉 〈i|.
The resulting state is simply U(ρ0⊗|i〉 〈i|)U †. By inserting complete bases of the
meter 1 =

∑
m∈M 1⊗ |m〉 〈m| we obtain

ρ =
∑

m,m′∈M
Mmρ0M

†
m′ ⊗ |m〉 〈m′| , (4.13)

where we have defined the system operators Mm = (1 ⊗ 〈m|)U(1 ⊗ |i〉). The
operators Mm satisfy the requirement for measurement effect operators discussed
in Section 2.1:

∑
m∈M M †mMm = 1.

We use the coupling to the meter to formally interrogate in a consistent manner
the properties of the system associated with the chosen form for the operators
Mm. In addition, we imagine that the system is subsequently observed with
measurement result y ∈ Y which cause the system dynamics to be described by a
general instrument Iy as ρ y7→ Iy(ρ)/Tr(Iy(ρ)); cf. Section 2.2.1 on page 15. We
will write the Kraus decomposition of the instrument as

Iy(ρ) =
∑
k

Ωk|yρΩ†k|y (4.14)

which can always be done for any instrument [21]. Since these measurements
concern the system, the operators Ωk|y only act on the system degrees of freedom,
and the un-normalized system-meter state conditioned on the measurement result
y is

ρ̃|y =
∑

m,m′∈M
Iy(Mmρ0M

†
m′)⊗ |m〉 〈m′| . (4.15)
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The probability of observing y is simply the trace of ρ̃|y which is

P (y) = Tr(ρ̃|y) = Tr(Iy(C(ρ0))), (4.16)

where C(ρ) =
∑

m∈M MmρM
†
m, is the channel corresponding to not observing

(or knowing) the result of the U -measurement. The observer using the meter
may now measure the meter system in any basis or save the meter and wait an
indefinite amount of time and then measure the system.

We can now calculate the expectation value of any meter-observable X in the
state ρ̃|y by the usual formalism

E[X|Y = y] =
Tr((1⊗X)ρ̃|y)

Tr(ρ̃|y)
.

The numerator is

Tr((1⊗X)ρ̃|y) = ∑
m,m′∈M

Tr(Iy(Mmρ0M
†
m′)) 〈m′|X|m〉 ≡ Tr(Iy(CX(ρ0))),

where have defined the map CX(ρ) =
∑

m,m′∈M 〈m′|X|m〉MmρM
†
m′ which is lin-

ear in both ρ and the operator X (equivalent to the transfer matrix in MPS-
language, see Chapter 5). Using this notation, we can write the expectation value
of X conditional on y as

E[X|Y = y] =
1

Tr(Iy(C(ρ0)))
Tr(Iy(CX(ρ0))). (4.17)

The question we pose now is the following: Is it possible to predict the outcome
of measurements on the meter better now than before we had access to the meas-
urement result y and we had recourse to the usual formula P (m) = Tr(M †mMmρ0).
Since the meter and system are correlated, the answer is of course affirmative, and
the prediction of the probability of observing the result m on the meter is given
by the expectation value of X = |m〉 〈m| conditioned on the actually measured y,

P (m|y) = E[X = |m〉 〈m| |y] =
Tr(Iy(Mmρ0M

†
m))

Tr(Iy(C(ρ0)))
. (4.18)

P (m|y) is the retrodicted probability for the result m of a general measurement
on the system with the corresponding measurement operator {Mm}. It notably
differs from the usual formula P (m) = Tr(M †mMmρ0), as it is possible to predict
the outcome of measurements on the meter better than before we had access to
the measurement result y.

We will now proceed to define the effect matrix E, and with this, the past
quantum state Ξ = (ρ0, E). Indeed, the formula Eq. (4.17) and in particular
Eq. (4.18), can be expressed in a simple manner using the past quantum state as
we will now see.
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4.2.1 The Effect Matrix E

Consider the expression Tr(Iy(CX(ρ0))) occurring in the numerator of Eq. (4.17).
The expression is linear in ρ0 and is a map from the vector space of matrices
V into the real numbers. As such, the linear map ρ0 7→ Tr(Iy(CX(ρ0))) be-
longs to the dual space V ∗. It follows that there exists a matrix E such that
Tr(Iy(CX(ρ0))) = 〈E, CX(ρ0)〉HS where the inner product 〈A,B〉HS = Tr(A†B)
is the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product.

The matrix E is the hermitian adjoint of Iy applied to the identity matrix 1.
Indeed,

Tr(Iy(CX(ρ0))) = Tr(1†Iy(CX(ρ0))) = 〈1, Iy(CX(ρ0))〉HS (4.19)

which by the definition of the hermitian adjoint implies

Tr(Iy(CX(ρ0))) = 〈I†y(1), CX(ρ0))〉
HS

= Tr(I†y(1)CX(ρ0)). (4.20)

Note that I†y(ρ) 6= Iy(ρ)†. Thus both the conditional mean value and probability
given by Eq. (4.17) and Eq. (4.18) can be expressed in terms of the usual forward,
filtered density matrix ρ0 and the effect matrix

E = I†y(1). (4.21)

For a sequence of measurements with results y1, . . . yN , the instrument Iy is re-
placed by the sequence of maps IyN ◦ . . .◦Iy1 of which the adjoint is I†y1 ◦ . . . I†yN ,
i.e. propagated backwards from the final measurement with result yN to the initial
measurement with result y1.

The hermitian adjoint of the instrument with the Kraus decomposition Eq. (4.14)
is

I†y(ρ) =
K∑
k=1

Ω†k|yρΩk|y. (4.22)

The effect matrix in the case of a single measurement is therefore simply I†y(1) =∑K
k=1 Ω†k|yΩk|y which is a positive, hermitian operator. To derive this formula for

the effect matrix by more elementary means: Simply insert the expression for Iy
in the formula Eq. (4.17) and use the cyclic property of the trace.

The operator E is hermitian since I†y commutes with hermitian conjugation
of its argument and the initial state for E is the identity matrix. Indeed, E has
a separate physical interpretation as the positive operator which given the initial
state ρ0 yields the probability for the sequence of future measurement results,
P (y1, . . . yN |ρ0) = Tr(Eρ0).

To summarize, the pair

Ξ = (ρ0, E) (4.23)
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provides the necessary and sufficient information for calculating retrodicted ex-
pectation values using the formula (4.17) which can now be written as

E[X|Y = y] =
1

Tr((C(ρ0))E)
Tr((CX(ρ0))E), (4.24)

and in particular Eq. (4.18) can be written as

P (m|y) =
1

Tr((C(ρ0))E)
Tr(Mmρ0M

†
mE). (4.25)

In the sense of the Copenhagen interpretation this is therefore the (past)
quantum state, since it reflects the maximum amount of information available
about a quantum system needed to predict the outcome of measurements, now also
in the past. While the notion of the past quantum state might seem controversial
at first glance, it is a completely natural construction.

Indeed, consider for example a chain of interacting spin-1/2 particles, a type
of system we will discuss extensively in Chapter 5 and Appendix B. Imagine now
that an observer measures each spin projectively in the z-basis. The observer
proceeds by measuring the spins sequentially beginning with the first spin and
ending with the final spin. If, for some reason, the observer skips a spin in the
chain, the resulting reduced density matrix for that particular spin in the state
after measurement encapsulates the effects of the measurements before and after
the spin (in the spatial sense). It is completely natural to pose questions about
this unobserved intermediate spin and formally there is little distinction between
this example and the past quantum state. Indeed, if the spin chain quantum state
is well-described by a matrix product state, discussed in Chapter 5, the formalism
is identical.

Finally, we note that the effect matrix E can be chosen to be normalized or un-
normalized without changing any central formulas. This interplay is completely
equivalent to the relationship between ρ̃ and ρ discussed in Chapter 2. Thus
it is also highly recommended to use the normalized effect matrix in numerical
calculations in order to avoid under- and overflow problems.

4.2.2 The Past Density Matrix ρp

Our definition of the past quantum state necessitated the use of two matrices
from which probabilities can be determined via Eq. (4.18). That expression may
be simplified in the special, but very interesting, case where the system and meter
are coupled very weakly.

We choose a two-dimensional quantum system as our meter, represented as
a spin 1/2-particle, interacting briefly with our system by an interaction V =
ig(Aσ†−A†σ) where σ is the spin lowering operator and A is any, not necessarily
hermitian, system operator. The meter is initially prepared in the spin-down
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state |↓〉, and we allow the interaction to be active for a duration τ such that
U = exp(ε(Aσ† −A†σ)) where ε = τg. In the (weak) limit ε� 1

U = 1+ ε(Aσ† −A†σ)− ε2

2

(
AA†σ†σ +A†Aσσ†

)
+O(ε3). (4.26)

If the meter is initialized in spin down in the z-direction |↓〉 then the measurement
effect operators in the z-basis are given byMµ = (1⊗〈µ|)U(1⊗|↓〉) for µ ∈ {↑, ↓}:

M↓ = 1− ε2

2
A†A+O(ε3) (4.27)

M↑ = εA+O(ε3). (4.28)

The channel for this measurement, describing the effect of the unobserved meas-
urement, is the identity to first order in ε:

C(ρ) = M↓ρM
†
↓ +M↑ρM

†
↑ (4.29)

= ρ+ ε2
(
AρA† − 1

2

{
A†A, ρ

})
+O(ε4) (4.30)

The measurement associated with the subsequent readout of the meter is weak
in the sense that it leaves the system undisturbed to first order in ε. This type
of measurement can thus be performed unnoticed any time. In particular, some
agency can measure the universe at all times and hide the meter systems in black
holes without detectable difference.

So far we have not discussed in which basis the meter is measured. Any
measurement of the meter is always described by M↓ and M↑ but possibly by
linear combinations of these two as is also evident from Eq. (4.17). If we only
consider measurements in either the σx or σy-basis we can express the conditional
expectation of X = σx = (σ + σ†) or X = σy = i(σ − σ†) by calculating the
expectation value of the step-down operator σ and subsequently taking real (for
the x-basis) or imaginary (for the y-basis) parts.

The expectation value of the meter operator σ is

E[σ|y] =
Tr(Iy(εAρ0)

Tr (Iy(ρ0))
. (4.31)

In this formula the denominator is independent of A. This is due to the weak
nature of the measurement, and it implies that the expectation value is linear in
the system operator A. Since the meter couples to the system observable A, it is
natural to consider the weak value [92],

〈A〉w ≡ lim
ε→0

1

ε
E[σ|y] =

Tr(Iy(Aρ0))

Tr (Iy(ρ0))
. (4.32)
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We observe that to retrieve the weak value, i.e., the average outcome of a
weak measurement, the information in the past quantum state Ξ = (ρ0, E) with
the effect matrix E = I†y(1) can be deduced from a past density matrix ρp. The
expression 〈A〉w = Tr(Aρp) holds if we identify

ρp =
ρ0E

Tr(ρ0E)
. (4.33)

It is worth noting that ρp is not Hermitian and even if A is Hermitian, Tr(Aρp)
may have both real and imaginary parts. This is a well-known property of weak
measurements, and it does not require the readout of complex measurement res-
ults, since the real part of 〈A〉w refers to the (real) mean value of the σx-operator
of the meter, while its imaginary part is obtained by measuring the average σy-
spin component of the meter. These averages may, in turn, indicate mean values
of the system observable that are very different from its spectrum of eigenvalues.
But this is well understood as an interference effect, when a measurement out-
come is conditioned on different pre- and post-selected states of a physical system
[92].

The interpretation of the present formulation should be obvious. If an un-
known agent performs a weak measurement in the sense of ε→ 0 on the system,
the past density matrix is better at predicting the outcome of such a measurement
than the standard (forward) filtered quantum state (here ρ0). This is completely
analogous to the classical case, where we can always imagine someone knowing
exactly what the unknown system state is. Classically, such knowledge is com-
pletely compatible with any other observers knowledge, whereas this is not the
case in quantum theory. The reason why the present formulation works in the
quantum case is exactly due to the weak nature of the measurement defined by
M↑ and M↓.

It is possible to define several other types of states conditional on future meas-
urements. First, the past quantum state can be defined implicitly by the relation

Tr(Aρp) = lim
ε→0

1

ε
E[σ|y]. (4.34)

since E[σ|y] is linear in the operator A. The existence of ρp follows from an
argument similar to our construction of the effect matrix: Any linear map from
a vector space into the complex numbers is a member of the dual vector space
which can be associated with a vector using the inner product.

Another state useful for predicting past measurement is the past meter state.
We can define this state via Eq. (4.17). Since E[X|y] is linear in the operator X
we can define another quantum state by the implicit relation

Tr(XρM ) = E[X|y] =
1

Tr(Iy(C(ρ0)))
Tr(Iy(CX(ρ0))) (4.35)
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which means that the past meter state matrix elements is given explicitly by

〈m|ρM |m′〉 =
1

Tr(Iy(C(ρ0)))
Tr(Iy(Mmρ0M

†
m′)). (4.36)

While interesting, this state can be calculated from the past system quantum
state Ξ = (ρ0, E).

Lastly, an interesting generalization of the past density matrix along the
same lines is a two-time density matrix. We can define arbitrary N -time dens-
ity matrices by the immediate generalization of Eq. (4.34). For two times the
two-time quantum state Γ(2) is naturally given by

Tr(Γ(2)A⊗B) =
1

Tr(Iy(ρ0))
Tr(BIy(Aρ0)), (4.37)

and similarly for other multi-time density matrices. As the single-time past dens-
ity matrix, the multi-time density matrix is able to provide more accurate predic-
tion upon correlations among weak measurements better than the corresponding
filtered states or the prediction provided by regular correlation functions. This
density matrix is more general than the past density matrix, and can be seen as
a generalization with this as a special case. Indeed, the trace over the second
tensor-product factor of Γ(2) (found by setting B = 1) provides the normal past
density matrix.

This two-time density matrix is the quantum generalization of the γt-matrix
used in hidden Markov models; cf. Eq. (4.8) and provides a promising topic
of further investigation with possible applications to local maximum likelihood
parameter estimation.

4.2.3 The Past Density Matrix and Non-weak Measurements

The past density matrix was defined using weak measurements. It is an inter-
esting question then, exactly when does the past density matrix carry sufficient
information? Is it only for weak measurements, or for more general cases? In-
deed, it turns out that the past density matrix can predict the result of projective
measurements.

Consider first the expectation value of some operator A of the past density
matrix, Eq. (4.34). As we saw in Eq. (4.17) the expectation value of any meter
observable X conditional on the result y was given in terms of the weighted
map CX(ρ) =

∑
m,m′∈M MmρM

†
m′ 〈m′|X|m〉. The two expressions Eq. (4.34) and

Eq. (4.17) are equal for all ρ0 and instruments Iy if and only if

C(Aρ0) = CX(ρ0) (4.38)

for all ρ0. This relation is a restriction upon the type of measurements one is
allowed consistently to predict using the past density matrix in a non-weak sense;
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the past quantum state can always be used. Note that the relation between A
and X is a priori non-trivial. The operator X assigns numerical values to the
meter measurement outcomes and act on the meter Hilbert space, whereas the
operator A is a property of past quantum system and act on the system Hilbert
space. The operator A is translated into X by the weak system-meter interaction.

If the measurement {Mm}m is a projective measurement of some hermitian
observable A, the past density matrix is still sufficient for retrodiction of this past
projective measurement. In this caseMm = Πam where the different measurement
results are the eigenvalues of the observable A denoted am.

Following Eq. (4.18) the probability for observing the eigenvalue a conditional
on the later measurement result y is

P (a|y) =
Tr(Πamρ0−ΠamE+)

Tr
(∑

m′ Πa′mρ0−Πa′mE+

)
where E+ is the backwards effect including measurements from immediately after
the projective read-out measurement was performed until the final time of obser-
vation (here exemplified with a single measurement with result y), and ρ0− is the
usual quantum state conditioned on the measurements until immediately before
the projective read-out measurement was performed. The expectation value of
the projective measurement of the observable A is then

E[A|y] =
∑
m

amP (am|y) =
Tr(
∑

m amΠamρ0−ΠamE+)

Tr
(∑

m′ Πa′mρ0−Πa′mE+

) .
By inserting a resolution of the identity 1 =

∑
m′ Πam′ this expression can be

written in two ways

E[A|y] =
Tr (Aρ0−

∑
m ΠamE+Πam)

Tr (ρ0−
∑

m ΠamE+Πam)
=

Tr (A
∑

m Πamρ0−ΠamE+)

Tr (
∑

m Πamρ0−ΠamE+)
.

By introducing the effect matrix which takes the unobserved projective measure-
ment into account by the map, E− =

∑
m ΠamE+Πam we can write this result

using the past density matrix ρp− = ρ0−E−/Tr ρ0−E− immediately prior to the
projective measurement,

E[A|y] =
Tr(Aρ0−E−)

Tr(ρ0−E−)
. (4.39)

Alternatively, by using the past density matrix ρp+ = ρ0+E+/Tr ρ0+E+, with
the unobserved measurement process modifying the state ρ0+ =

∑
m Πamρ0−Πam ,

we get

E[A|y] =
Tr(Aρ0+E+)

Tr(ρ0+E+)
. (4.40)
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The projective measurement is taken into account in one of the components of the
past quantum state: In Eq. (4.39) it is included in the effect matrix E− whereas
in Eq. (4.40) it is included in the forward density matrix ρ0+. The two resulting
alternative forms for the expectation value of A are equivalent since A commutes
with the effect of the projective measurement.

In either case, the general formula Eq. (4.17) can always be applied by using
the past quantum state Ξ = (ρ0, E) to provide predictions for any operator A or
measurement {Mm}. The fact that the past density matrix can be used instead
of the general formulation is remarkable and convenient, but not essential to our
theory.

By dealing carefully with projective measurements we can use the past density
matrix in Eq. (4.33) to perform retrodiction of the measurement outcome instead
of the more general formula Eq. (4.17) which applies to any measurement scheme.

We would have obtained the same expressions for E[A|y] had we calculated the
conditional expectation value ofX =

∑
m∈M amΠam using Eq. (4.17). The general

consistency requirement Eq. (4.38) is needed for establishing the correspondences
between the past density matrix as interpreted in a weak-value sense (using A),
and our, general, past quantum state (via the operator X). The consistency
relation is directly related to the unbiasedness assumption by Wiseman [95].

4.2.4 The Quantum Smoothing Equations

As we saw in Chapter 2, the dynamics of a quantum system subject to a jump-type
measurement, e.g. photo-detection, is theoretically modelled by the infinitesimal
measurement operators

ωt(dNt = 0) = 1− iHdt− 1

2

(
c†c− λ

)
dt, ωt(dNt = 1) =

c√
λ
. (4.41)

The effect matrix for a jump-type measurement satisfies

dEt =

[
−i [H,Et] +

1

2

{
c†c, Et

}
+ λEt

]
dt+

[
c†Etc− Et

]
dNt (4.42)

which is the jump quantum smoothing equation with the final condition ET = 1

where T is the final time of observation. It is worth mentioning here that the dif-
ferential equation is written using the standard convention dEt = E(t+dt)−E(t)

whereas the formula provided by I†dNt is for E(t−dt)−E(t). For numerical simu-
lation using standard software, the above equation, with the standard convention
for dEt, is needed.

Is has a corresponding, normalized evolution equation found by considering
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E/Tr(E):

dEt =

[
−i [H,Et] +

1

2

{
c†c, Et

}
+ Tr(c†cEt)Et

]
dt

+

[
c†Etc

Tr(c†cEt)
− Et

]
dNt. (4.43)

Similarly, the effect matrix for a diffusion-type measurement satisfies

dEt =

[
−i [H,Et] +

1

2

{
c†ĉ, Et

}
− c†Etc

]
dt+

[
c†Et + Etc

]
dYt, (4.44)

and again we have the final condition ET = 1 where T is the final time of
observation. The corresponding normalized equation is

dEt =

[
−i [H,Et] +

1

2

{
c†ĉ, Et

}
− c†Etc

]
dt

+
[
c†Et + Etc− Tr((c+ c†)Et)Et

]
(dYt − Tr((c+ c†)Et)dt). (4.45)

In both cases we can easily include multiple measurement processes and unob-
served, dissipative, processes by a straightforward generalization. Indeed dissipa-
tion is included by adding terms of the form LρL† −

{
L†L, ρ

}
/2 to the filtering

equation and the adjoint terms
{
L†L, ρ

}
/2− L†ρL to the adjoint equation.

4.2.5 Connection to Hidden Markov Models

In the following we show that our effect matrix Et is equivalent to the βt-vector
and that the past quantum state is the quantum generalization of the hidden
Markov model smoothed state.

Indeed the hidden Markov theory from Section 4.1 can be formulated using
diagonal density matrices, channels and instruments. Let |i〉 be an orthogonal
basis for a Hilbert space, where i denotes the same internal states as in the
hidden Markov model. The Markov chain evolution P (Xt+1|Xt) is now given by
a channel

C(|i〉 〈i|) =
∑
j

|j〉 〈j|P (Xt+1 = j|Xt = i) (4.46)

and C(|i〉 〈j|) = 0 for i 6= j. The observation process is given by the instrument

Iy(|i〉 〈i|) = P (Yt = y|Xt = i) |i〉 〈i| (4.47)

and Iy(|i〉 〈j|) = 0 for i 6= j.
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The classical hidden Markov model is then reproduced by picking the initial
state ρ0 =

∑
i P (X0 = i) |i〉 〈i| and applying C and Iy in sequence. In other words

the marginal distribution P (Y1, . . . YN ) is given by

P (Y1, . . . YT ) = Tr(IYT ◦ C ◦ . . . ◦ IY1 ◦ C(ρ0)). (4.48)

The (un-normalized) forward filtered state αt is simply the (un-normalized)
filtered quantum state ρ̃t which satisfies the recursive relation

ρ̃t+1 = IYt+1(C(ρ̃t)) (4.49)

which for diagonal ρ̃t is exactly the update formula for αt, Eq. (4.6).
The backwards propagating state Et is initially ET = 1 which is equivalent

to the initial condition βT (i) = 1. The instrument is self-adjoint so I†y = Iy. The
hermitian adjoint of the channel C is given by

C†(|i〉 〈i|) =
∑
j

|j〉 〈j|P (Xt+1 = i|Xt = j). (4.50)

The E-state is propagated according to

Et = C†(I†Yt+1
(Et+1)). (4.51)

Since ET is diagonal and both C† and I†y preserves diagonal density matrices, Et
is diagonal for all t. The i’th diagonal entry of Et is easily found to be

〈i|Et|i〉 =
∑
j

P (Xt+1 = j|Xt = i)P (Yt+1|Xt+1 = j) 〈j|Et+1|j〉 (4.52)

which is exactly the update formula for βt Eq. (4.7).

4.3 Application of hidden Markov models to the
Bonn experiments

In Figure 4.2(a), we show a detection sequence from experiments by D. Mes-
chedes group at Institut für Angewandte Physik der Universität Bonn similar to
the measurement results published in [88, 89]. Here a single two-level atom is
loaded into a cavity and the incoherent internal atomic state determines the cav-
ity transmission intensity. The optical transmission is therefore characterized by
two distinct levels of emission intensity as is also evident from a qualitative in-
spection of Figure 4.2(a). The emitted photo-detection signal is well-described
in a rate-equation limit so all coherences in the system can be neglected in the
present analysis.

The state estimation by the forward Bayesian approach is shown in Figure
4.2(b) and by the full forward and backward approach in Figure 4.2(c). These
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Figure 4.2: (a) Time-binned observed optical transmission signal ( ) and most likely
hidden trajectory ( ). (b) Forward filtered state estimate. (c) Full forward-backwards
smoothed state estimate.

particular calculations were made with two atomic states and a data bin-time of
50µs. They were done with our final best estimates for the signal probabilities in
the problem (the histograms for the count distributions, shown in Figure 4.3(b)).
The full forward-backward estimate is clearly more decisive, as seen visually by
comparing Figures 4.2(b) and (c), but also by comparing the average probability
distribution Shannon entropy which is more than 3 times lower for the smoothed
estimate.

Finally, the red curve in Figure 4.2(a) shows the most likely path, as the
most likely sequence of average emission rates. In the present simulations the
a-state has high emission rate (33.5 kHz) and the b-state has the low emission
rate (5.3 kHz). It is clear that the smoothed estimate is more in agreement with
the most likely path.

Figure 4.3 shows an example of the estimation of system parameters by the
hidden Markov model. A randomly chosen initial guess (between 0 Hz and 100 Hz)
was picked for the atomic transition rates and random initial emission rates were
picked between 5 kHz and 80 kHz. The above calculations of first the state and
subsequently the updated rate parameters were iterated and converged to within
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Figure 4.3: Re-estimated signal probabilities for the signal shown in Figure 4.2(a) for
a time-bin of 50µs.

a tolerance of 1× 10−9 after about ∼ 10 iterations. The estimated count probab-
ilities in time intervals of 50µs, obtained after the iterations, are shown in Figure
4.3 as the upper histogram for the two atomic states.

All P (n|X) are treated as independent parameters, and no assumption about,
e.g., Poisson statistics is made. This means that the parameter space is really
big and a Bayesian approach with a discretisation of unknown parameters on
a grid would be impossible. These simulations took, in total only 0.5 sec on a
standard PC. The algorithms described in Section 4.1 was implemented in C++
using vectorized matrix-multiplications to obtain high speed calculations.

4.4 Quantum State Smoothing Example

In this section we present simulations based on the past quantum state. We have
used the synthetic data we also used for parameter estimation in Section 3.4.2.

In Figure 4.4(a) we show the true trajectory (red line) of the environmental
state (equivalent to the red line in Figure 3.5). Additionally, the vertical grey
lines indicate the discrete times for each detection event. Here it is clear that
the b state has a significantly higher emission rate than the a state as is also
evident from Figure 3.5. The main difference between this physical system and
the system discussed in the previous section is that here the coherence between
the ground- and excited states of the two-level atom is important. Therefore we
need to use the quantum past state instead of the classical theory. In this case,
the environmental state is classical so expectation values of Pb = 1 ⊗ |b〉 〈b| is
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Figure 4.4: Filtered and smoothed state for the measurement data shown in Figure
3.5. (a) True environmental state ( ) and individual measurement events (vertical
faded lines). (b) Forward filtered probability for being in environmental state b using
the standard quantum filtering equation. (c) Smoothed probability for being in environ-
mental state b using the past quantum state.

within the limits set by the spectrum and has the clear interpretation of the past
probability for the environmental state to be |b〉.

Figure 4.4(b) shows the result of a conventional filtering equation simulation.
Using the quantum filtering equation for jumps Eq. (2.47) and the initial state
|↓, a〉 〈↓, a|. By comparing Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) we see that the quantum
filtering equation is able to infer which environmental state the system is in with
some degree of accuracy. The state inference is quite noisy and it never provides
a very convincing signature for the system being in environmental state |a〉.

In contrast the smoothed trajectory shown in Figure 4.4(c), calculated using
also the adjoint state satisfying Eq. (4.43) including additional dissipation terms,
has much less noise and is also much more decisive for state |a〉 as well as state
|b〉. Consider for example the peak occurring just before t = 100. Here the
filtering equation tends to suggest that the system is in state |b〉 (with probability
Pb ≈ 0.84) owing to the rare events where multiple detection events occur close
together as shown in Figure 4.4(a). This fluctuation is reduced significantly in the
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smoothed estimate, where the estimated probability for the environmental state
|b〉 is Pb ≈ 0.38.

4.5 Discussion

We have established how the past quantum state can be consistently defined, and
how one calculates and applies the past quantum state Ξ for given measurement
scenarios. Using the past quantum state Ξ, we can determine the probabilities
for the outcome of general, past, measurements. Questions about imagined past
measurements can quickly lead to wrong conclusions if one is not careful.

Indeed, based on the past density matrix, we can calculate the expectation
value of arbitrary operators in the past. This does not imply, however, that we
should assign the measured values as properties of the past state indiscriminately
as one might be inclined to. As we have demonstrated above, the calculated
expectation value should properly be considered as the average result of a weak
measurement. As the formalism works properly for the measurements that it
actually describes, we see no problem with the use a two-component state Ξ than
the two-component probability amplitudes with real and imaginary parts in the
quantum formalism.

The past quantum state Ξ(t) depends on events occurring in the future beyond
the time t. While “spooky action from the future” via post-selection has stimulated
fascinating scientific debate [96], the predictions we make can be interpreted as
correlations between system observables at the past time t and a probing signal
acquired in the, also past, interval [0, T ]. This distinction has also been made
clear in the formal work on pre- and post-selected states [93, 94].

While the concept of a past quantum state is also central in these public-
ations, our analysis aims less on the foundations of quantum theory and more
on the general and explicit description of continuously evolving systems that are
commonplace in laboratories today. Our theory applies to experiments on su-
perconducting devices [16–18]; semiconductor quantum dots [97]; NV-centres in
diamond [98, 99]; nuclear spins in silicon [100]; trapped ions, atoms and molecules
[13–15]; photons [10–12], and nano-mechanical devices [101]. These systems hold
the potential for application in precision probing [76] and quantum information
science, and we hope our theory will stimulate further development of both tech-
nical and foundational aspects of the theory of open quantum systems.



Chapter 5

Matrix Product States

Quantum many-body physics have always been a difficult topic, where advanced
mathematical techniques and complex numerical techniques needs to be applied.
One very useful numerical approach is to use exact diagonalisation, where a nu-
merically exact representation of the quantum many-body state is kept in memory.
With such a representation, standard numerical techniques can be applied, such
as Lanczos-based sparse diagonalisation and Krylov time propagation. Such an
approach can be very fruitful, and indeed this was the approach we employed
in [5]. Unfortunately, the number of particles it is possible to treat with such
an approach is rather limited. Indeed, the largest number of spin 1/2 particles
ever simulated with such an approach is approximately 40 spins. While not very
far from the relevant ultra-cold quantum gas size of hundreds of spins, the expo-
nential growth of the Hilbert space dimensionality makes exact diagonalisation
infeasible for studying realistic systems.

In this chapter, we will discuss a numerical technique broadly known as tensor
network states which was recently rediscovered and extended by the quantum
information community [26, 102–115]. One advantage of these techniques, is that
they allow efficient time-dependent simulation of inhomogeneous non-equilibrium
open quantum many-body systems including hundreds of spins. This is ideal for
simulating ultra-cold quantum gas experiments.

The main caveat of these impressive techniques is that they work best, by far,
in one dimension. The phenomenology of one-dimensional systems can be rather
different from three-dimensional systems; cf. the Mermin-Wagner-Hohenberg the-
orem [116]. There is still much interesting physics for one-dimensional systems
including, but not limited to, non-equilibrium dynamics, quantum phase trans-
itions and topological order. While solid state physics is the most common arena
for quantum many-body physics where three dimensional models are prevalent,
quasi low-dimensional systems do exist in nature and in the laboratory.

The most obvious example of low-dimensional systems can be produced with
ultra-cold quantum gases. As discussed in more detail in Section B.1 effective one-
and two-dimensional quantum gases can be studied. Using a variety of techniques
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these systems can give rise to a number of effective models including quantum
spin models, and experiments and models can be checked to a very high accuracy
[117, 118]. Another experimentally relevant interesting one-dimensional systems
would be photons in non-linear optical fibres [119], which could also be interacting
with impurities.

Tensor network states date back to Wilson [120] and White [121] in the form of
the numerical renormalisation group and later the density matrix renormalisation
group (DMRG) methods. The essential idea behind these two techniques is to
find an efficient description of the low-energy degrees of freedom in a quantum
many-body system. The idea is to, in some efficient and accurate way, include the
effect of the high-energy degrees of freedom without actually dealing with them
explicitly.

It was an investigation into the time-evolution of slightly entangled quantum
states that led to the rediscovery of DMRG by the quantum information com-
munity, e.g. by Vidal [122]. The essential goal is that the entanglement between
any two parts of the system should, in a specific sense, be limited. This leads
to an efficient representation of the quantum state, and, with the right restric-
tions, allows efficient simulation of time evolution. It was quickly realised that
the same techniques could be used to study quantum many-body systems. The
theory presented by Vidal [122] was quickly utilised in a ultra-cold quantum gas
context and related to DMRG by Daley et al. [123].

The subsequent explosion of work by the quantum information community
expanded on the ideas by Vidal [122], and a host of different numerical and
theoretical techniques were developed [26, 102–110, 110–115]. These different
techniques include simulation of two- and three-dimensional systems [108], and
periodic boundary conditions [114]. Remarkably, it is also possible to calculate
ground states and simulate time-evolution of translationally invariant infinitely
large systems [106, 110, 124].

It is worth mentioning, that several works with similar ideas preceded the
formulation of the different types of tensor networks [125–128] and Östlund and
Rommer [125] were the inventors of the name “matrix product state”. One of the
major contributions to the DMRG-theory from quantum information science, is
the characterisation of the DMRG-state (or equivalently, matrix product states)
in terms of entanglement entropy area laws [27, 129, 130]. An excellent review of
matrix product states was written by Verstraete et al. [131] and there is a similar
review from the DMRG point of view by Schollwöck [132].

I have spent a large part of my time as a PhD-student developing a well-
tested, flexible, object-oriented, high performance matrix product state library
for Python using NumPy and SciPy. The library have been used for all matrix
product state simulations presented in this dissertation and I am starting to use
it in collaboration with other researchers for different projects. If time permits,
I would like to rewrite the library such that much more of the numerical code is
coded in C++. While this should not impact performance to any high degree, it
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of two different systems and lattices. The top lattice G1 shows
a one-dimensional system, whereas the bottom lattice G2 is more complicated. The edges
between the nodes indicate nearest neighbour relationships. The subset I is indicated by
the darker grey sites, whereas the edge set ∂I are the sites with dashed borders.

would be easier to keep track of memory usage and to parallelise across multiple
machines.

5.1 Motivation

We motivate the matrix product state ansatz using quantum information theory
as follows. Several theoretical results on many-body systems with local inter-
actions, reveal that the entanglement content in the low-energy eigenstates of a
Hamiltonian with local interactions are, in a certain sense, limited.

Consider a generic quantum many-body system ground state ρ living on a
lattice G, where the mathematical object G refers to the lattice as a graph; cf.
Figure 5.1. If we pick out a sub-region I ⊂ G, and find the density matrix for
this sub-system ρI = TrG\I(ρ) then the von Neumann entropy SI = Tr(ρI log ρI),
is a function of the surface area |∂I| (the number of points on the edge of I)
of the sub-region and not the volume |I|. This is remarkable, since a randomly
picked quantum state will have von Neumann entropy proportional to the volume
of I (see Ref. [130] for an extensive discussion). Qualitatively, then, the possible
correlations in a many-body ground state seems to be very restricted compared
to other states.

These results apply exactly to one-dimensional gapped quantum systems with
local interactions. For critical one-dimensional systems, a term logarithmic in the
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volume needs to be included. For higher dimensions and long-range interactions
the picture is much less clear, but similar area laws are expected to hold in many
cases.

We proceed now, by constructing a parametrisation for quantum states that
explicitly encodes this area law property. For one-dimensional systems, an area
law simply implies, that the von Neumann entropy of any subsystem is independ-
ent of the system size, since the surface area is simply 2. Consider therefore a
one-dimensional system on a lattice where the Hilbert space is a product of L
lattice-site Hilbert spaces H = H1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ HL. The lattice-spaces Hi could for
example be two-dimensional spaces representing spin 1/2 or a truncated harmonic
oscillator.

Instead of the von Neumann entropy it is convenient to use the Schmidt-
number as a measure of the entanglement entropy. The Schmidt-number for a
bipartite quantum system is the smallest number of terms needed in an expansion
on a tensor-product basis. In other words, if |ψ〉 ∈ HA ⊗HB and |a〉 (|b〉) is an
orthonormal basis for HA (HB), then |ψ〉 =

∑
ab ca,b |a〉 ⊗ |b〉 and the Schmidt

number is the rank of the matrix ca,b.
Using the singular value decomposition for the matrix c we can write

ca,b =
D∑
k=1

Ua,kλkVk,b,

for D = rank c ≤ min(dimHA,dimHB). The singular value decomposition guar-
antees that,

∑
a U
∗
a,kUa,k′ = δk,k′ ,

∑
b V
∗
k,bVk′,b = δk,k′ and λk ≥ 0. Thus, U and

V are unitary matrices and the number of non-zero λk is exactly the Schmidt-
number. We can write the quantum state as |ψ〉 =

∑
a,b,k Ua,kλkVk,b |a〉 ⊗ |b〉 =∑D

λk=1 λk |k〉A ⊗ |k〉B, where |k〉A =
∑

a Ua,k |a〉 and |k〉B =
∑

b Vk,b |b〉 are or-
thonormal bases for HA and HB respectively. The decomposition of |ψ〉 into the
sum over |k〉A⊗ |k〉B is called a Schmidt decomposition and the Schmidt number
is D.

Using the Schmidt-decomposition it is easy to find the reduced density matrix
for either subsystem, since ρA = TrB(|ψ〉 〈ψ|) =

∑
k λ

2
k |k〉A 〈k|A. It follows, that

the von Neumann entropy can be calculated in terms of the Schmidt coefficients λk
as S(ρA) = −∑D

k=1 λ
2
k log(λ2

k) ≤ logD. Thus, if a system has bounded Schmidt-
number, it also has bounded von Neumann entropy.

5.1.1 The Matrix Product State

Returning to many-body systems, we encode the area law property by assuming
that the quantum state |ψ〉 ∈ H has no more than D terms in a partition of the
system into two subsystems. Let us expand the state on a product state basis as

|ψ〉 =
∑

m1,...mL

cm1,...,mL |m1〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |mL〉 , (5.1)
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where cm1,...mL is a rank L tensor of expansion coefficients and |mi〉 for 1 ≤ mi ≤
dimHi are basis vectors for each site Hilbert space Hi such that |m1〉⊗ . . .⊗|mL〉
is a tensor product basis for the full many-body Hilbert spaceH. Each site Hilbert
space dimension does not have to have the same dimension, but this is often the
case.

We can start by splitting the system into site 1 and 2, . . . , L. If we think of
c as a matrix with indices m1 and a multi-index (m2, . . . ,mL), we can use the
singular value decomposition to get

cm1,m2,...,mL =

D∑
k=1

Um1,kλ
[1]
k Bk,m2,...,mL (5.2)

where we have used our assumption that the sum over k has at most D terms.
Define A[1],m1

k ≡ Um1,k.
Now consider Bk,m2,...,mL as a matrix with two combined indices (k,m2) and

(m3, . . . ,mL). The singular value decomposition of B is then

Bk1m2,m3...mL =
D∑

k2=1

Vk1m2,k2λ
[2]
k2
Ck2,m3...,mL ≡

D∑
k2=1

A
[2],m2

k1,k2
λ

[2]
k2
Ck2,m3...mL (5.3)

where A[2],m2 for fixedm2 is a matrix of maximum dimensionD×D, such that A[2]

is aD×D×dimH2 tensor. Continuing recursively we end up with a decomposition

cm1,...mL = A
[1],m1

k1
λ

[1]
k1
A

[2],m2

k1,k2
λ

[2]
k2
. . . λ

[L−1]
kL−1

A
[L],mL
kL−1

, (5.4)

where the sum over the k’s are implied.
We can absorb the λ[i]’s into the definition of the A[i]’s and we end up with a

state of the form

|ψ〉 =
∑

m1,...,mL

A[1],m1 . . . A[L],mL |m1, . . . ,mL〉 , (5.5)

where, for a given mi, A[i],mi is a vector for i = 1, L, and a matrix for i 6= 1, L.
This is exactly a matrix product state (MPS): we have written the expansion
coefficients cm1,...mL as a product of a fixed set of matrices A[i],mi .

The calculation above is based on the calculation by Vidal [122], where the
author shows how local quantum computing gates can be efficiently applied to
states of the form (5.4) in order to simulate quantum computations efficiently. I
will take a slightly different route and formulate the following algorithms in terms
of the decomposition (5.5).

A straightforward generalisation of Eq. (5.5) is

|ψ〉 =
∑

m1,...,mL

Tr
(
A[1],m1 . . . A[L],mL

)
|m1, . . . ,mL〉 , (5.6)
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where all the A[i]’s can be matrices. This last form is useful for one-dimensional
systems with periodic boundary conditions.

A noteworthy feature of the decomposition (5.4), is that all the tensors A[k]

satisfy

1 =

dimHk∑
m=1

A[k],m†A[k],m (5.7)

owing to the unitarity of the matrices produced by the singular value decompos-
ition. Had we chosen to decompose cm1,...mL starting from mL, we could have
chosen the tensors such that

1 =

dimHk∑
m=1

A[k],mA[k],m†. (5.8)

Indeed, given an MPS state on the form Eq. (5.6), we can always pick a tensor
A[k] and ensure that it satisfies either Eq. (5.7) or Eq. (5.8). This is a simple
matter of performing a singular value decomposition on A[k],σ

k,k′ where either (σk)
or (σk′) is considered a combined index and absorbing the coefficients λk and
the matrix V into either A[k−1] or A[k+1]. This is heavily utilised in practical
numerical calculations as we will see below.

The number of parameters in the matrix product state ansatz is LdD2 as
opposed to dL in the expansion Eq. (5.1). This ansatz is, therefore, a far more
efficient parametrisation of states with limited entanglement than the expansion
coefficients themselves. As a final point, note that there always exist a D for
which the ansatz is exact.

5.1.2 Matrix Product Operators

Finally, we introduce matrix product operators (MPOs) which are the direct gen-
eralisation of matrix product states to operators:

M =
∑

n1,...nL

Tr
(
M [1],n1 . . .M [L],nL

)
Xn1 ⊗ . . . XnL , (5.9)

where Xni is a basis for the space of operators on each lattice site. If this basis is
chosen to be the outer product basis |σ〉 〈σ′|, then we can think of M [i] as rank 4
tensors.

Matrix product operators turn out to be very useful for formulating many
of the algorithms operating on matrix product states. Indeed, any expectation
value of a matrix product operator can be evaluated efficiently; a feature which is
essential for the numerical algorithms presented below. A tensor product operator
A = A1⊗A2 . . .⊗AL is already written as an MPO, so expectation values of local
observables and correlation functions can be evaluated efficiently. While, it is
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Figure 5.2: Finite state machine or Markov chain, for the Hamiltonian Eq. (B.10)
(left) and a Bose-Hubbard model hopping J and nearest- (V1) and next-nearest- (V2)
density-density interactions (right).

perhaps not entirely clear, it is not difficult to write many standard operators and
Hamiltonians, including the ones from Appendix B, as a matrix product operator.
Consider, for example the hardcore Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian Eq. (B.10)

H = −J
∑

l,l+1∈M
(a†l al+1 + a†l+1al) +

U

2

∑
l∈M

nl(nl − 1) +
∑
l∈M

Vlnl,

Here, each on-site Hilbert space is in principle infinite dimensional, but usually a
truncated basis can be used, e.g. particle numbers up to 2. In either case, we can
write the Hamiltonian Eq. (B.10) using the MPO-matrices

M [l] =


1 −Jal −Ja†l Hl

0 0 0 a†l
0 0 0 al
0 0 0 1

 , (5.10)

where the single-site operator is Hl = Unl(nl − 1)/2 + Vlnl. In this formula,
we interpret the entries in M [l] as indicating which operator in the basis Xn is
assigned what weight; e.g. al is assigned the weight −J in M [l]

1,2. The first matrix
M [1] looks like the first row of M [l] and the final matrix M [L] looks like the last
column of M [l]. To see, that this in fact gives the Hamiltonian Eq. (B.10) it is
easiest to simply try multiplying the matrices starting from M [L].

There is a convenient device, for constructing MPOs based on finite state ma-
chines [133]. The idea, is essentially, to consider the matrix M [l] as the adjacency
matrix of a directed graph, where all the different paths through the graph corres-
pond exactly to all the terms occurring in the operator formula, e.g., Eq. (B.10).
Alternatively, one can think of the matrix as a transition matrix for a Markov
chain (but without any probabilities), where each transition emits the symbol
indicated by the entry in M [l]. In the left part of Figure 5.2, the graph associated
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Figure 5.3: Virtual system picture of matrix product states

with the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian is shown. By tracing all the possible paths
starting at 1 of length L through the graph, all terms of Eq. (B.10) will be gen-
erated. The graph can be translated to Eq. (5.10), by inserting the symbols over
the arrow connecting state i and j into the matrix-entry M [l]

ij . Tracing the paths
correspond to multiplying the matrices M [i] in the MPO formula Eq. (5.9).

A more complicated example is shown to the right in Figure 5.2. Here a
Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian with tunnelling, nearest neighbour V1nlnl+1 and next-
nearest neighbour V2nlnl+2 interactions is shown.

Note, that it is quite easy to create terms with exponentially decaying weight
by placing an operator on the diagonal of M [l], or equivalently, adding a loop in
the corresponding finite state machine. For example, inserting a loop on the node
5 with weight λ1 in the graph to the right in Figure 5.2 will generate interaction
terms V2λ

knlnl+k for all l and k ≥ 2.

5.1.3 Matrix Product State Characterisation

A matrix product state can more easily be understood in terms of two virtual
spaces of dimension D associated with each physical space, here of dimension d.
One might even think of these virtual spaces as a kind of subsystem particles
which when considered as a single entity is the physical system. One can think of
the virtual systems as mediating the interactions or entanglement of the physical
systems.

To be concrete, consider the diagram in Figure 5.3. For each physical subsys-
tem Hi we introduce two subsystems of dimension D, each of which is entangled
with its neighbours from the other physical systems via the maximally entangled
state

∑D
j=1 |jj〉. A matrix product state is then found by choosing projectors

from the virtual space to the physical spaces

Pi =
∑
αβ,mi

A
[i]mi
αβ |mi〉 〈αβ| , (5.11)

where |αβ〉 is in the same basis as the |jj〉-basis. In other words, a matrix product
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state can be defined as

|ψ〉 =
L∏
i=1

Pi

∑
j

|jj〉

⊗L ,
where the final virtual subsystem is assumed entangled with the first virtual sub-
system. Consider the section illustrated in Figure 5.3

PiPi+1

∑
j

|jj〉 ⊗
∑
j

|j′j′〉 ⊗
∑
j′′
|j′′j′′〉 =

∑
mi,mi+1,α,β,α′,β′

A
[i],σi
αβ A

[i+1],mi+1

α′β′ |mi,mi+1〉 〈αβ;α′β′|j; j′j′; j′′〉 |j〉 ⊗ |j′′〉

where the sum is over all indices. Using the orthogonality of the virtual system
states the β and α′ indices are connected as follows∑

mi,mi+1,β

A
[i],mi
αβ A

[i+1],mi+1

ββ′ |mi,mi+1〉 ⊗ |α〉 ⊗ |β′〉 ,

where we have used 〈αβ;α′β′|j; j′j′; j′′〉 = δα,jδβ,j′δα′,j′δβ′,j′′ . The entangled state∑
j′ |j′j′〉 connects the second and first indices of the expansion coefficients of Pi

and Pi+1. Since the virtual systems have dimension D, the tensors A[i],mi
αβ have

dimension d×D×D. By completing this calculation, we get Eq. (5.6) including
the trace. The trace comes from the assumption that the final and first virtual
subsystems are entangled, as one would expect in a system with periodic boundary
conditions. If open boundary conditions are desired, we leave out the first and
final virtual subsystems, making the first and final tensors of dimension 1×D×d
and D × 1× d, and thereby eliminating the need for the trace.

This formulation of matrix product states is very useful to have in mind when
generalising the formulation to two- and three-dimensional systems. It is also very
convenient when proving formal properties of systems which are well-described by
matrix product states (or generally, tensor network states).

It is also possible to characterise matrix product states by the physical mech-
anisms which can generate the states [134]. Consider again the situation from
Section 2.1.1 of a quantum system in some state |I〉 coupled to a meter system.
Let {|m〉 |m ∈ M} be an orthonormal basis for the meter system and {|k〉} an
orthonormal basis for the system. As before, we initialise the meter in state |0〉.
In this case, however, we will not measure the meter system so the quantum state
after the interaction is

|ψ〉 =
∑

m∈M,k

|k〉 ⊗ |m〉 〈k,m|U |I, 0〉 ,
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where the unitary matrix U describes the system-meter interaction. If we repeat
this process L times with a new meter system each time, the system-meter state
ends as

|ψ〉 =
∑

m1,...mL∈M
ΩmL . . .Ωm1 |I〉 ⊗ |m1, . . .mL〉 ,

where Ωm is the measurement effect operator 〈k|Ωm|k′〉 = 〈k,m|U |k′, 0〉. Now
imagine, that we measure, whether or not, the quantum system is in some final
state |F 〉. In case the measurement is affirmative, the post-selected state of the
meter systems is exactly a matrix product state Eq. (5.5)

|ψ〉 =
∑

m1,...mL∈M
〈F |ΩmL . . .Ωm1 |I〉 |m1, . . .mL〉 . (5.12)

Matrix product states are thus, not only a good ansatz for quantum many-body
systems, but they describe exactly a discrete-time measurement process. This
analogy is quite deep, and the method for calculating expectation values we will
discuss shortly is in a sense, generalisations of the regression theorem discussed
in Chapter 2.

For example, it is widely known that the matrix product states always have
exponentially decaying correlations. Since, the expectation value of such a cor-
relation function can be written exactly as a two-time correlation function for
the corresponding discrete-time measurement process, we have the same result
for two-time correlation functions. This is hardly surprising, since the regression
theorem Eq. (2.38) states, that the decay of two-time correlation functions is de-
termined by the linear map Cs,t. For a homogeneous discrete-time process, Cs,t is
the |s− t|’th power of Ct,t+1, so Cs,t will be dominated by the the exponential of
the largest eigenvalue of Ct,t+1 for |s− t| → ∞.

5.2 Tensor Networks

As the reader has perhaps already realised, dealing with the contraction of the
correct indices of a large number of tensors in normal mathematical notation can
be difficult. For this reason, a graphical notation has been introduced to get a
better overview of the formulae. The idea is to represent a rank N tensor as a
node with N edges. For every contraction (i.e. sum over an index) between any
two tensors, the corresponding index edges are joined. Such a tensor network is
then a graph, where each node is a tensor, and edges between nodes represent a
tensor contraction.

A matrix with indices i and j is represented as Aij ≡ i
A

j .

In such diagrams, any non-free edge is an index to be contracted. The matrix
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product between A and B is drawn as

(AB)ij =
∑
k

AikBkj ≡ i
A k B

j

and the trace of the product

Tr(AB) =
∑
i,k

AikBki ≡ A k B i .

Note, how nicely this graphical notation incorporates that the trace is invariant
under cyclic permutations; just move the dots along the lines. In this notation
we will write a tensor of the form A

[i],mi
αβ as

A
[1],mi
αβ ≡ α

A[i]

β

mi

,

such that a matrix product state (here for a lattice with six sites and open bound-
ary conditions) can be written as

|ψ〉 ≡
m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6

. (5.13)

Incidentally, this notation resembles the notation introduced in [135], who aims to
reformulate quantum mechanics as a theory in a compact monoidal category. In
this way the theory of Hilbert spaces is eliminated and both classical and quantum
theories can be reconciled into a single formalism supposedly useful for quantum
information theory. Indeed, the formalism surrounding our past quantum state
in Chapter 4 becomes quite natural when expressed using tensor networks as was
done implictly in Figure 4.1.

Returning to the tensor network diagrams, we can write an inner product
between any two matrix product states as

〈χ|ψ〉 ≡ ,

if we define the complex conjugate as

A
[i],mi
αβ ≡ α

A[i]
β

mi

.
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A matrix product operator in the standard basis |m〉 〈m′|, can also be depicted
as a tensor network diagram using rank 4 tensors; cf Eq. (5.9)

M ≡

m1

m′1

m2

m′2

m3

m′3

m4

m′4

m5

m′5

m6

m′6

,

where we for convenience have assumed that we can drop the trace. A matrix
element of two matrix product states and a matrix product operator can then be
calculated from the tensor network

〈χ|M |ψ〉 ≡
|ψ〉

〈χ|
. (5.14)

A matrix product operator M can immediately be applied to matrix product
state |ψ〉 to obtain a new matrix product state where the new virtual dimension
is the product of the state and operator dimensions. Indeed, the new tensors are
simply Ã[i],mi

(αα′),(ββ′) =
∑

m′i
A

[i],m′i
αβ M

[i],mi,m
′
i

α′,β′ which is also evident from the tensor
network

M |ψ〉 ≡
|ψ〉

,

by only contracting the vertical edges between the first two rows.
These tensor network diagrams allows us to visualise the different operations

needed to describe the algorithms below. Consider, for example, the matrix ele-
ment of a matrix product operatorM and two matrix product states in Eq. (5.14).
The network can be contracted in many different ways, one of which is optimal.
The most efficient way is to contract the network from the left (or right). Begin
by calculating

L
[1],M
α′,β′,γ′ = A

[1],m1

α′ M
[1],m1,m′1
γγ′ B

[1],m′1
β′ =

A[1]
α′

M [1]

γ′

B[1]

β′
, (5.15)
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where A[1], M [1] and B[1] are the first tensors for |ψ〉, M and |χ〉, respectively. If
the virtual MPS dimension is D, the site dimension is d, and the MPO dimension
is Do, this operation can be done using O(D2d2Do) scalar multiplications. The
next step is to calculate

L
[2],M
α′β′γ′ = L

[1],γ
αβ A

[2],m
αα′ M

[2],m,m′

γγ′ B
[2],m′
ββ′ =

A[2]
α′

M [2]

γ′

B[2]

β′
L[2],M (5.16)

which has a contraction cost of O(D3D2
od

2) (see Section 5.2.1). By continuing
recursively, and moving to the right in the network (5.14), we can calculate the
expectation value efficiently. This recursion happens L times, so an upper bound
on the contraction cost of the entire network (5.14) is O(LD3D2

od
2).

The linear map from L[i],M to L[i+1],M acts as a kind of generalised quan-
tum channel in the virtual spaces associated with the matrix product state. For
homogeneous systems, the eigenvalues of this map determines the decay of correl-
ations for large separation much like we discussed for discrete time measurement
processes in the previous sections. Also, the analogy with measurement processes
(5.12) suggests that it is possible to evaluate an open boundary condition MPS-
MPO expectation value approximately using a random sampling of the site basis
states. This is analogous to stochastic simulation of the filtering equation dis-
cussed in Section 2.3.4, but for a discrete measurement process. Simulating a
stochastic trajectory of |I〉 generated by Ωm an MPS-MPO expectation value re-
quires O(LD2) scalar multiplications. Naturally, this has to be repeated a number
of times N , and the associated error will scale only as 1/

√
N . Whether or not,

this provides any increase in performance is not clear at the present time. It is
likely that the cost of generating the random numbers for selecting the different
basis states m would be too costly.

It is of paramount importance to pay close attention to the contraction or-
der when implementing tensor network simulations. The incorrect contraction
order can lead to a slowdown of several orders of magnitude, or make the entire
simulation impossible. Indeed, had we chosen first to contract the first row of
tensors in Eq. (5.14), the contraction cost would be O(dL) which would make the
contraction impossible for large systems.

Such tensor networks, involving the contraction of a large number of tensors,
have been studied systematically by Markov and Shi [136]. They show, that the
complexity of the calculation, depends on the underlying topology of the lattice
graph. In our case, the lattice is either a chain for open boundary conditions, or
a ring for periodic boundary conditions. In the general case the computational
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complexity scales exponentially in the tree width of the graph. Intuitively, the tree
width is a measure of how closely the network resembles a tree1; it is the minimum
number of tensors in the network one needs to contract in order to convert the
network to a tree. This is one of the keys to why matrix product states are useful
as more than a theoretical tool.

For open boundary conditions, the underlying topology is a chain which is
already a tree. A system with periodic boundary conditions, however, has tree
width 2 and the computational complexity of calculating matrix elements is differ-
ent. Calculating the matrix elements of a matrix product operator of two matrix
product states scales as O(Ld2D3) and O(Ld2D5) for open, and periodic bound-
ary conditions, respectively. This difference has direct practical implications when
using the algorithms described below.

In the case of the two- and three-dimensional equivalent of matrix product
states, projected entangled pair states (PEPS), the lattice topology are two- or
three-dimensional grids which have a tree width scaling with the cross-sectional
area of the system. Therefore the computational complexity of PEPS scales much
less favourably with system size than its one-dimensional equivalents.

While the paper [136] characterises the contraction cost of an arbitrary tensor
network in terms of its tree-width, it does not provide practical means of finding
this ordering. I am unaware of any publications investigating a practical method
for finding the optimal contraction order for a general tensor network. It is, how-
ever, not a difficult problem and can be done using dynamic programming. The
algorithm is similar to the standard example of finding the optimal multiplication
order of matrices [86, 91].

In many situations there is not much to gain from using this algorithm, since
the network topology, which is the most important factor, is almost always fixed.
In these cases only a few generic contractions needs to be implemented and it is
not difficult to find the optimal strategy. If one is dealing with more complicated
tensor network states with varying topology such a tool could be very practical.
The algorithm for finding the most efficient contraction order of a tensor network
is described here in detail for completeness.

5.2.1 Optimal Tensor Network Contraction

In this section, we describe an algorithm for finding the most efficient contraction
order for a general tensor network. It turns out, that this algorithm can not only
find this order, but also the optimal order for any partial contraction of the tensor
network with very little additional effort.

The algorithm is best explained with an example in mind. Consider a part of

1A tree is a connected graph without cycles; they can always be drawn so they resemble
trees.
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Figure 5.4: Graph showing the possible ways to contract the expression
LγαβA

σ
αα′Mσσ′

γγ′ Bσ
′

ββ′ . Each node correspond to a partial contraction of the tensor net-
work, where the text in the node indicates the tensors that have been contracted at that
node.

the network ocurring in the calculation of an MPS expectation value

LMαβγA
σ
αα′M

σσ′
γγ′ B

σ′
ββ′ =

A α′

M

γ′

B

β′
LM

D

D

Do
d

d

D

D

Do
, (5.17)

where the dimensions of the tensors are indicated at the edges in the network.
Thus LM is a D×Do×D-tensor, A is a D×D×d-tensor and so forth. In a generic
use-case D is by far the largest and on the order of hundreds, if not thousands.
The site-dimension d is usually 2-4 and the MPO-dimension Do is usually around
5-10.

Now it is perhaps not entirely obvious which contraction order is the most
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efficient, and the algorithm I will describe now can find this efficiently. Granted,
the network Eq. (5.17) is quite simple and the optimal contraction can easily be
found by hand. If more tensors enter into the network, it becomes much more
difficult and the algorithm presented here is very useful. An exhastive search for
contracting a tensor network with N tensors will require calculating the cost of
O(2N ) different contraction orders (assuming a quite dense tensor network). The
algorithm presented here uses O(N3) cost calculations.

The basic idea, is to construct a graph of the different stages of network
contraction. We start by adding the un-contracted network as the only node in
the first stage (first column in Figure 5.4). The next stage is constructed by taking
all the networks which can be obtained after contracting a single pair of tensors
(second column in Figure 5.4).

In our example, we have the following 5 ways of performing one contraction
on the initial network

A α′

M

γ′

B

β′
LM =

A α′

BM

γ′

β′
L

=

α′

AM γ′

B

β′
L =

A α′

M γ′

β′
BL =

A α′

ML
γ′

B

β′
=

α′

M

γ′

B

β′
AL (5.18)

and these 5 networks correspond to the nodes BM , AM , BL, ML and AL in the
first stage of the graph in Figure 5.4.

This is repeated until only the fully contracted network remains. In this way,
we end up with N stages, where the k’th stage consists of all networks where k
tensors have been contracted. We will set an edge between networks in stage k
and k + 1, if the network in the k + 1’st stage can be obtained from the network
in the k’th stage. This is very simple from stage 0 to stage 1, but in the following
stages, only a non-trivial subset of the possible edges are allowed. The edges are
now assigned a weight, which is the number of scalar multiplications necessary to
perform the contraction. This is easily calculated: The number of multiplications
necessary to contract two tensors is simply the product of the non-contracted
index dimensions and the contracted index dimensions. In other words, it is the
product of the dimensions associated with all the edges connected to the two
tensors.
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For example the contraction

AlmijkB
no
lm =

DA

DA

DA

A B

DB

DB

d

d
(5.19)

requires D3
Ad

2D2
B scalar multiplications.

This follows from the cost of multiplying two matrices. If matrices A and B
have dimension m× k and k × n, the number of necessary scalar multiplications
is mkn.2 Indeed, the practical way of doing tensor contractions is to reshape
the tensors to matrices, matrix multiply them using a highly optimized routine
(provied by libraries such as Intel MKL, ATLAS and similar libraries), and then
reshape the resulting matrix back to a tensor of the desired rank. The process
of reshaping the tensors are only on the order of mk + kn operations, so this is
relatively inexpensive compared to the matrix multiplication.

After calculating all the weights we can apply the Bellman-Dijkstra-Viterbi
algorithm [86] to find the optimal route through the graph (see e.g. Figure 5.4).
Begin by labelling each node with the minimal cost of reaching it. Start at the
root node, i.e. the uncontracted network and assign it cost 0. Then, each node
is in turn labeled by the smallest cost it takes to reach it. This can be done by a
forward sweep over the stages. The minimal cost of reaching a node in the k’th
stage is obtaining by minimising the sum of the cost to reach each connected node
in the k − 1’st stage and the cost for the contraction connecting the two nodes.

After the forward sweep is completed, it is a simple matter to backtrack from
the final, completely contracted network, moving along the edges leading to the
smallest cost. For a typical selection of D, d and Do, this route is indicated by
the thick arrows in Figure 5.4 for the network Eq. (5.17).

The main reason the above algorithm works, is because the cost of reaching
a specific partially contracted network from a network with one tensor less con-
tracted, does not depend on the history leading to the latter network. If this
reminds the reader of a Markov process this not a coincidence. Indeed, exactly
the same approach can be used to find the most likely path in a hidden Markov
model where the edge cost is given by the probability for that transition [86].

One major strength, of this algorithm is that it not only provides the most
efficient way to completely contract the network. It also provides the means to
find the most efficient way to reach any other partial contraction. Indeed, instead
of back-tracking from the final completely contracted network, one simply starts
by any other node and back-tracks to the initial un-contracted network.

2This is actually not true. It is possible to find algorithms for square matrix multiplication
scaling as n2.376 [86]. However, the overhead associated with these algorithms makes it almost
always a bad idea to use them.
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This property is potentially very useful for tensor network algorithms. In the
algorithms we describe shortly, it is necessary to partially contract networks of
the form Eq. (5.14) in many different ways. By building a contraction graph once
as in Figure 5.4, it is a simple matter to always find the shortest contraction order
for any later partial contraction.

5.3 Variational Algorithms

The above formalism showed how to calculate matrix elements efficiently, but
we have so far not discussed how to find matrix product states. The matrix
product state is an attempt to find an accurate and efficient parametrisation of
the low-energy degrees of freedom of some many-body system. We will formulate
algorithms that can find the matrix product state of a given virtual dimension
which solves a given problem best. The methods will be variational in nature,
and every problem we try to solve will be formulated as a variational problem.

Let us first consider how to find the ground state of a given Hamiltonian H.
Recall, that any eigenvalue problem H |ψ〉 = E |ψ〉 can be written as a variational
problem: The eigenstates of H are the stationary points of the quadratic form

N(|ψ〉) = 〈ψ|H|ψ〉 − λ 〈ψ|ψ〉 , (5.20)

where λ is a Lagrange multiplier for the constraint 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1. By minimising this
expression with respect to |ψ〉 and λ, we can find the ground state of H and its
energy.

As a function of the tensors A[i] in the matrix product expansion of |ψ〉, cf.
Eq. (5.5), N is a quadratic form of L vectors of dimension dD2 (the A[i]’s). An
algorithm used for minimising quadratic forms of many variables is the alternating
least squares (ALS) [131]. For simplicity, consider a real quadratic form of L
vectors of dimension n

n∑
i1,j1,...iL,jL=1

x1
i1 . . . x

L
iL
Ai1,...iL,j1,...jLx

1
j1 . . . x

L
jL
− λ

∑
i1,...iL

x1
i1 . . . x

L
iL
x1
i1 . . . x

L
iL
,

where Ai1,...iLm,j1,...jL is the tensor of coefficients for all the quadratic terms. This
optimization problem is an nL-dimensional variational problem. If we keep all
but one xk fixed, we can complete the sums of in, jn for n 6= k to get

n∑
ik,jk=1

xkik(Ãik,jk − λĨik,jk)xkjk , (5.21)

where Ãij and Ĩij have been obtained by keeping xk fixed and summing all the
remaining terms in the above sums. These two matrices are functions of all the
remaining xi’s, so we do not appear to have gained much. The approach taken by
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alternating least squares, is to minimise the reduced variational problem Eq. (5.21)
with respect to xk only. This is much easier than solving the original problem,
since it only requires that we find the minimum of the much smaller reduced
problem which can be done by finding the lowest eigenvalue and eigenvector of
the generalised eigenvalue problem Ãxk = λĨxk (of dimension n only). After
finding this xk, we proceed with picking another k and repeating until λ and
the xk’s have converged within some tolerance limit. In MPS calculations, it is
numerically cheapest to sweep through the A[k] from k = 1 to k = L and back,
repeating until convergence.

As with all numerical algorithms it is not easy to guarantee convergence to
the global minimum, but in practice it is usually not a problem. This is also
true for alternating least squares, and, in particular, for the quadratic forms we
wish to apply them to. There is probably a good reason that the algorithms
for matrix product states presented below usually converge to the correct global
minimum. Such a reason is most likely related to the fact, that our Hamiltonian
H (corresponding to A above) often can be written as a matrix product operator
which has a nice local structure.

5.3.1 Finding Ground States

The ability to minimise a multi-variable quadratic form depends on the ability
to efficiently determine and solve the reduced optimisation problems. For matrix
product states, the variational problem (5.20) is precisely a quadratic form in
the tensors A[i]. The corresponding reduced optimisation problems can indeed be
determined efficiently if, e.g., the Hamiltonian is a matrix product operator, by
simply contracting only a part of the tensors in the expression Eq. (5.14).

Assume therefore that the Hamiltonian H is a matrix product operator with
tensors M [i]. Then the energy expectation value 〈ψ|H|ψ〉 is a tensor network of
the form shown in Eq. (5.14). Performing the contractions for all tensors except
those pertaining to a particular A[k], leaves a tensor network

〈ψ|H|ψ〉 =

A[k]

M [k]
R[k],H

A[k]

L[k],H , (5.22)

where L[k],H and R[k],H are the contractions from the left and right part of a
tensor network similar to Eq. (5.14). The Hamilton operator for the reduced
variational problem for A[k] is now the contraction of L[k],H , M [k] and R[k],H :
H̃

[k]
αα′ββ′m,m′ = L

[k],H
αβγ M

[k]
γγ′;m,m′R

[k],H
α′β′γ′ . By keeping all the tensors fixed except the
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k’th, we are essentially treating the rest of the system as an environment for the
k’th site. The resulting reduced variational problem has dimensionality dD2.

In order to find the lowest energy eigenstate for this reduced problem, it is
convenient to use a power method such as the Lanczos algorithm or some kind
of iterative method which only uses matrix-vector multiplication for finding the
eigenvalues and vectors. By using such a solver, it is only necessary to apply H̃ [k]

to a tensor A[k] iteratively. Since, H̃ [k] has a tensor network decomposition as
shown in Eq. (5.22), it is fastest to contract

L
[k],H
αβγ M

[k]
γγ′;m,m′R

[k],H
α′β′γ′A

[k],m
αα′ =

A[k]

M [k]
R[k],HL[k],H

β m′ β′

,

in each iteration of the solver (the most efficient contraction order can be found
using the method presented in Section 5.2.1). When the eigensolver has com-
pleted, a new tensor Ã[k] optimising the reduced problem has been found, and the
old tensor is replaced with the new one. Note, that one should not contract L[k],H ,
M [k] and R[k],H to find the reduced Hamiltonian H̃ [k] since this is in general slower
than contracting the network Eq. (5.22) in each iteration of the eigenvalue solver.

As noted above, the reduced variational problem turns out to be a generalised
eigenvalue problem, with the reduced identity occurring on the right-hand side:
H̃ [k]A[k] = E1̃[k]. If, however, all the tensors to the left of A[k] satisfies the condi-
tion Eq. (5.7) and all the tensors to the right satisfies Eq. (5.8), it is not difficult
to show that 1̃[k] = 1. Thus, making sure the tensors are normalised according
to Eq. (5.7) and Eq. (5.8) not only saves a large number of tensor contractions,
it improves numerical stability substantially. Not only is the numerical stability
improved in calculations of other L[k],M , but standard eigenvalue problems are
much easier to solve than generalised problems.

Using these techniques, the computational effort for finding the ground state
scales as O(LD3D2

od
2). The factor of L is due to the sweeping back and forth,

and O(D3D2
od

2) is the contraction cost of the network Eq. (5.22). Here, we have
assumed that the eigenvalue solver runs in a time linear with the matrix-vector
multiplication needed by the algorithm which is true for most sparse eigenvalue
solvers (such as ARPACK [137]).

It is not much more difficult to calculate excited states. After finding the
ground state one can solve a new variational problem N(|ψ〉) = 〈ψ|H|ψ〉 −
λ 〈ψ|ψ〉−µ 〈ψ|χ〉, where |χ〉 is the ground state and µ is another Lagrange multi-
plier. This variational problem will find the ground state of H in the orthogonal
complement to |χ〉. This can of course be extended to any excited state, but the
matrix product states might not continue to be an accurate description. There
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are many more variations which specialises the matrix product state ansatz to
deal with states of definite momentum, fermions, critical systems, translationally
invariant systems, etc. as described by [26, 107, 131], and many others.

An important feature of the MPS and MPO formulation compared to e.g.
DMRG or Vidal’s time evolving block decimation, is that it is quite easy to cal-
culate expectation values of H2. This is simply a tensor network similar to
Eq. (5.14) with an extra row. By calculating H2 we can calculate the energy
variance VarH = 〈ψ|(H − E)2|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|H2|ψ〉 − 〈ψ|H|ψ〉2. This is an extremely
convenient observable, since it provides an independent bound on the accuracy of
the eigenstate energy, since |E − E0| ≤

√
VarH where E0 is the true eigenstate

energy.
By monitoring convergence closely, investigating the Schmidt-numbers and

calculating VarH we can apply MPS techniques to non-standard problems with
reasonable confidence.

5.3.2 Approximating an MPS by Another MPS

The next algorithm is an algorithm for finding an MPS closest to an operator-MPS
product. This algorithm allows us to do many useful calculations, like applying a
unitary operator, finding a Krylov subspace, or applying a non-local measurement
operator.

Thus, we wish to find an MPS state |χ〉 closest to A |ψ〉, where A is some
MPO. To do this, we will minimise the distance

N(|χ〉) = ‖ |χ〉 −A |ψ〉 ‖2 = 〈ψ|A†A|ψ〉+ 〈χ|χ〉 − 2<(〈χ|A|ψ〉). (5.23)

This is also a quadratic form in the tensors associated with |χ〉, but now with
linear terms. Note first, that the tensor network for N consists of a norm 〈χ|χ〉
and a matrix-element similar to Eq. (5.14). It is not necessary to include the term
〈ψ|A†A|ψ〉, since this is a constant term.

We can proceed along the same path we took in the previous section. The
reduced variational problem for site k is again obtained by contracting all tensors
except those pertaining to the k’th site. If the MPO A has tensors M [i] and the
MPSs |χ〉 and |ψ〉 consist of tensors A[i] and B[i] respectively then the reduced
variational problem is given by

〈χ|χ〉 − 2<(〈χ|A|ψ〉) = A
[k],m
α′β′ 1̃

[k]
αβα′β′A

[k],m
αβ − 2<

(
A

[k],m
αβ ymαβ

)
,
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corresponding to the tensor network

L[k],1

A[k]

A[k]

R[k],1 − 2<



B[k]

M [k]
R[k],H

A[k]

L[k],H


,

where 1̃[k] is the reduced identity operator for site k. The tensor y is the complete
contraction of the network (5.14) except the A[k] tensor

ymβ,β′ = L
[k]
αβγB

[k],m′

αα′ R
[k]
α′β′γ′M

[k],m,m′

γγ′ .

The minimum of this reduced problem, can be found by solving the sparse set
of linear equations 1̃[k]

αβα′β′A
[k],σ
αβ = yσα′β′ . Again, this problem is simplified sub-

stantially by using the normalisation conditions Eq. (5.7) and Eq. (5.8), since then
1̃[k] = 1 and the solution is trivial A[k] = y. This computation takes O(LD2D2

od
2)

operations to converge.
Time-evolution can be simulated in many different ways. A thorough overview

of the different methods as they apply to MPS has been performed by García-
Ripoll [112]. Here, I will only be concerned with Suzuki-Trotter decomposition
and the Krylov subspace method.

Suzuki-Trotter decomposition

A second-order accurate Suzuki-Trotter decomposition of a matrix exponential of
a Hamiltonian H is [138]

exp(−iH∆T ) ≈ exp(−iHA∆T/2) exp(−iHB∆T ) exp(−iHA∆T/2), (5.24)

where H = HA + HB and HA and HB does not necessarily commute. The
error of this approximation is O(∆T 3), and the pre-factor is determined by the
commutator of HA and HB.

If the Hamiltonian only has nearest neighbour interactions described by terms
hi,i+1 such that H =

∑L−1
i=1 hi,i+1, we can split H into an odd part Hodd =∑

odd i hi,i+1 and an even part Heven =
∑

even i hi,i+1. The matrix exponential
of the even and odd Hamiltonians can be handled easily, since, it is simply the
tensor product of two-site exponentials

exp(−iHodd∆T ) = exp(−ih1,2∆T )⊗ exp(−ih3,4∆T ) . . .

By performing a singular value decomposition of each exp(−ihi,i+1∆T ), both
exp(−iHodd∆T ) and exp(−iHeven∆T ) can be written as matrix product operators
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with Do ≤ d2. For any two-site operator U we can write this in terms of tensor
networks as

Um1,m2

m′1,m
′
2

=
U

m1 m2

m′1 m′2

SVD
= M1

λ
M2

m1

m′1

m2

m′2

, (5.25)

where the diagonal matrix of singular values λ can be absorbed into M1 and M2.
By applying these MPOmatrix exponentials repeatedly, and minimising Eq. (5.23),

we can propagate a quantum state forward in time. Since, each step in the time
evolution is calculated by solving a variational problem, there is a loss of ac-
curacy at each time step. There is therefore a limit to how far it is possible to
evolve the system in time. This limit depends on the system Hamiltonian and
is intimately related to the Lieb-Robinson bound [139] which provides a bound
on the propagation-speed of information in quantum many-body systems. It is
also always possible to increase the virtual dimension during the time evolution
if computational resources allow it. Unfortunately, the necessary virtual dimen-
sion grows exponentially in time [140]. This makes it difficult, if not impossible,
to investigate long-time dynamics using matrix product states. Several attempts
have been made to handle this problem by Bañuls et al. [103, 141].

As for ground state calculations, these calculations are well-controlled nu-
merically, since it is possible to calculate the value of N at each step, giving a
convenient estimate of how close |χ〉 really is to U |ψ〉. Estimating how close |χ〉
is to the real time-evolved state, independently of the Trotter-decomposition is,
however, not immediately possible.

Krylov subspace propagation

The final numerical algorithm we will discuss is Krylov subspace propagation.
This is the most versatile of the methods presented by García-Ripoll [112], since
it works with any Hamiltonian on an MPO form. In contrast, a Suzuki-Trotter
decomposition relies on the ability to split the Hamiltonian into a number of
terms, that can be exponentiated separately.

The Krylov method for ordinary linear differential equations works as follows
[142]. Let y(t) be a curve in some (high dimensional) vector space V that satisfies
ẏ = Ay, where A is a matrix acting on V . The Krylov subspace of order N
generated by a vector y0 and the matrix A, is the subspace KN spanned by the
vectors y0, Ay0, . . .AN−1y0. The standard Krylov method for propagating y for
a short time δ, essentially consists of calculating an orthonormal basis for KN .
Restricting A to the Krylov subspace, and expressing it in the orthonormal basis,
gives an N×N -dimensional matrix AN . Assuming N � dimV , the matrix expo-
nential exp(δAN ) can easily be calculated. If one generates the Krylov subspace
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and matrix AN for the vector y(t), we can approximate y(t+ δ) ≈ exp(δAN )y(t).
The Krylov subspace approximation to exp(δAN ) is accurate to O(δN ) and can
be calculated using only matrix-vector multiplications. One convenient feature of
this method is that if A is skew-hermitian (as with Hamiltonian evolution where
A = −iH), such that exp(A) is unitary, then the approximating exponential is
unitary as well (as opposed to a direct Taylor expansion approach such as Runge-
Kutta).

An orthonormal basis for the Krylov subspace generated by an MPO H, and
an MPS state |ψ〉, can be calculated efficiently. If |0〉 = |ψ〉, and |j〉 is the j’th
Krylov subspace basis vector, then |j〉 is given by the preceding subspace vectors
following the Gram-Schmidt formula

|j〉 = H |j − 1〉 −
j−1∑
i=0

〈i|H|j − 1〉
〈i|i〉 |i〉 ,

for j = 1, . . . N−1. Since, we can contract terms of the form 〈i|H|j〉 when |i〉, and
|j〉 are matrix product states efficiently, we can also find an MPS which is closest to
each of the Krylov basis vectors efficiently using the algorithm described above.
We can therefore find an orthonormal basis of MPSs for the Krylov subspace.
After performing the unitary time evolution within the Krylov subspace, the state
is a linear combination of Krylov-subspace basis vectors: |ψ(t+ δ)〉 = U |ψ(t)〉 ≈∑N−1

j=0 cj |j〉. We can now find the single MPS which approximates |ψ(t+ δ)〉 best
using the variational technique discussed previously.

Using a Krylov subspace method is certainly more expensive than a Suzuki-
Trotter decomposition when it is available. For complicated Hamiltonians, a
convenient Suzuki-Trotter decomposition of high enough order is not necessar-
ily easy to find. In these cases, the Krylov subspace methods is very useful.
Furthermore, in contrast to the Suzuki-Trotter method, it is possible to find an
approximation-independent error bound on the propagated vector, without much
additional calculation [142].

5.4 Star Geometry Tensor Network States

In this section, we investigate a more general system than a one-dimensional
chain. We applied this method to investigate the Dicke-Ising model in our paper
[4] which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

We will introduce one more degree of freedom which is allowed to interact
simultaneously with all the sites of the chain. This situation occurs in, e.g., the
Dicke-model [3, 143, 144] and Spin-star models [145–148]. Such couplings can be
engineered between atoms in, e.g., optical cavities [149–151], and doped coupled
cavities [152]. The added degree of freedom mediates a coupling, and hence,
permits correlations and entanglement between remote spins which is independent
of their separation. This, however, should not discourage use of the MPS method
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of Star geometry MPS. The lattice sites are labelled by the
numbers 1, . . . 7 and the central site, the external degree of freedom, by C.

which indeed does not rely on the particular fall-off of correlations with distance,
but rather on the entanglement being finite between any two parts, e.g., defined by
a cut at any given location in the chain. The fact that the global mode mediates
interactions between any such parts of the spin chain may not cause a problem,
as long as their entanglement is kept finite.

The natural way to represent our system is to decompose the system Hilbert
space into a spin chain-part and the external, global part H = Hext⊗Hlattice. The
lattice-space is a tensor product of L copies of a d-dimensional space Hlattice =
H⊗Lsite. The system state can then be expanded as a lattice-state for each basis-state
of the global degree of freedom, e.g.,

|ψ〉 =

dext−1∑
n=0

|n〉 ⊗ |ψn〉 , (5.26)

where |n〉 is the n’th basis-state of the external degree of freedom and |ψn〉 could
be an MPS with tensors A[i,n] defined for each site i and each global system basis
state n. If the external degree of freedom is a spin of magnitude S, dext = 2S+ 1,
while for a harmonic oscillator a truncation would be necessary, and dext will then
denote the cut-off excitation number.

By choosing |ψn〉 as MPS-states, we can also rewrite the full state |ψ〉 as a
block-diagonal MPS-state, i.e.,

|ψ〉 =
∑

i1,...iL,n

Tr(vnA[1],i1 . . . A[L],iL) |n, i1, . . . iL〉 , (5.27)

where

A[m],im =

A
[m,1],im

A[m,2],im

. . .

 ,
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and vn is a vector of zero matrices except the block corresponding to the n’th
component of A[1] which is an identity. Note, that Eq. (5.27) is equivalent to a
standard MPS ansatz, only it is restricted to a certain block-diagonal structure,
with a new effective D̃ = Ddext. In practice, however, we do not need to restrict
to this block-diagonal form. By allowing general matrices we can have a more
compact representation when, e.g., the two subsystems are in a product state.
The Ansatz Eq. (5.26) is therefore equivalent to a standard MPS, where the first
site is the external degree of freedom.

For systems with a few degrees of freedom interacting with a spin chain, the
Hamiltonian will most naturally contain terms that are local in the chain and
the external degrees of freedom, or are simple products of such operators. All
such terms have compact matrix product operator expressions, and the tensor
networks arising in matrix-elements can be evaluated efficiently. For example, an
interaction term V = A

∑L
i=1Xi where A acts on Hext and Xi acts on the i’th

lattice site can be written as a matrix product operator (MPO) with tensors

M0 = (A) M1 =
(
X1 I

)
, M i =

(
I 0
Xi I

)
, ML =

(
X1

I

)
,

where A is a dext × dext matrix, and the Xi are d × d matrices. These compact
representations of operators, are as noted several times, essential to the applica-
tion of the eigenstate- and time-evolution algorithms as discussed in the previous
section.

For this type of system, our method of choice for time-evolution is the Krylov
propagation algorithm. While a Suzuki-Trotter decomposition would be possible
in some cases, the flexibility of the Krylov method allows us to apply a Hamilto-
nian with a generic lattice-part and an interaction of the form V = A

∑L
i=1Xi

without difficulty. This was the approach used in the simulations to be presented
in Chapter 6.

For a harmonic oscillator external degree of freedom another MPS Ansatz
was investigated recently by Frenzel and Plenio [153]. Following the ideas in this
paper, we would chose an Ansatz

|ψ〉 =
∞∑
n=0

∑
m1,...mL

Tr

(
Xn

n!
A[1],m1 . . . A[L],mL

)
|n,m1, . . .mL〉 (5.28)

that is the harmonic oscillator tensor is A[0],n = Xn/n!. It turns out that expect-
ation values can be calculated for this type of Ansatz as well and, e.g. energy
minimization can be performed [153]. Using such an Ansatz, no site-truncation
is necessary. The caveat is, that the reduced optimisation problems become non-
linear. This is most likely not a major problem, since it is only the optimisation
problem for the harmonic oscillator reduced problem which is non-linear. Whether
or not this will work in practice is at this stage guess-work.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of the measurement set-up. A two-level meter system for a
time τ with a specific site or a collection of sites in the lattice, after which a projective
measurement is performed on the meter.

5.5 Measurements on Matrix Product States

The following section is based on the paper [2], where we study how to efficiently
simulate non-local measurements on quantum many-body systems using matrix
product states. The idea is based on the measurement-model presented in Section
2.1.1. As shown in Section 2.4, in the appropriate limit this measurement-model
converges to the diffusion-type or jump-type measurement. The model is therefore
convenient for simulating measurement processes, that can be made to consist-
ently approach the diffusion or jump limit while at all times being a physically
realizable measurement.

The measurement model described in Section 2.1.1, can be thought of as
a stroboscopic process: Periods of unitary evolution is interrupted at regular
intervals, by a small stochastic jump described by the measurement operator Ωµ.
To simulate a quantum system described by an MPS state being measured in this
way, we proceed as follows: Propagate |ψ〉 unitarily for a time δt and then apply
Ωµ with probability p(µ) = 〈ψ|Ω†µΩµ|ψ〉.

If Ωµ can be written as a matrix product operator, we can use the same
variational principle, as used for time-evolution, to find the matrix-product state
of a given virtual dimension that best approximates Ωµ |ψ〉. The probability
p(µ) = 〈ψ|Ω†µΩµ|ψ〉 can also be calculated efficiently since Ω†µΩµ is also a matrix-
product operator, although, possibly of a higher virtual dimension. In particular,
if the system is measured at a single site, Ωµ and Ω†µΩµ are just tensor products
of a number of identities and a single-site operator. In this case, the application
of Ωµ to the MPS is of course trivial, just as the application of any local operator
Vi is trivial for an MPS: Simply update A′[i],σαβ =

∑
σ A

[i],σ′

αβ 〈σ|Vi|σ′〉, where Vi acts
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on site i only.
Thus we find that many-body systems with local interactions, combined with

single-site measurements, are easy to simulate using matrix product states in one
dimension. If, however, the measurement extends across multiple sites, e.g., if
our probe is not absolutely confined to a single site, then we need to decompose
Ωµ into an MPO and use the variational methods in order to avoid exponential
growth of the virtual dimension of the state.

We now consider the measurement discussed in Section 2.1.1 in more de-
tail. We allow the measured observable A to be a sum of local operators A =∑L

j=1wjAj . This can arise in experiments either as a combined simultaneous
interaction (such as the Faraday rotation of a radiation field polarization), or as
a result of a sequential interaction of a meter-system with multiple sites (such as
a two-level atom making a fly-by of the system as in [46]).

Following Eq. (2.10), the measurement operator for the two-level meter scheme
is

Ωµ =
1

2

 L⊗
j=1

exp (−iφwjAj) + iµ

L⊗
j=1

exp (iφwjAj)

 . (5.29)

We see that applying this Ωµ to a general MPS results in a superposition of two
MPS each a copy of the original state but multiplied with the product-operators
⊗Lj=1 exp(±iφwjAj). One would think that such a superposition state would not
be well represented by an MPS, but if we increase the virtual dimension of the
state from D to 2D we can in fact represent the state exactly, as well as, any
superposition of two MPS [154]; cf. Section 5.2.

Indeed, Ωµ can be written as an MPO with tensors

M [1] =
(

1
2 exp(−iφw1A1) 1

2 iµ exp(iφw1A1)
)
,

M [i] =

(
exp(−iφwiAi) 0

0 exp(iφwiAi)

)
,

M [L] =

(
exp(−iφwLAL)
exp(iφwLAL)

)
,

(5.30)

i.e., of virtual dimension 2. Note that it is the use of a 2-dimensional meter sys-
tem that results in virtual dimension 2. Had we used an n-dimensional meter
system, generically we would need a virtual dimension of n for the MPO. For the
calculation of the branching probabilities p(µ), we note that also Ω†µΩµ can be rep-
resented by an MPO of virtual dimension 3, since Ω†µΩµ = 1

2(1+2µi(exp(2iφA)−
exp(−2iφA))).

As mentioned above, the variational method can now be applied to find a
matrix-product state with a specified virtual dimension that is closest to Ωµ |ψ〉.
The truncation-error for the posterior state will naturally depend not only on
how close to the identity Ωµ is, but also on the state being measured. As an
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example, an initially uncorrelated spin-chain where all the spins point in the x-
direction, will get long-range correlations if we, e.g., measure the z-component of
the total spin to 0. If however, a measurement of the x-component is performed,
the spin-chain will remain in a product state.

In the above measurement scheme, the parameter φ is related to the simulation
time step ∆T and the measurement intensity κ by κ = φ2/∆T , as in Section 2.4.
If we wish to model continuous measurements, the measurement rate 1/∆T and
φ can no longer be chosen independently, and the accumulated effect of many
measurements for each simulation time-step has to be taken into account. One
approach would be to implement the limit discussed in Section 2.4 by simply
choosing smaller time-steps and scaling φ accordingly. But then a larger number
of truncations will be performed, so even if one is able to apply the measurement
exactly the regular time-evolution may lead to an increased error.

If we seek to approximate the continuous measurement regime, the time-
evolution is generated by the operator Eq. (2.62) with an added −iH∆T , that
contains terms proportional to A2, that cannot readily be cast into a matrix-
product form. In each time-step, however, we can calculate 〈A〉 and pick a ran-
dom ∆Y = 2κ 〈ψ|A|ψ〉∆T +∆W to select the relevant Ω-operator. To apply this
operator to |ψ〉 we need to evaluate 〈χ|Ω|ψ〉 as described in Section 5, but even
though Ω is not on a clear MPO-form one can just evaluate the terms separately,
provided A2 is not too pathological. This amounts to the stochastic Euler method
which has a global error of O(∆t1/2) [65].

Alternatively, and in general, if the measurement extends over more than one
site, it is of course always possible to combine those subsystems into a single
Hilbert space and then apply the measurement operator directly on that space. If
the measurement has sufficiently small support, this will not ruin the advantages
of the MPS-ansatz, since it only treats a small part of the system exactly.

5.5.1 Numerical Examples

We have applied the above techniques to a spin-1/2 chain with an anti-ferromagnetic
Heisenberg Hamiltonian discussed in Section B.3

H =
1

2
J

L−1∑
j=1

σj · σj+1, (5.31)

where the sum is over nearest neighbours. We first find an MPS for the ground
state, and with this as our initial state we begin to probe the system with the
measurement scheme outlined above.

Local measurements

The interesting regime in this numerical study is when the measurement- and
Hamiltonian dynamics are of comparable importance, but let us first imagine a
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Figure 5.7: Examples of posterior states after different types of measurement on the
spin-chain ground state. In both plots φ = 0.3π/4 using the measurement operators
Eq. (5.29). The plotted values are 〈σiz〉 ( ) 〈σiy〉 ( ) and 〈σ1

zσ
i
z〉 for the ground state

( ) for states subject to Ω+(A = σ1
z) in 5.7a and Ω+(A = σ1

z)Ω+(A = σLy ) in 5.7b.

projective measurement of the z-component of spin on one of the end-points of the
chain. Since, the reduced density-matrix for each site in the anti-ferromagnetic
ground-state is completely mixed (the Hamiltonian is rotational invariant), the
expectation value of the local spin is zero and hence the projective measurement
will have probability 1/2 for both |↑z〉 and |↓z〉. The spin is, however, correl-
ated with its neighbours, and the spin-expectation-value of the conditioned state
〈σiz〉cond is directly related to the ground state correlation function.

Rewriting the correlation-function between two arbitrary spins in terms of the
projector onto eigenspaces of the i’th spin-z, P i↑/↓, we obtain

〈σizσjz〉 =
1

2

(
〈P i↑σjz〉 − 〈P i↓σjz〉

)
= 〈P i↑σjz〉 = −〈P i↓σjz〉 ,

since the ground state is invariant under σjz → −σjz for all j. But 〈P±σjz〉 is
proportional to the conditioned expectation value of σjz.

To get a feel for what a single measurement (close to the projective case) can
do to a spin-chain ground state see Figure 5.7. Figure 5.7a shows data for the
state Ω+ |ψ〉, where Ωµ is given by Eq. (5.29) with φ = 0.3π/4 and A = σ1

z . We
see, as noted above, the spins align (on average) with the z-z correlation function
and nothing happens to the σy-average. In addition, 〈σ1

zσ
i
z〉 is less modulated

than in the initial ground state due to the partial projection. In Figure 5.7b,
we show the effects of a joint measurement, where we couple two meters to the
system—one to σ1

z and one to σLy . Notice how the z and y-averages follow their
respective correlation-functions from each end of the spin-chain.

If the system- and measurement-dynamics occur on the same timescale the
dynamics become far more complex. We have simulated repeated measurements
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Figure 5.8: Trajectories for single-site measurements with varying strengths showing
both the quantum Zeno- and weak-limit of the measurements. In all simulations ∆T−1 =
100J and the values of φ are shown in the legend.
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Figure 5.9: Time-series of 〈σ1
z〉 ( ), 〈σ2

z〉 ( ) and 〈σ3
z〉 ( ) for measurements

using Eq. (5.29) with A = σ1
z for φ = 0.05 and ∆T−1 = 100J .

over time for a spin-chain with 60 spins with varying measurement strengths φ, as
shown in Figure 5.8, where time-series for 〈σ1

z〉 is shown. For weak measurements
(black solid and dashed), the measurements are not strong enough to project the
spin to a σz-eigenstate, since the spin is strongly driven by its neighbours. For
strong measurements (red dashed), the interaction is not strong enough to drive
the measured spin away from its measured value quickly enough, and we observe
a quantum Zeno effect on the first spin; effectively pinning the spin to a random,
but definite, direction. In the intermediate regime (red solid) the measured spin
exhibits oscillations with comparable signatures from both measurement- and
interaction-dynamics.

In Figure 5.9, the single-site scheme has been simulated (as in Figure 5.7a)
and the expectation-values of σz for the first three spins are shown as a function
of time. As noted above the measurements induce oscillations in the average-spin
values, and in the example shown, the measurements are strong enough to project
the first spin onto an eigenstate for a long interval of time. Note also that the
second and third spins reflect anti-correlation and correlation with the first spin
respectively, both in time-intervals, when the spin is almost in a σz-eigenstate,
and when 〈σ1

z〉 is close to zero.
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Figure 5.10: Time-series for measurements using Eq. (5.29) with both A = σ1
z and

A = σLy for φ = 0.05 and ∆T−1 = 100J .

Figure 5.11: To deal with non-local measurements, e.g., by sequential system-meter in-
teractions (left), a general tensor-network is necessary to add an additional entanglement-
bond in order to provide an efficient parametrisation of the many-body state (right).

Notice, that the anti-correlations persist even after the measured spin has been
almost completely projected. This can be understood, if we consider the weak
measurements as a stochastic perturbation: In order to excite the high-energy
non-anti correlated eigenstates of H the stochastic perturbation needs to have
significant support at frequencies of comparable magnitude. Since, this particular
measurement is weak it does not provide enough energy to excite these states.

Figure 5.10 shows simulations, where σ1
z measurements are performed on site

1 and σLy at the end L = 60 as in Figure 5.7b. Here, we also see the characteristic
oscillations of measurements competing with interactions. In this case the meas-
urements appear to be completely independent. In the very long time-limit, one
might expect to see temporal correlations arise due to propagation-effects along
the chain.

Non-local measurements

In Figure 5.11, we consider a process where we measure two sites far from each
other at the same time. This might be accomplished by a meter first interacting
with site i, then with site j, and subsequently being projectively measured.

This can be simulated in two ways within the theory of MPS and in general
tensor networks. One way is to keep the usual matrix product states and simply
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Figure 5.12: Time-series for a measurement using Eq. (5.29) for A = σ14
z +σ21

z , φ = 0.1
and ∆−1 = 100J .

apply Eq. (5.29) in the form of an MPO, as in Eq. (5.30), where wk = 0 for
k 6= i, j. The result of such a simulation can be seen in Figure 5.12, where we
have simulated a measurement of the sum σ14

z + σ21
z in a lattice of 30 spins. In

the simulation we see many of the same features as in figures 5.9 and 5.10, where
the spin-expectation values are projected onto eigenstates of the observable A.

In this case, the observable A also has eigenstates with eigenvalue 0, and in
the simulations (Figure 5.12), we see a projection onto this eigenvalue for t > 4.
By closer inspection of the simulation data it was found that in the periods where
the measured spins have average value 0, the two-site density matrix is a slightly
asymmetric statistical mixture of the |S = 0,m = 0〉 and |S = 1,m = 0〉 state
with a purity of about 50%.

For sites not too far apart, this works well, but truncation-error will quickly
become a problem due to the emerging entanglement between site i and j. If the
sites are far apart, however, one might introduce a tensor network as shown to
the right in Figure 5.11, where an extra entanglement bond has been introduced
between the two distant sites. This topology constitutes a new parametrisation of
our states, but it is also a good illustration of the physical effects of the measure-
ment: We are now, effectively dealing with a kind of closed boundary conditions
mediated by measurements. This entails an increase in computational complexity
as mentioned previously, but it is still possible to use many of the same numerical
tricks and techniques as used in open- and closed boundary conditions in usual
MPS-simulations.

5.6 Summary and Outlook

There is much more to say on the topic of matrix product states and tensor
networks. One important topic which I have omitted is how to incorporate sym-
metries. For abelian symmetries it is not difficult, and by choosing the tensors
Aσαβ to have a certain block-sparse structure, total particle number conservation,
parity or other abelian quantum numbers can be conserved exactly leading to a
substantial increase in performance [154–156].

In general, tensor network states have become a term associated with vari-
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ational ansätze, which can be written as the contraction of a tensor network.
There are many generalisations, some more straight forward than others. For
two- and three-dimensional systems the PEPS-state is a two- or three-dimensional
tensor network similar to Eq. (5.13) [108]. MERA [26] is an attempt at dealing
with both higher dimensions and longer range correlations using a tree-structure
tensor network. For infinite translationally invariant systems, the MPS tensors
should also be translationally invariant, and techniques for calculating the single
tensor Aσαβ for the ground state has been found [110, 124].

For more information about tensor networks and their properties, the reader
is urged to check the references present throughout this chapter.

In summary, our contribution to MPS-techniques is to show how to simulate
non-local measurements on a quantum many-body system described by an MPS
formalism and how a spin-star geometry can be incorporated naturally within
the formalism. In particular, a natural class of measurement-schemes can be
represented simply by matrix product operators. We have illustrated the use of
these techniques on the anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg spin-chain ground state and
investigated the dynamics resulting from particular weak measurement schemes.

There are a number of natural applications and extensions of this work. Cold
atoms in optical lattices constitute a very attractive model of many-body dynam-
ics, where both direct optical imaging by a high aperture lens [35] and by the
transmission properties of an optical cavity enclosing part of the atomic ensemble
[157–161] is possible. High resolution achieved through nonlinear atomic response
[41, 42], as well as, localised ionisation signals, due to the impact of a scanning
electron beam [34], may be modelled by our approach.

This will allow studies of the interplay between measurement induced and in-
teraction induced localisation phenomena in such models. In a future perspective,
closed feedback-loops on quantum many body systems may constitute a prom-
ising application to perform more general quantum state engineering and possibly
to control phase transitions in many-body systems.

If the aim of simulating measurements on quantum many-body systems is not
filtering based on actual measurement records, other approaches for investigating
the stochastic dynamics may be desirable due to the numerical issues discussed
throughout the chapter. One interesting approach for investigating the full stat-
istics of the measurement results and dealing with the long-time limit is to use
large deviation theory as discussed in Section 2.5. In large deviation theory, an
equation for the moment generating density matrix ρ(t, s) = E[ρt exp(−smt)] can
be found both for jump-type and diffusion-type measurements. It turns out, that
this equation is a linear differential equation with no coupling between different
s. The long-time limit can then, in general, be investigated by finding the largest
eigenvalue of the associated linear operator which will provide ρ(t, s) for t→∞.
This state is connected to the marginal probability density of mt for t → ∞
and the density matrix conditional on observing a specific integrated measure-
ment result mt for t → ∞ via a Legendre transform. Solving this eigenvalue
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problem for quantum many-body systems is naturally quite difficult, but with a
matrix product state ansatz for the moment generating density matrix it should
be feasible.



Chapter 6

The Dicke-Ising Model

Interactions between nearest neighbours in a spin chain lead to Ising-, Heisenberg-,
and other interaction models with phase transitions at definite values of the in-
teraction strengths and external controllable parameters, such as a bias magnetic
field as seen in Appendix B. While these interaction models are reliable descrip-
tions of, e.g., magnetic interactions in real solids, they can also be engineered
exactly among trapped atoms or ions, with the added experimental possibility to
control the parameters to a high degree.

Atomic and optical systems also permit the engineering of interactions between
a large number of atoms and a single quantised oscillator mode. Such systems
are implemented in various schemes for quantum computing, where the oscillator
mode is used as a data bus between the atomic quantum bits. Beyond a critical
coupling strength to the oscillator, and below a critical temperature, the system
undergoes a phase transition, and the thermodynamic ground state acquires a
macroscopic excitation of the oscillator mode. This phase-transition was first
discussed by Dicke [143], and the Dicke phase transition has since then been
studied extensively [144, 162], and was recently observed in experiments with
cold atoms in an optical cavity [149] using techniques similar to those described
in [163].

Both Ising- and Dicke-couplings can be engineered between Josephson Junc-
tions [164, 165], quantum dots [166], atoms in optical cavities [149–151], and doped
coupled cavities [152]. The partition function of the combined Dicke-Ising model
was determined recently in the thermodynamic limit [167], and the dynamics of
a similar model were investigated in [165]. In this chapter, we will apply different
complementary approaches to investigate the system in [167], and we will study
the phase diagram and further properties of the system and possible applications
in greater detail.

At first order phase transitions, one or several physical observables experience
discontinuous changes and are thus highly sensitive to variations in the values of
the physical parameters of the model near the critical point. Sensitivity limits
in fundamental metrology constitute a very active research field where much re-
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search has been devoted to identify how the sensitivity depends on the number
of particles L. The standard limit, 1/

√
L, is replaced by the Heisenberg limit,

1/L, within different realisations of non-interacting particles [72, 168–170], while
more rapid decrease with particle number has been proposed in different models
of interacting particles [171–173]. In this chapter, we argue for a power law de-
crease similar to the Heisenberg limit for measurements of temperature with our
interacting system.

After establishing the thermodynamic properties of the Dicke-Ising model and
its use for high-precision metrology, we proceed to investigate finite size effects.
We do this using the matrix product state techniques discussed in Chapter 5 and
Section 5.4 in particular.

Phase transitions are often associated with some form of symmetry-breaking,
where a system observable attains a finite value, even though the symmetries
of the underlying Hamiltonian dictates otherwise. This is also the case in the
Dicke-Ising model, where the phase of the cavity field is symmetry-broken in the
thermodynamic limit. Such a symmetry-breaking is investigated from a dynamical
point of view in Section 6.6, also using matrix product state numerical techniques.

This chapter is based on our publications [3, 4].

6.1 The Dicke Model

Non-interacting two-levels atoms coupled to a single quantised field-mode are
described by the Dicke model. The two-level atoms (or spins) are coupled to a
harmonic oscillator mode with frequency ω,

Hosc = ωa†a, (6.1)

through the interaction

V =
g√
L

∑
i

σxi (a+ a†), (6.2)

where σxi is the Pauli x-matrix acting on the i’th spin (or atom), and a is the
harmonic oscillator step down operator. We denote the coupling-strength of the
oscillator to a single spin by g/

√
L. For a physical implementation with atoms

inside a cavity with a mode volume V , the quantum field strength per photon is
proportional to 1/

√
V , and our scaling thus corresponds to atoms with a constant

spatial density which is well defined, also in the thermodynamic limit L → ∞.
As mentioned in the introduction, in the thermodynamic limit, it has been shown
that the harmonic oscillator mode can obtain macroscopic occupation in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium via a second order phase transition [144, 162].

The explicit form of the interaction is well established in quantum optical
systems, and occurs both for two-level systems and for, e.g., Raman processes
between two states via an intermediate excited state through absorption and
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stimulated emission of the quantum field and a classical control field. We note
that in the Jaynes-Cummings model of a single two-level atom and a single field
mode, the rotating wave approximation retains only the terms σ†a+σa† in V and
provides a considerable simplification of the problem. While the calculation by
Wang and Hioe [162] applied the rotating wave approximation, it has been shown
by Hepp and Lieb [144] that this does not change the Dicke phase-transition qual-
itatively. Within our application of a mean field approximation to the combined
Dicke-Ising model we shall retain the full interaction (6.2) as the rotating wave
approximation is more difficult to deal with.

The Dicke model Hosc + V can be realised experimentally as described in
Ref. [163] where a dynamical version of the standard Dicke model is investigated
in a cavity using four-level atoms coupled by Raman channels. The model para-
meters of this system are functions of the atomic and field parameters applied
and can be tuned over large ranges.

6.2 The partition function for the Dicke-Ising model

The combined Dicke-Ising model has total Hamiltonian H = HIsing + Hosc + V
with three parameters g, h, and J , which can be varied independently in atomic
simulators of the model. With J = 0, the Hamiltonian realises the Dicke model of
L two-level atoms interacting with a cavity-field via the dipole interaction. In this
regime 2h, correspond to the energy-splitting of the individual two-level atoms
and g is the coupling strength to the cavity-field.

6.2.1 Coherent State Integral

We will proceed by writing, first, the expression for the partition function for the
full problem Z = Tr(exp(−βH)) with H = HIsing +Hosc +V . Following [162], we
write H as

H =

L∑
i=1

[
−hσzi − Jσyi σ

y
i+1 + gσxi

(
a√
L

+
a†√
L

)
+ ω

a†√
L

a√
L

]
.

We will evaluate the trace over the oscillator-mode in the partition function using
the coherent state representation of the field. To this end we bring exp(−βH)
on normal ordered form with respect to the scaled operators b = a/

√
L and

b† = a†/
√
L. Due to the scaling, their commutator is

[
b, b†

]
= 1/L and vanishes

for L → ∞. In the thermodynamic limit, we will therefore assume that b and b†

commute.
The approximation of neglecting the commutator in the thermodynamic limit

can be illuminated by Wick’s theorem [174]: Any string of creation- and anni-
hilation operators can be written as their normally ordered form plus additional
terms. These terms are given by means of a contraction defined by C(AB) =
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AB− : AB : , where : AB : is the normal ordering of AB. Using this notation,
Wick’s theorem states that

ABC . . .Q =: ABC . . .Q : +
∑

: one contraction :

+
∑

: two contractions : + . . .

Now, in our case C(bb†) = bb†−b†b =
[
b, b†

]
= 1/L and C(b†b) = 0. Hence, apply-

ing Wick’s theorem to the expansion of the exponential in Z = Tr(exp(−βH)),
and assuming that the limits in Z = limL→∞ limR→∞

∑R
r=0(−βH)r/r! can be

interchanged, we see that all terms involving contractions will be of order 1/L
or higher and can therefore be neglected in the thermodynamic limit. More gen-
erally any expression of the form Tr(f(b, b†) exp(−βH)), where f is any polyno-
mial, can be calculated to an accuracy of 1/L using the normal orderer expression
: f(b, b†) exp(−βH) : . The validity of this truncation for the Dicke-model was
discussed in [144].

When performing the trace of a normally ordered operator it is convenient to
use the coherent states, |α〉, eigenstates of the annihilation operator: a|α〉 = α|α〉,
which yields to order 1/L

Z =

∫
d2α

π
e−βω|α|

2
Trspin

(
exp

(
−β
∑
i

[
−hσzi − Jσyi σ

y
i+1 +

2g<(α)√
L

σxi

]))
.

The remaining trace over the spin degrees of freedom is exactly equivalent to
the the original Ising model calculation. The term involving the real part of the
complex field argument acts as an additional magnetic field in the x direction,
and hence, the Ising model is biased by an effective magnetic field in the xz-plane
with magnitude h2

eff = h2 + 4g2<(α)2/L. Since this effective field lies within the
plane orthogonal to the y-axis we can choose the direction of the effective field as
a redefined z-axis and apply the same diagonalisation as in the pure Ising problem
discussed in the Appendix B.4.

This yields Z = π−1
∫

d2α exp(−βω|α|2 + logZIsing(β, heff, J)) and after using
the formula for the Ising-model partition function (B.41) and the substitution
z = α/

√
L, we get

Z = L

∫
d2z

π
exp

(
−Lβω|z|2

)
× exp

(
L

2π

∫ π

−π
dk log(2 cosh(βε(k, heff(<(z)), J)/2))

)
(6.3)

where the dispersion relation ε(k, heff(x), J) from Eq. (B.40) is for the effective
magnetic field heff and spin coupling J .
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6.2.2 Mean Field Theory

We may also attack the original problem with an Ansatz replacing the interaction
part V of the Hamiltonian by the mean field expression

VMF = gLsx(a+ a†)/
√
L+ 2g

∑
i

σxi x− 2gLsxx

where the c-number mean fields read sx = 〈∑L
i=1 σ

x
i 〉 /L and x = 〈a+ a†〉 /2

√
L.

The last term compensates for double-counting of the interaction energy, while
correlations in the mean-field fluctuations g(

∑
i σ

x
i −Lsx)(a+a†−

√
Lx)/

√
L are

omitted.
The integrand in Eq. (6.3) is clearly symmetric with respect to the trans-

formation α 7→ −α which implies that the expectation value 〈a+ a†〉 is zero.
This, however, is a typical case where a symmetry breaking Ansatz with a non-
zero c-number value gives a better mean field description than assuming simply
a vanishing mean cavity field. Note that the integrand in Eq. (6.3) is the Husimi
phase space Q-function for the oscillator-mode. Thus it represents the state as a
weighted mean of states with different complex field amplitudes α, and our choice
of a single field amplitude which yields one of the maxima in the Q-function is
representative of the physical state. Indeed, the product sxx, represents the mean
value of a product operator 〈∑σxi (a+ a†)〉 6= 0, rather than, the product of the
respective mean values. The mean field description thus accounts for the actual
correlations between the displaced cavity-states |±α〉 and the Ising-states with ef-
fective magnetic fields h = hẑ∓ 2g<(α)/

√
Lx̂. This will be verified by numerical

studies on the full quantum state of the system in Section 6.5.
With the Hamiltonian in this form the mean-fields split the Hamiltonian into

two separate terms: a classically driven field mode HMF,osc = ωa†a + gLsx(a +
a†)/
√
L, and an Ising model with an additional magnetic field component along

the x-direction, HMF,Ising = −h∑i σ
z
i + 2gx

∑
i σ

x
i − J

∑
i σ

y
i σ

y
i+1. This mean

field Ising Hamiltonian has a field in the xz-plane with magnitude h2
eff = h2 +

4g2x2. The partition function for the mean field Hamiltonian therefore factors
Z = ZMF,oscZMF,Ising exp(2βgLsxx) and can be readily determined for arbitrary
values of the mean field amplitudes x and sx. The corresponding free energy reads

F =
1

β
log(1− e−βω)− Lg

2s2
x

ω
− 2Lgsxx+ LfIsing(β, heff, J),

where fIsing = FIsing/L is the free energy per particle for the atoms as calculated
in Eq. (B.41). The first term is the free energy for a harmonic oscillator with
frequency ω and the second term comes from the oscillator drive. The final term
is the free energy of the Ising model with a modified magnetic field, and the second
last term describe the effective mean-field coupling between the two sub-systems.
The values of the mean-fields can now be obtained by minimising the free energy.
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A short calculation reveals

1

L

∂F

∂sx
= −2g2sx

ω
− 2gx (6.4)

1

L

∂F

∂x
= −2gsx +

∂fIsing
∂x

, (6.5)

This shows that sx = −xω/g and that the Dicke-order parameter x should be
found by minimising ωx2 + fIsing with respect to x. We will return to this min-
imisation problem below.

In the mean-field description, the interpretation of the physical properties of
the system becomes clear and unambiguous. As an example, with the mean-
field theory we can obtain expressions for various correlation functions for the
atomic variables from the large amount of theory already present on the transverse
Ising chain since in thermodynamic equilibrium the strongly coupled system is
effectively identical to a rotated Ising chain.

It is reassuring, but hardly surprising, that the mean field result can be re-
covered from the coherent state integral for the thermodynamic limit L→∞ res-
ult. By Laplace’s saddle point method, one can replace the integral over coherent
state amplitudes by discrete contributions from the location of the maximum of
the exponential with respect to z in Eq. (6.3). It is easily shown that this maxim-
isation coincides with the mean field, identified by minimisation of the free energy
and by picking one of the maximisers of Eq. (6.3) to represent a symmetry-broken
physical state of the system.

6.3 Phase Diagram and Analysis of the Free Energy

We now turn to the problem of finding the minimum of the free energy by solving
Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) along with several important observables like the magnitude
of the oscillator mean field, the spin magnetisation, and the susceptibility χ =
∂mz/∂h.

For fixed β and ω, the system is controlled by three parameters h, J and
g. To illustrate the phase transitions in the system, we introduce a convenient
way to plot different quantities as function of these variables in Figure 6.1 and
6.2. In each plot, the sum h + J + g is fixed, and the corners of the triangles
shown correspond to each of the three quantities acquiring the maximum value
while the others vanish. The straight dotted lines converging to the corners of
the triangles correspond to definite values of the ratio between the two quantities
indicated on the edges of the triangles. These plots can be thought of as slices
of the three-dimensional simplex defined by h+ J + g + ω = ε/β where ε should
be interpreted as the system energy-scale. In this coordinate representation, we
show with colour coding the value of different interesting quantities.

Of particular interest are the oscillator field strength, represented by x2, and
the susceptibility χ, which are shown for positive h, J and g for the case where
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Figure 6.1: Observables for the Dicke-Ising model with β = 100, ω = 1 and g+J+h =
1. Left: order parameter x2 and right: susceptibility along the z-axis χ = ∂m/∂h. All
dotted lines converging to a corner correspond to a fixed ratio of the parameters indicated
on the edge opposing the corner. The black solid line is where the order parameter x
becomes non-zero, corresponding to the Dicke phase transition for J = 0, and the red
solid line is where the heff/J = 1, corresponding for g = 0 to the Ising phase transition.

ω = 1, β = 100 and h + J + g = 1 in Figure 6.1 and for ω = 0.62, β = 4.0 and
h+ J + g = 0.6 in Figure 6.2.

The edge of the triangle between g and h (i.e., with vanishing J) corresponds
to the usual Dicke-model, while the edge between h and J (i.e., with vanishing g)
corresponds to the usual Ising-model with the critical point at h/J = 1, showing
up clearly as a signature in the variation of the susceptibility χ. We observe
that this signature is present also for finite Dicke coupling parameter in the plot.
The black curve in each plot shows where the Dicke phase transition occurs. In
both Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 signatures of both first- and second-order phase
transitions can be seen. Approximately below the line h/J = 1 the second order
transition can be identified by the smooth increase in x2 whereas above h/J = 1
one can discern a discontinuous jump in the order parameter.

The most significant difference between the cases, presented in Figure 6.1
and Figure 6.2, is the susceptibility χ. For moderately low temperatures, β = 4
in Figure 6.2, the signature of the Ising quantum phase transition is still clearly
present, whereas for very low temperatures, β = 100 in Figure 6.1, the Ising phase
transition becomes almost completely suppressed in the Dicke regime. Indeed,
far into the Dicke regime (towards the right vertex in the triangles) the spin
interactions do not appear to play any significant role.

Looking at the black and red solid lines in Figure 6.1 one might be tempted
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Figure 6.2: Observables for the Dicke-Ising model with β = 4, ω = 0.62 and g+J+h =
0.6. Left: order parameter x2 and right: susceptibility along the z-axis χ = ∂m/∂h. All
dotted lines converging to a corner correspond to a fixed ratio of the parameters indicated
on the edge opposing the corner. The black solid line is where the order parameter x
becomes non-zero, corresponding to the Dicke phase transition for J = 0, and the red solid
line is where the heff/J = 1, corresponding for g = 0 to the Ising phase transition. Note
the small deviation of the black (superradiant transition) and red (magnetic transition)
lines.

to conclude that in the super-radiant phase we always have heff/J > 1 (i.e. the
red line does not penetrate into the area to the right of the black line). A close
look at Figure 6.2 will, however, reveal that this is not always the case. Indeed,
for h + J + g = 0.6, ω = 0.62 and β = 4 there is a small part of the parameter-
space where x > 0 and heff < J . The physical reason why the Dicke phase
transition almost, but not quite, suppresses the Ising transition remains to be
understood. Formally, it occurs because the free energy has a minimum giving an
effective magnetic field such that heff/J > 1. The Ising critical point is therefore
simply skipped in these cases and only an amputated signature of the Ising phase
transition is present in cases such as shown in Figure 6.1.

To investigate this phase transition in more detail, let us further consider
the minimisation of the free energy. The order-parameter x enters the mean
field Ising-term via the effective magnetic field (heff/J)2 = h̃2 + 4g2x2/J2. If
we therefore introduce a rescaled order-parameter x̃ = 2gx/J and a rescaled
mode frequency ω̃ = ωJ/4g2 we can write the free energy as a function of a few
dimensionless quantities
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Figure 6.3: Examples of various functional shapes of (F̃ − F̃ (0))/LJ as a function of
heff. The different line styles indicate varying ω̃ and the two colours indicates β̃ = 1 and
β̃ = 10 respectively.

F (x̃)

LJ
= −

∫ π

−π

dk

2πβ̃
log(2 cosh(β̃(1 + (h̃2 + x̃2)− 2(h̃2 + x̃2)1/2 cos(k))1/2))

+ω̃x̃2 + C,
(6.6)

where C is a constant independent of x̃.
In order to understand the structure of the phase diagram it is necessary to

investigate how the integral changes as a function of β̃ = β/J and h̃ compared to
ω̃x̃2. If we choose the variable h̃eff = heff/J =

√
h2 + 4g2x2/J as the independent

variable instead of x̃, the integrand in Eq. (6.6) only depends on β̃ and the new
variable h̃eff, while h̃eff ≥ h̃ imposes a boundary condition on the minimisation
with respect to h̃eff. To avoid confusion, we will consider F a function of x̃ and
use the symbol F̃ to denote the dependence on h̃eff. The system is in the super-
radiant phase whenever the minimum in F̃ occurs for h̃eff > h̃ which implies x 6= 0.
Examples of F̃ for representative values of ω̃ and β̃ can be seen in Figure 6.3. By
a numerical investigation it is quickly revealed, that F̃ has at most a single local
minimum (e.g. the curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) in Figure 6.3) at h̃eff 6= 0 or no local
minimum (curve (e) in Figure 6.3). The existence and location of the minimum
are thus solely determined by β̃ and ω̃.

This implies that when keeping ω̃ and β̃ fixed the minimum of the free energy
is either at h̃eff = h̃ or at the local minimum of F̃ . If we imagine tuning h̃ from
high values towards low values (i.e, setting the boundary condition h̃eff ≥ h̃ at
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different locations, e.g., along curve (c) in Figure 6.3) the system will pass a second
order phase-transition when h̃ passes the local minimum of F̃ . In the case that
the local minimum is not the global minimum there will be a h̃ > 0 where F̃ goes
below its value at the local minimum implying that when one further lowers h̃
the system will undergo a first-order phase transition into the normal state again.
By the same reasoning, if F̃ has a single global minimum (curve (a) and (b) in
Figure 6.3), there can only be a second order phase transition when tuning h̃.

The second-order phase transitions can be investigated in further detail using
Ginzburg-Landau theory: In the neighbourhood of the second-order phase trans-
ition the order parameter x̃ will always be small so we can expand the free energy
F as a polynomial in x̃ around x̃ = 0:

F (x̃)

LJ
≈ C + I0(β̃, h̃) + (ω̃ + I2(β̃, h̃))x̃2 + I4(β̃, h̃)x̃4, (6.7)

where In is the n’th term in the Taylor expansion of the integral Eq. (6.6) with
respect to x̃. The standard argument from Ginzburg-Landau theory is now that
this fourth-order polynomial has a non-zero minimum when ω̃+ I2(β̃, h̃) is negat-
ive. The second order phase-transition therefore occurs when I2(β̃, h̃) = −ω̃. By
numerical investigation one finds that −I2 is bounded by approximately 0.3356
implying that for ω̃ > 0.3356 no phase transition can occur.

The first-order phase transition grows out of the second-order phase transition
so there will be a region where the first-order jump in the order parameter is small.
In that case, we can still use Ginzburg-Landau theory, and, in particular, we can
find the point where the second-order transition changes to a first-order transition,
i.e., when a local minimum in F changes from purely local to truly global. Again
we analyse the polynomial expansion and one can show [175] that one needs to
solve the system of equations I4(β̃, h̃) = 0 and I2(β̃, h̃) + ω̃ = 0 to obtain the
point where the phase transition changes nature. By investigating the functional
form of I4 it turns out that there is a minimal βc below which the first order
phase-transition cannot occur. This value can be calculated numerically and is
approximately β̃c ≈ 1.1430.

This identifies where the second-order transition changes to a first-order trans-
ition. However, to determine the first-order transition boundary, it is necessary
to deal with the free energy F to all orders. Numerically it is not difficult to
investigate for which value of h̃ the value of F̃ coincides with the value at the
local minimum as described above. All this information has been combined into
Figure 6.4 where the phase-boundaries for various values of ω̃ have been indic-
ated. The coloured dotted lines represent first order transitions whereas the solid
lines indicate second-order transitions. The black dashed curve indicates where
I4(β̃, h̃) = 0 and its intercept with the curves I2(β̃, h̃) + ω̃ = 0 indicates where
the phase transition changes type between first- and second-order transitions.
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Figure 6.4: Phase diagram for the Dicke-Ising model. Each curve shows the location
of the phase transition for the specified parameters. If the curve is full the transition
is second order, whereas a dotted curve represents a first order transition. The dashed
black curve represents the general boundary I4(β̃, h̃) = 0 where the transition changes
from second to first order along each of the coloured curves.

6.4 Using a Phase Transition for a High Precision
Measurement

A first order phase transition is interesting for many different reasons, and here,
we consider its use as a measurement tool. Indeed, the standard description of a
first order phase transition includes a discontinuous jump in the order parameter,
and it is a relevant question, how precisely an experiment can locate the position of
this discontinuous jump. The size of the jump-discontinuity usually scales linearly
with the number of particles, while the width of the transition region often scales
with an inverse power of this number. Under these assumptions, we shall present
a simple model for the metrological sensitivity of the system. Since, the phase
transition occurs for rather non-trivial combinations of the temperature and the
interaction parameters of the models, by changing some of these parameters in
a controllable way, one may be able to select parameter ranges with particularly
high sensitivity of the phase transition point to the value of the quantity being
probed.

We will consider a measurement strategy where the system is probed at some
range of values of some control parameter, e.g., a bias magnetic field. Figure
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Figure 6.5: The order-parameter x̃2 as a function of h̃ and β̃ for the lower-right part
of the curve for ω̃ = 0.301 in Figure 6.4 where the slope of the phase transition line is
large. For the blue curve 1/β̃ = 0.77, for the green curve the temperature is 1% higher
and for the red curve the temperature is 1% lower.

6.5 shows how the oscillator order parameter varies as a function of h̃ for three
different temperatures. To produce this plot, we have selected values of ω̃, and
thus, an area of the phase diagram where the critical magnetic field depends
strongly on the temperature, cf., the steepness of the dashed curves in Figure
6.4. We expect that it will be possible to determine the critical value of the
magnetic field with high precision. In this case a 1% variation of the temperature
changes the critical magnetic field by approximately 35%, thus the measurement
of the critical field yields a very sensitive temperature measurement within the
appropriate range of values β̃ ≈ 0.77±1%. Sensitivity in, e.g., a lower temperature
range is obtained if we chose a higher value of ω̃ and scan a different range of
values of the magnetic field.

If the Dicke-Ising model is implemented using a cavity-mode as the oscillator,
the order parameter presented here is the intra-cavity field intensity. We imagine
that the cavity leaks photons at a sufficiently low rate not to significantly disturb
the thermodynamic steady state of the system, and herewith, detection of the
intensity of the emitted light is a direct probe of the cavity field order parameter.
We assume that the inverse temperature β̃ is known to be close to some reference
value, and we can then estimate the difference δβ̃ by the best unbiased linear
estimator.
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6.4.1 Best Unbiased Linear Estimator

We will consider the best unbiased linear estimator in a situation where an ex-
perimenter performs a sequence of measurements where she scan a parameter x
(e.g., a bias magnetic field) in order to uncover another, unknown, parameter
q (e.g., the location of a critical point). The experimenter measures a discrete
stochastic variable n (e.g., photon number) which has probability distribution
p(n;x, q). In the measurement, the experimenter thus collects, for a fixed q, the
values ni corresponding to chosen xi .

In the following, we assume that the unknown parameter q is close to a refer-
ence value, which, without loss of generality, we take to be zero. For q � 1, we
can then expand the moments of p in a Taylor expansion, such that,

E(ni) = µ(x, q) ≈ µ(x) + qµ′(x),

Var(ni) = σ2(x, q) ≈ σ2(x),

where we have expanded the mean µ(x, q) to first order in q, the variance to
zeroth order and have introduced µ(x) ≡ µ(x, 0), µ′(x) ≡ (∂qµ)(x, 0) and σ2(x) =
σ2(x, 0)

A linear estimator of q is of the form

q̂({ni}) =
∑
i

gini + c, (6.8)

where {gi} are weighting coefficients, {ni} are the observed values of ni corres-
ponding to the chosen values xi and c is a constant. To find an unbiased estim-
ator we require E(q̂({ni})) ∝ q which implies c = −∑i giµ(xi). To find the best
linear estimator we optimise the signal-to-noise ratio E(q({ni}))2/Var(q({ni}))
with respect to the vector gi. To second order in q, the signal-to-noise ratio is
q2(
∑

i giµ
′(xi))2/

∑
i g

2
i σ

2(xi). The minimum of the signal-to-noise ratio is ob-
tained when

gi ∝ µ′(xi)/σ2(xi). (6.9)

The constant of proportionality should be chosen such that

q = E(q({ni})) =
∑
i

gi(E(ni)− µ(xi)),

which gives the condition
∑

i giµ
′(xi) = 1 and the normalisation constant is given

by A−1 =
∑

i(µ
′
i)

2/σ2
i . With this normalisation the variance of the estimate q is

Var(q̂({ni})) =

(∑
i

(µ′(xi))2

σ2(xi)

)−1

(6.10)
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So far the arguments have been of a general nature. Let us now assume the
Dicke-Ising model, in which the photon number distribution is well described
as a thermal state below and a displaced thermal state above the Dicke phase
transition. The first and second moments of such distributions can be calculated
using, e.g., the positive P-representation for the thermal state,

µ(h̃, β̃) = 〈n〉 = Lx2 + n̄

σ2(h̃, β̃) = Varn = Lx2(1 + 2n̄) + n̄+ n̄2

Recall that the order parameter x2 is a function of the system parameters h̃, β̃ and
ω̃, and in the thermodynamic limit, it has a discontinuous jump at the dashed lines
shown in Figure 6.4. For a finite system, however, the phase transition constitutes
a smooth curve with a fast increase of the order parameter. The width of this
region is not easy to determine, but finite size effects causes a smoothing of the
phase transition leading to a decreasing width as L increases. Indeed, [176] finds
that, in general, the width scales as 1/L, but for the sake of generality we assume
a scaling L−γ , γ > 0.

In this case, the β̃ estimator is given by

ˆ
δβ̃({ni}) =

1

L

∑
i

µ′(h̃i)

σ2(h̃i)
(ni − µ(h̃i))

where ni is the detected number of photons in a given time while the control-
lable effective bias field h̃ attains the value h̃i. µ(h̃i) is the expectation value
of the photon number and σ2(h̃i) is the photon number variance. µ′(h̃) denotes
the derivative of the expected photon number with respect to changes in inverse
temperature β̃, and the expression applies within a narrow range where a linear
variation of the expected photon number with β̃ is valid.

In the limit of high bias field resolution, the sum in the estimator can be
converted into an integral, and one can determine the variance of the estimate
using Eq. (6.10): Var(

ˆ
δβ̃(n(h̃)) = 1/

∫
µ′(h̃)2/σ2(h̃)dh̃.

Since, both 〈n〉 and Varn are proportional to Lx2, both µ(h), µ′(h) and
σ2(h) will carry a signature of this power law. To be explicit, assume that
Lx̃2(h̃, β̃) = L tanh(Lγ(h̃−h̃c(β̃)), where h̃c is the critical value of h̃c as a function
of β̃. Then µ(h̃) ∝ L, µ′(h̃) = (∂β̃µ)(h̃, β̃0) ∝ L1+γ h̃′c(β̃0) and σ2(h̃) ∝ L. The
function µ′ only has support in a region of width 1/Lγ near h̃0 ≡ h̃c(β̃0). The
variance of the estimate ˆ

δβ̃ then scales as Var
ˆ
δβ̃ ≈

(
(µ′(h0)2/σ2(h0))L−γ

)−1 ∝
(h̃′c(β̃0)2L2+2γ/L)−1Lγ , i.e.,

Var
ˆ
δβ̃ ∝ 1

h̃′c(β̃0)2L1+γ

This is our main result of this section, showing that the sensitivity is better
than the "standard limit" where one expects Var β̃ ∼ 1/L, and depending on the
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character of the finite size effects (the power γ), it is potentially also better than
the Heisenberg detection limit. With the result from [176] γ = 1, the accuracy is
actually at the Heisenberg limit. Note that the above argument is quite general
and applies to any first order transition with an intensive order parameter.

The term h̃′c is included in our expression in order to show explicitly that the
sensitivity depends on the curve of critical points in the phase diagram of the
system. From Figure 6.4, we see that h̃′c can be chosen large for arbitrarily small
temperatures by tuning ω̃. The large value of h̃′c, however, comes at a cost: The
slope of hc is highest near the thick dashed curve, which is also where the first
order transition has small amplitude and changes to a second order transition. In
a concrete implementation, the values of ω̃ and the range of effective magnetic
fields need to be chosen with care to reflect the actual scaling L−γ and the size of
the jump discontinuity.

With an adaptive measurement scheme, we imagine that the number of it-
erations with different h̃i for a reliable detection of the critical value of the h̃-
parameter can be optimised. It is clear that a more detailed investigation is
necessary in order to quantify the accuracy and scaling of resources of such meas-
urements. Indeed, the specific power law 1/Lγ for the transition width is only
a convenient Ansatz, and a non-mean field calculation on a finite system will be
needed in order to investigate the approach towards the thermodynamic limit in
more detail. Furthermore, the critical properties and the long range correlations
of the system may possibly lead to even better estimates by use of the recent
techniques of quantum nonlinear parameter estimation [172, 177]. Also, imper-
fections in the probe system will also impact on the ultimate sensitivity. These
effects should be well-controlled in many of the artificial set-ups mentioned in the
introduction.

6.5 Finite Size Effects

In this section we investigate the finite size Dicke-Ising model numerically using
matrix product states. The ground state calculations presented here were all
performed with sweeps of minimisation of the reduced Hamiltonian (using D ∼
128), and the time-evolution was calculated using the Krylov subspace technique
(using D ∼ 512), as described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

The model investigated here does not have finite Hilbert space dimension for
the external degree of freedom as assumed in 5.4. In the calculations presented
in this chapter, a truncation of the oscillator basis was performed by keeping
all number states up to some maximum found by trial and inspection. This
truncation severely limits our ability to find ground states deep inside the super-
radiant regime, where such a maximum is expected to be on the order of the
number of spins L.

We describe our interacting spin chain and the global oscillator by the com-
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Figure 6.6: From left to right: expected photon density 〈n〉 /L, Energy gap to the
excited state, Energy gap to the second excited state and the correlation-length for σy.
Values are for 32 spins with ω = 1, and h+ J + g = 1.

bined Dicke-Ising Hamiltonian,

H = ωa†a− h
L∑
j=1

σjz − J
L−1∑
j=1

σiyσ
i+1
y +

g√
L

L∑
j=1

σjx(a+ a†), (6.11)

as in Section 6.2.1. The goal of our calculations is to identify the phase diagram
under variation of the control parameters J, h, g in units where ω = 1 and the
dependence of the ground state properties on L.

The analyses in the previous sections [3, 167] and suggest that in the thermo-
dynamic limit L → ∞ a mean field description of the oscillator mode should be
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valid. In the mean field approximation the oscillator-spin chain system state is
factored into a coherent state |α〉 and an Ising-interacting chain with an effective
transverse magnetic field h2

eff = h2 + 4g2<(α)2. We expect that the MPS ansatz
Eq. (5.27) should work well in this limit, since it only requires tensor-dimension
2 on the link connecting the oscillator and the spin chain to support the two
symmetry-broken states.

The Hamiltonian Eq. (6.11) has a discrete symmetry P = π ⊗ σ1
z . . . σ

L
z

where π†aπ = −a. This symmetry is broken in the mean field description since
π |α〉 = |−α〉 and the free energy in the thermodynamic limit is invariant under
the replacement α → −α. For a finite-size system, the symmetry is not broken
and the system ground state is either a +1 or −1 eigenstate of P . Since, the
mean field theory predicts α proportional to

√
L, and 〈α| − α〉 = exp(−2|α|2)

matrix elements between |α〉 and |−α〉 of a†a and a + a† will be exponentially
suppressed with increasing L. It then becomes exceedingly difficult, even for mod-
erate systems sizes, to numerically identify states with the proper symmetry of
the Hamiltonian without explicit attention to this symmetry.

We have used the MPS method to calculate the properties of the lowest ei-
genstates of the Hamiltonian Eq. (6.11) for L = 32 spins. In Figure 6.6, we have
plotted the values of different physical quantities in four simplex plots as described
in Section 6.3.

The first panel in Figure 6.6 shows the expected excitation of the oscillator
divided by the number of spins, and we observe a strong similarity with the results
of the low temperature mean field theory; cf. Figure 6.1. Due to the finite size
of the system, phase transitions will be smoothed, but still, we do recognise the
characteristics of the Dicke second order phase transition from the normal to the
super-radiant state for low spin-spin interaction strength. The similarly smoothed
characteristics of the Ising-transition can also be seen in the fourth panel. The
spins change from pointing parallel to the z-axis to having no net magnetisation
but strong y−y-correlations, 〈σiyσjy〉 ' e−|i−j|/ξ. Finally, the first order transition
predicted in Section 6.3 and [3, 167] can also be discerned along the upper edge
in the simplex.

The excited state energy gaps (panels (b) and (c) in Figure 6.6) in our finite
system calculations also reflect the significant difference between the first and
second order transitions. The second order transition occurs from the J < h
region of the phase diagram and the system therefore enters from a unique ground
state with a finite total magnetisation in the z-direction. During the second order
transition the two lowest eigenstates transform from spins pointing in opposite
z-directions to the two degenerate mean-field states.

In Figure 6.7, we investigate the effects of the finite size of the system in more
detail where the mean excitation of the oscillator, normalised to the number of
spins and its variance are plotted as functions of external magnetic field h with
ω = 1, g = 0.4 and J = 0.1 for a variety of system sizes. According to the mean
field theory, a second order phase transition into the super-radiant state occurs
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Figure 6.7: Photon number mean (top panel) and variance (bottom panel) as func-
tions of h for ω = 1, g = 0.4, J = 0.1. Note the peak in Varn/n indicating a super-
Poissonian distribution at the phase transition. As a function of L the peak height scales
as Varn/n ∝ L0.19 and the peak location scales as |h − hc| ∝ L−0.5 where hc is the
location of the critical point.

at h ≈ 0.312 with the q = (a+ a†)/
√

2-field quadrature as order parameter. This
is indicated with a full black line in the top panel.

For small system sizes the system gradually changes from supporting a few to
a larger number of oscillator excitation quanta per particle and the MPS results
gradually approach the ones of the mean field theory. The degree of excitation
quickly approaches the mean field value as the system size increases and already
for L = 32 spins the system behaves similarly to the mean field theory. An
important difference between the mean field theory and the numerical calculations
is the normalised variance Varn/n shown in the bottom panel. The mean field
theory predicts a Poisson distribution for the photon number for all parameter
values implying Varn/n = 1; in the numerical calculations which go beyond the
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Figure 6.8: ω = 1, g = 0.49, J = 0.3. The upper panel shows the mean photon number
as a function of h near the first order transition. The bottom panel shows the photon
number variance in the region from h = 0.1 to h = 0.25. The dashed curve in the upper
figure shows the mean photon number for a low, but finite, temperature.

mean field description, there is a substantial deviation from this result near the
second order transition where we clearly see a peak in the normalised excitation
variance scaling as Varn/n ∝ L0.19 for this set of parameters.

This peak is most likely due to the oscillator ground state gradually splitting
into two coherent components giving rise to a widening of the excitation number
distribution. In the normal phase the cavity is close to a vacuum state and
develops first into a weakly excited state consisting primarily of the symmetric
combination |α〉+ |−α〉, with an excitation number variance which is higher than
the individual coherent-state components. As the system enters the super-radiant
state the field components separate and become correlated with orthogonal states
of the spin chain. The field state then becomes equivalent to an even statistical
mixture of the two symmetry-broken states with conventional Poisson statistics.
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In Figure 6.8 we have plotted the photon number density and Varn/n near
a first-order transition. Near the phase transition one can discern oscillations in
the photon number due to the ground state and first excited state alternating
between two close-lying levels with different symmetry. At finite temperature
these oscillations are washed out as can be seen by following the dashed curves in
Figure 6.8.

Accompanying the oscillations in the mean photon number, significant devi-
ations from the Poissonian statistics expected from the mean-field theory, can
be seen in the bottom part of Figure 6.8. A striking feature in this parameter
regime is the significant effect of the finite size of the system. Here, L > 40 is
needed in order to see a sharp drop in photon number below the critical point,
and the photon number variance is very far from the mean-field result for even
larger systems. In addition, the location of the first-order transition predicted by
mean-field theory is only approached very slowly as a function of the system size.

6.6 Symmetry-breaking Dynamics

While the Hamiltonian commutes with the symmetry operator P and the energy
eigenstates can be chosen as eigenstates of P , the symmetry breaking ansatz
associated with either one of the coherent states is a significant simplification of
the problem and it makes accurate predictions in the macroscopic limit. The
spontaneous symmetry breaking ansatz may be justified by the smallness of any
perturbation needed to make the symmetry broken state the actual ground state
of the system, but it may also be justified by the coupling and entanglement of the
system with its environment. A measurement taking place within the environment
gives a random outcome by the laws of quantum mechanics, and this randomness
may, indeed, be sufficient to break the symmetry of the quantum state.

In our case, it is natural to imagine that the cavity is lossy, and thus the field
may leak out of the cavity and become subject to a phase sensitive measurement
probing. We consider a situation where the emitted cavity field is measured with a
homodyne detection scheme. The system then evolves according to the stochastic
Schrödinger equation as discussed in Chapter 2

d |ψ〉 =

[
−iHdt− κ

2

(
a†a− 〈a+ a†〉 a+

1

4
〈a+ a†〉2

)
dt

+
√
κ(a− 1

2
〈a+ a†〉)dWt

]
|ψ〉

where (a + a†)/
√

2 is the cavity quadrature component being measured by the
homodyne detector, dWt is a Wiener increment, κ is the cavity loss rate and the
observed signal is dYt =

√
κ 〈a+ a†〉 dt+ dWt.

To simulate this equation, we treat the unitary and stochastic dynamics using
a split-step approach as in [2]. The system is first propagated within a Krylov
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Figure 6.9: Time evolution of system being monitored by homodyne detection. (a) The
conditioned expectation value of the a + a† quadrature of the cavity field. The dashed
lines are the values of q for the two symmetry-broken states in the thermodynamic limit.
The thick line is the ensemble average of 〈q〉, E[Tr(qρt)]. (b) The thick line is the von
Neumann entropy of the average time-evolved oscillator state, and the thin lines are the
entropy of the oscillator state in a few sample trajectories. (c) The expectation-value
of the symmetry operator P for individual trajectories (thin lines) and the ensemble
average (thick line). (d) The relative log-likelihood between the measurement process
and a Wiener process lt (thin line) and the ensemble average, which is the relative
entropy between the measurement process and a Wiener process.
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subspace generated by H for a time ∆t and the stochastic part can be propagated
by selecting a normally distributed random number ∆y with variance ∆t, and
mean

√
κ 〈a+ a†〉 dt and update the MPS-state according to the action of the

operator

ω(∆y) = 1− κ

2
a†adt+

√
κa∆y

followed by renormalisation. This mimics the measurement back action and
samples the distribution of observed signals ∆y(t). The measurement back action
acts locally on the system, and hence the determination of the resulting MPS
state is efficient.

In Figure 6.9, we show a small ensemble of 100 simulated trajectories for a
system of 32 spins, ω = 1, h = 0.2, J = 0.3 and g = 0.49 and κ = 0.5. In Figure
6.9(a), the thin lines show the conditioned time-evolution of the expected value of
the cavity quadrature q = (a+a†)/

√
2 along with the value estimated from the two

symmetry-broken thermodynamic states (dashed line). The q-quadrature starts
out at zero, but quickly stabilises to a value of about ±2.1. This is consistent
with the interpretation that by probing the cavity field the observer is able to
distinguish the two symmetry-broken states and thereby drives the system to the
state consistent with the observation.

The time-scale on which the states are distinguished corresponds nicely with
the time-scale for the decay of a mesoscopic superposition state [178]. This time-
scale is given by τ ≈ 1/κ|∆α|2, where ∆α is the separation between the two
coherent components. For κ = 0.50ω and |∆α| ≈ 4.2 we estimate ωτ ≈ 0.11,
which is consistent with the time-scale observed in Figure 6.9. The thick line
in Figure 6.9(a) is the ensemble average of the field quadratures. This ensemble
average, corresponding to an unobserved, dissipative evolution, remains close to
zero, since, on average, the observer will detect the two symmetry-broken states
an equal number of times.

The second panel (b) in Figure 6.9 shows the von Neumann entropy S(ρ) =
−Tr(ρ log2 ρ) for the oscillator state. In general, the entropy for the individual
trajectories are decreasing, but seems bounded from below by approximately 0.2.
Thus the cavity state approaches a pure state, but seems unable to quite reach
one; most likely due to the interactions between the oscillator and the spin chain.
The average (dissipative) evolution, however, does not have decreasing entropy.
This is a signature of the fact that, for specific trajectories the observers knowledge
is sufficient to distinguish the two symmetry-broken states.

If the initial state was a pure superposition of the two many-body symmetry-
broken states, the oscillator would be in an equal binary mixture of the two
coherent states |α〉 and |−α〉 and we would expect S = 1. However, in the case
shown here, S(ρ0) ≈ 1.6 indicating that the initial state is not well-described by
two orthogonal symmetry-broken states. This is not particularly surprising in this
case, since the system is of moderate size (L = 32) and the chosen initial state is
close to the first order phase transition shown in Figure 6.8.
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Note, that S is also a measure of the number of states in a Schmidt decompos-
ition of the state into oscillator- and spin-chain sub systems. Since the oscillator
entropy is small for an accurate representation of the state (the ground state en-
ergy is accurate to 5 decimal places) we conclude that, in this case, the non-local
interactions do not present a major problem for the MPS techniques.

The third panel (c) in Figure 6.9 shows the expectation value of the symmetry-
operator P = π⊗σ1

z . . .⊗σLz . The figure clearly shows that the initial ground state
is anti-symmetric and that the symmetry is lost in the subsequent time-evolution
where one of the symmetry-broken states is selected.

The final panel (d) in Figure 6.9 shows the log-likelihood (3.7) of the traject-
ories. The most interesting part of this figure, is the average log-likelihood or
the relative entropy between of the measurement process and a standard Wiener
process. The temporary increase in entropy from ωt = 0 to ωt = 0.3 is due to the
generally larger fluctuations present, when the measurement has not yet collapsed
the state to one of the symmetry-broken cavity states.

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have investigated the thermodynamic properties of a Dicke-
Ising model incorporating both the quantum transverse Ising model and the Dicke
model as special limiting cases. We have derived expressions for the free energy
using a coherent state integral similar to [162], but also using a mean field theory
with a clearer interpretation for the field statistics. The combined model exhibits
a first order phase transition which is not present in either of the two separate
models. By a simple numerical search the free energy minimum can be identified
and the value of the Dicke mean field and the magnetic susceptibility can be
determined as functions of all physical parameters of the model, cf. Figs. 6.1 and
6.2.

Using the free energy and Ginzburg-Landau theory we also investigated the
complete phase diagram as shown in Figure 6.4. The Dicke phase transition
occurs also for moderate inter-particle interactions and the Ising phase transition
is also well preserved for weak and moderate light-matter couplings. In a small
area of the parameter space both phase transitions coexist closely together, but
for a stronger Dicke model interaction the resulting mean field puts the system in
a regime without any observable Ising phase transition.

The Dicke-Ising model constitutes an interesting mix of second-, first- and in-
finite order phase transitions. In addition to its fundamental theoretical interest,
the first order phase transitions provides a tool for precise measurements of, e.g.
the magnetic bias field or the temperature. We have presented a simple estimate
of the accuracy of such a measurement device showing that the variance scales
as 1/N1+γ which is better than the standard limit 1/N for independent measure-
ments on N particles. In general, the usefulness of a quantum phase transition
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for metrology is quantified by the Fisher information, which is the same as the
fidelity susceptibility [71].

We also applied matrix product state-methods to investigate ground-state
and dynamic properties of the Dicke-Ising model for finite sizes. The Dicke-Ising
model not only has interactions between spins, but also a global cavity mode,
interacting uniformly with all the spins. We have shown that the matrix product
state method for ground states and with a Krylov subspace expansion of the
propagator permits effective numerical treatment of the problem, and we have
identified the phase transitions in the model predicted by mean-field theory.

Near the second order phase-transition the mean-field solution for the average
photon number is readily reproduced, while the photon number variance deviates
significantly from the mean-field results. The increased variance is ascribed to the
formation of a superposition of two coherent states near the phase transition in
contrast to the even statistical mixture of coherent states predicted by mean-field
theory. Near the first order phase transition there are significant and non-trivial
finite-size effects causing a weak thermal-like excitation of the cavity mode below
the phase transition, which approaches the vacuum state only for very long spin
chains.

The interplay of quantum mechanical measurements and many-body physics
is an interesting combination of thermodynamics and information theory and to
investigate the phase transition dynamics further, we have simulated the condi-
tioned stochastic dynamics of the Dicke-Ising system when it is subject to homo-
dyne detection of the field leaking from the cavity.

Quantum mechanical measurements serve as an attractive model for under-
standing the symmetry-breaking mechanism. Using this approach we can not
only explain why the symmetry-breaking happens, but also the associated time-
scale. As clearly shown by our simulations, the measurement back action causes
a dynamic symmetry breaking, as the observer gradually distinguishes between
the cavity output from the two candidate (mean-field) symmetry-broken states.
The progressive symmetry-breaking is also indicated by a temporary increase in
the entropy of the measurement process, indicating large fluctuations, indicating
a substantial change in the system dynamics corresponding.



Chapter 7

Quantum Crystal Growing

In the following chapter, we theoretically study the adiabatic preparation of an
anti-ferromagnetic phase in a mixed Mott insulator of two bosonic atom species
in a one-dimensional optical lattice; cf. Appendix B. In such a system one can
engineer a tunable parabolic inhomogeneity by controlling the difference of the
trapping potentials felt by the two species. Using numerical simulations we pre-
dict that a finite parabolic potential can assist the adiabatic preparation of the
anti-ferromagnet. The optimal strength of the parabolic inhomogeneity depends
sensitively on the number imbalance between the two species. We also find that
during the preparation finite size effects will play a crucial role for a system of
realistic size. The experiment that we propose can be realised, for example, us-
ing atomic mixtures of Rubidium 87 with Potassium 41 or Ytterbium 168 with
Ytterbium 174.

The hardware of an (analogue) quantum simulator [31] is a controlled quantum
system that is a clean and tunable realisation of a many-body model system of
interest (see also Refs. [179, 180]). In a quantum simulation such a quantum
machine is used to experimentally measure dynamical or equilibrium properties
of the model that are hard to obtain by using a classical machine. A typical
protocol for studying equilibrium properties will start from a parameter regime of
the model that is well understood theoretically and, thus, allows validating that a
state close to thermal equilibrium can be prepared faithfully. In a next step, the
system is then guided slowly into the parameter regime of interest. If it can be
assumed that the dynamics during this parameter variation is close to adiabatic,
the system will finally be in a state close to the target state, which is defined to
be the thermal equilibrium for the new set of parameters characterised, e.g., by
the same entropy and particle number as the initial state.

However, typically a phase transition is expected to occur on the way between
the initial and the target regime. Crossing this transition is potentially a source for
an increased production of excitations as described by the Kibble-Zurek mechan-
ism in the case of a continuous phase transition [181, 182]. In order to keep defect
creation at a minimal level, it has been proposed to bring the system from one

133
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quantum phase to the other without passing a true phase transition by employ-
ing spatial inhomogeneity [183–185]. In an inhomogeneous system the transition
from one phase to another can happen as a crossover at a spatial boundary of
finite width. By parameter variation this boundary can be moved through the
system at a finite speed, eventually bringing it from one phase to the other. Such
a strategy is similar to methods like growing crystals or pulling them out of the
melt. It has been investigated theoretically in the simple model system of a quan-
tum spin-1/2 chain (with Ising or XY coupling) in an inhomogeneous transverse
field; here the ferro- to para-magnet transition (a continuous phase transition in
the uniform system) can be induced practically without defect creation, provided
the phase boundary moves slow enough [184, 185].

In this chapter we investigate theoretically a problem of direct experimental
relevance. Namely whether a parabolic inhomogeneity can be useful to assist the
adiabatic preparation of an anti-ferromagnetic quantum phase in an experiment
with ultra cold atoms [29, 186]. The anti-ferromagnetic crystalline order shall
be grown in space from the centre of the system outwards. To this end, we
consider a two-species mixture of ultra cold bosonic atoms in an optical lattice
with strong on-site repulsion The system can be described by a quantum XXZ-
spin-1/2 model [150, 187, 188] and we are interested in the transition from an easy-
plane ferromagnetic phase in the spin xy plane to an easy-axis anti-ferromagnetic
phase in z direction. We will concentrate on a one-dimensional system with the
dynamics along the perpendicular directions frozen out by a strong transversal
confinement.

The motivation for the present work is twofold. First of all, the quantum anti-
ferromagnetically ordered target state is known to be very fragile with respect to
thermal fluctuations [189]. This makes its experimental realisation challenging. It
is, thus, desirable and of immediate relevance for current experimental studies to
investigate how the state can be prepared with a minimum of heating. A related
problem of great importance is the preparation of the fermionic Heisenberg anti-
ferromagnet being a prerequisite for mimicking the intriguing physics of high-
temperature cuprate superconductors [190] with ultra cold atoms [191].

Another motivation lies in the fact that the system we are studying possesses
several interesting properties. It allows to experimentally control and (despite of
the fact that the particles are always trapped) even switch off completely a para-
bolic inhomogeneity by tuning the relative trap strength of the two bosonic species
[192]. This enables the experimentalist to study the influence of (in)homogeneity
in detail also in the laboratory.

The system is also rich and generic enough to give rise to effects that po-
tentially disfavour the usage of inhomogeneity for the purpose of an adiabatic
state preparation. For example, mass flow can be a limiting factor, especially if
domains of insulating phases appear, acting as barriers that hamper density redis-
tribution, as recently discussed in the context of the inhomogeneous bosonic Mott
transition [193, 194]. Another aspect is that the transition can change from a con-
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tinuous (second order) transition to a discontinuous (first order) transition. The
continuous transition occurs without inhomogeneity, whereas the discontinuous
transition is relevant for studying the transition with inhomogeneity.

In this chapter, we study the influence of a static parabolic inhomogeneity,
while the transition from one quantum phase to the other is induced by varying
terms that themselves do not break translational symmetry. Similar scenarios
have recently been investigated for temperature-driven phase transitions [195–
197] or for ramps not passing a phase transition [198]. We are not considering a
quench of the inhomogeneity itself, as it has been studied for example by Collura
and Karevski [199].

The numerical studies of the one-dimensional system that we present in this
chapter indicate that for realistic system sizes the time evolution during the para-
meter ramp into the anti-ferromagnetic regime is still governed by finite size
effects that go beyond the local-density picture. Namely we find precursing
anti-ferromagnetic correlations already in the ground state of the system out-
side the anti-ferromagnetic regime. These are contaminated with imperfections
(like kinks) that originate from the inhomogeneity. The imperfect correlations
are amplified when the system is ramped into the anti-ferromagnetic regime. It is
difficult for the system to get rid of these imperfections, as it would be required
for a perfectly adiabatic time evolution. So we find the best results for parameters
giving rise to an initial state with a low degree of imperfections in the precursing
anti-ferromagnetic order.

7.1 System and Models

We are considering a one-dimensional system of ultra cold atoms given by a mix-
ture of two bosonic species subjected to a steep optical lattice potential. In
recent experiments such mixtures have been loaded into optical lattices, among
them Potassium (K41) Rubidium (Rb87) mixtures [200] and mixtures of differ-
ent hyperfine states of Rb87 [201–206]. Other candidates include mixtures of
different Ytterbium-Isotopes [207, 208] that offer a rich variety of scattering prop-
erties depending on the selection of isotopes [209]. In the following we consider a
two-species system characterised by all-repulsive interactions and with the intra-
species repulsion being strong compared to the inter-species repulsion. Such a
system can be realised experimentally by using an Yb168-Yb174 mixture [209]
or, alternatively, by taking a K41-Rb87 mixture with the interspecies scattering
length tuned small by means of a Feshbach-resonance [210].

The mixture of two bosonic species s = a, b in an optical lattice is described
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by the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian

HBH =

∞∑
l=−∞

[ ∑
s=a,b

{
− Js(a†sl+1asl + a†slasl+1) + (Vsl − µs)nsl

}
+ Uabnalnbl +

Uaa
2
nal(nal − 1) +

Ubb
2
nbl(nbl − 1)

]
, (7.1)

where asl and nsl are the bosonic annihilation and number operator for particles
of species s at lattice site l. Tunnelling between neighbouring sites is captured
by the positive matrix elements Js; the three positive Hubbard energies Uab, Uaa,
and Ubb characterise the repulsive inter and intra-species on-site interactions; and
the particles are confined by the harmonic trapping potentials Vsl = 1

2αsl
2. In

the ground state the total numbers Na and Nb of a and b particles are controlled
by the chemical potentials µs.

We are interested in the regime of strong repulsive interactions with the Hub-
bard energies Us′s being positive and large compared to both the tunnelling matrix
elements Js and the chemical potentials µs such that double occupancy is strongly
suppressed.

For sufficiently large µa and µb (i.e. for a sufficiently large total particle num-
ber Na + Nb), there will exist an extended region M in the trap centre, where
unoccupied sites is strongly suppressed. (An estimate of the size of M will be
given at the end of this section). In this region the particles form a mixed Mott
insulator with occupation 〈na + nb〉 ' 1. The remaining degrees of freedom,
namely which site is occupied by which species, can then effectively be described
within the subspace S of unit filling,

S : nal + nl = 1 ∀l ∈M. (7.2)

To second order [211] in the tunnelling processes in Eq. (7.1), the effective Hamilto-
nian in the central region M is given by

H =
∑
l

[
− J(a†al+1abl+1a

†
blaal + a†alabla

†
bl+1aal+1)

− U

2
(nbl+1nal + nal+1nbl) +

1

2
(Vl − µ)(nal − nbl)

]
.

(7.3)

Were we have omitted the constant terms 1
2(µal + µbl)(nal + nbl) = 1

2(µal + µbl)
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and introduced the notation

Vl ≡ Val − Vbl =
1

2
(αa − αb)l2 ≡

1

2
αl2 (7.4)

µ ≡ µa − µb (7.5)

J = 2
JaJb
Uab

(7.6)

U = 2
J2
a + J2

b

Uab
. (7.7)

The effective Hamiltonian (7.3) will be the starting point for the remaining sec-
tions of this chapter. For more details concerning the derivation of Eq. (7.3) and
the degree of validity, see [7, 192].

For a Yb168-Yb174 mixture with scattering lengths a168−168 = 13.33 nm,
a174−168 = 0.13 nm and a174−174 = 5.55 nm [209], perpendicular lattice depth
V/Er = 50, transversal lattice depths Va/Er = 16, Vb/Er = 29 and lattice wave-
length λ = 532 nm we can calculate Ja/Uab ≈ 0.12 and Jb/Uab ≈ 0.012 using Eqs.
(B.6) and (B.8) from Appendix B. These numbers corresponding approximately
to Figure 7.6(b) and a time-scale }/U ∼ 26 ms.

The inhomogeneity Vl appearing in H is characterised by the difference of
the trap frequencies α = αa − αb. This can be explained as a consequence of
the constraint nal + nbl = 1; tunnelling of an a particle from l to l′ has to be
combined with the counter-flow of a b particle from l′ to l. In an experiment the
degree of inhomogeneity α can be tuned continuously, simply by adjusting the
trapping potentials of the two species with respect to each other. In particular,
the accessible parameter space contains the homogeneous model with α = 0 that
is realised for equal traps α1 = α2 [192] (as well as the regime of α < 0). The fact
that this limit can be reached without the model description breaking down is a
crucial ingredient of the experiment proposed here.

Apart from the dimensionless inhomogeneity α/U , the Hamiltonian H de-
scribing the simulator region M of our system is characterised by two further
dimensionless parameters, namely J/U = (Ja/Jb + Jb/Ja)

−1 and µ/U . In an
experiment these can be controlled independently by adjusting the ratio of tun-
nelling strengths Ja/Jb (controlled by the lattice depths for a and b particles) and
the imbalance between a and b particles (Na −Nb)/(Na +Nb).

It is both instructive and convenient to express the Hamiltonian (7.3) in terms
of composite-particle [212] and spin [188] degrees of freedom. The former descrip-
tion is obtained by introducing composite particles that are hard-core bosons with
annihilation operators

bl = a†blaal (7.8)

and number operators nl ≡ b†l bl , such that [bl , b
†
l′ ] = δl,l′(1− 2nl) and

bl bl = b†l b
†
l = 0 (7.9)
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in S. With that nl ≡ b†l bl ≤ 1. In S the composite-particle occupation numbers
are equal to those of the a particles, nl = nal(nbl + 1) = na, whereas “composite
holes” correspond to b particles, 1− nl = nb. The Hamiltonian (7.3) can now be
re-written like

H =
∑
l

[
− J(b†l+1bl + b†l bl+1) + U

(
nl+1 −

1

2

)(
nl −

1

2

)
+ (Vl − µ)

(
nl −

1

2

)]
.

(7.10)

This Hamiltonian describes hard-core bosons in a tunable trapping potential Vl,
with hopping matrix element J , repulsive nearest neighbour interactions U , and
chemical potential µ.

A spin-1/2 description is defined by identifying the species s with an internal
spin degree of freedom with spin ↑ (↓) for a (b) particles. Introducing the vector of
Pauli matrices σs′s for this spin degree of freedom, we can define the spin operator
at site l:

Sl =
1

2

∑
s′s

a†s′lσs′sasl (7.11)

with components

Sxl =
1

2
(a†alabl + a†blaal)

Syl =
i

2
(a†blaal − a

†
alabl)

Szl =
1

2
(nal − nbl).

(7.12)

These spin operators describe a spin-1/2 degree of freedom at every site. In terms
of these degrees of freedom the Hamiltonian takes the form

H =
∑
l

[
− 2J(Sxl S

x
l+1 + Syl S

y
l+1) + USzl S

z
l + (Vl − µ)Szl

]
(7.13)

of an XXZ spin chain with ferromagnetic spin coupling −2J ≡ Jx = Jy in x and
y direction, anti-ferromagnetic Ising coupling +U ≡ Jz in z direction, and an
inhomogeneous magnetic field (Vl − µ) ≡ hl in z direction.

In the following we will focus on the central Mott insulator regionM described
by the Hamiltonian H. It serves as a simulator for the dynamics described by the
model Hamiltonian H with tunable parabolic inhomogeneity. In the paper [7] the
size of the region M is estimated to be able to host an extensive fraction of the
particles in the system. In the central Mott region M the system is described by
the HamiltonianH that we expressed in different representations. In the following
we will stick to the language of the hard-core boson model Eq. (7.10), unless we
explicitly mention the two-species or spin description. For a homogeneous system
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with Vl = 0, the ground state of this model is characterised by two dimensionless
parameters, the scaled chemical potential µ/U and the scaled tunnelling matrix
element J/U , with the nearest-neighbour repulsion U serving as the unit of energy.
We have computed the phase diagram of the homogeneous system in the µ/U -
J/U plane by employing the Bethe-Ansatz solution developed in Refs. [213–215].
Details of this solution and a discussion of the phase diagram is given in Section
B.2. Note that the chemical potential in Section B.2 is offset with 1 from this
Chapter.

7.2 Protocol

Starting in the superfluid (SF) regime, we wish to study the adiabatic preparation
of the crystal-like density-wave (DW) insulator state by slowly lowering the tun-
nelling parameter J/U . In particular, we are interested in the role played by an
inhomogeneity in the form of a parabolic potential Vl during this process. For this
purpose we consider a finite system of L sites described by the Hamiltonian (7.10)
and characterised by the number of hard-core bosons N and by the scaled trap
frequency α/U . We mimic the finite extent of the simulator region by employing
open boundary conditions such that l = −R,−R+ 1, . . . , R with R = (L− 1)/2.
Initially, the tunnelling parameter J/U assumes a finite value (J/U)0 and the
system is prepared in its ground state. Then J/U is ramped down to zero at
constant rate within a time span of duration T = τ~/U . In order to quantify the
degree of adiabaticity, after this ramp the degree of DW order is measured. Before
evaluating the state and after ramping down the tunnelling, one might want to
add a further step to this protocol in which α/U is ramped down to α/U = 0,
such that eventually the system becomes homogeneous for all protocols. However,
such a step can be omitted; it is irrelevant since at J/U = 0 it will not alter the
DW order any more.

In order to motivate such a protocol and to gain intuition for the physics
related to the presence of the parabolic potential, it is instructive to discuss the
protocol described in the preceding paragraph in terms of the local density approx-
imation (LDA). Introducing the local chemical potential µl = µ−Vl one assumes
that the ground state of the inhomogeneous system can locally be approximated
by the properties of the homogeneous system (summarised in the phase diagram
of Figure 7.1) with the chemical potential given by µl. One condition for the
LDA to be valid is that the variation of the trapping potential from site to site
should be small compared to the tunnelling matrix element J , such that particles
can delocalise over larger distances (ten sites, say). For J/U ∼ 1 this leads to the
requirement (α/U)R� 1. On the other hand, the healing length, the length scale
on which a local perturbation influences the many-body wave-function, should be
short compared to the spatial structure of the potential.

Within the picture of the LDA, the state of an inhomogeneous system with
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Figure 7.1: The phase diagram from Figure B.2, but with a chemical potential µ →
µ − 1; cf. Eq. (7.3) and Eq. (B.12). The different thin curves plotted in (b) indicate
the chemical potential µ/U of finite systems in the local density approximation with
N = 31, 29, 27, 25 particles on L = 61 sites subjected to a trap of strength α/U = 10−3.
The vertical “system lines” attached to these curves indicate how much the chemical
potential drops between the centre and the edge of the system according to the local
density approximation.
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tunnelling J/U is represented by a vertical line of finite length (the system line)
that cuts through the phase diagram of Figure 7.1. One end of this line lies at
µl=0/U = µ/U and corresponds to the centre of the trap. The other end, to be
identified with the edges of the system, lies at µl=±R/U = µ/U − αR2/(2U). So
the length of the system line ∆µ = (α/U)R2/2 is directly proportional to α/U .
In the following we will always assume that α ≥ 0 such that the upper end of the
system line corresponds to the trap centre; results for α < 0 can be inferred from
particle-hole reflection.

The chemical potential µ is determined such that the total number of particles
in the system is given by N . That is, the system line simply shifts upwards when
the particle number is increased. When J/U is varied, the chemical potential µ
has to be adjusted in order to keep the particle number N fixed. So when we think
of adiabatically decreasing J/U the system line will move not only leftwards, but
is displaced also in vertical direction as also indicated in Figure 7.1(b). The non-
solid lines indicate how µ/U changes with J/U when the particle number is fixed.
The vertical lines attached to these lines indicate the system line.

There are good reasons to expect that the presence of a parabolic inhomogen-
eity might be helpful for the adiabatic preparation of the target state (the DW
crystal at J/U = 0). Consider a slow parameter variation following the protocol
that is described by the short-dashed thin line in Figure 7.1(b). When J/U is
lowered the transition to the DW phase happens first at the centre of the trap
(corresponds to the upper end of the system line that makes contact with the DW
region first), roughly near J/U = 0.15. From then on, the symmetry-broken DW
structure can smoothly grow from the centre outwards. This process resembles
the physics of growing a crystal or pulling it out of the melt. However, here,
crystallisation is not driven thermally by lowering the temperature, but rather by
quantum fluctuations when ramping down the tunnelling J/U . Hence, one might
dub this scheme quantum crystal growing.

Growing the DW phase in the inhomogeneous system in this way does not
involve a sharp phase transition as reviewed by Dziarmaga [181]. Beyond the local
density approximation the DW state has a smooth boundary in space. When J/U
is lowered, this boundary continuously moves through the system such that the
symmetry broken crystalline order can grow. Indeed, for simple model systems
it was found that a sufficiently slow parameter variation guarantees an almost
adiabatic time evolution in such a scenario [184, 185].

In the presence of the parabolic inhomogeneity the transition is stretched
over a finite interval both in the parameter J/U and in time. So neither an
accurate experimental parameter control nor a precise knowledge of the critical
parameter are required to control this process. In contrast, for sufficiently large
homogeneous system the transition happens rather suddenly during the ramp
when the phase boundary is passed. In this case, it can be expected that the
symmetry breaking happens independently in remote places of the system such
that defects are created.
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Another advantage of the presence of a parabolic potential is that it allows
to form a crystal in the centre of the trap also for particle numbers below half
filling. The extent LDW of the DW crystal will depend on the filling N/L and can
be smaller than the extent of the full system, LDW < L. In contrast a uniform
system away from half filling does not possess a DW phase.

However, we can also anticipate effects that are not in favour of making the
system inhomogeneous. For example a finite trap (α > 0) necessarily requires
filling below 1/2, which limits the extent of the DW crystal to values LDW < L.
There are two different mechanisms that lead to such a constraint. The first one
is connected to the fact that in the superfluid regime the density in the centre of
the trap will be larger than the average density N/L. So when J/U is ramped
down, for half filling the DW order will not emerge in the trap centre but rather
independently at those two points (left and right from the centre) where the local
density is given by 1/2. As a consequence practically no correlation between the
crystalline order in both sides of the trap will be established. Filling factors N/L
that avoid this unwanted effect will be lower than 1/2 and such that at J/U = 1/2
the local density stays below 1/2 everywhere in the trap, which is roughly the case
for the protocols with N/L ≤ 0.48 depicted in Figure 7.1(b).

The second mechanism limiting LDW is that the ground state at J/U = 0
at half filling can only be a pure DW crystal of length LDW = L, if the overall
potential energy drop within the simulator region, ∆µ = αL2/8 (the length of
the system line), stays below 2U (the width of the DW lobe at J/U = 0, see
Figure 7.1). For larger potential drops at the edges and in the centre of the trap,
regions of vacuum or unit filling will form, respectively. In order to avoid a core of
unit filling in the centre of the trap also when (α/U)L2 > 16, the particle number
has to be reduced such that that LDW = 2N ≤ 4/

√
α/U .

A limitation for achieving an almost adiabatic time evolution in the presence
of a trap is the necessity for mass transport. The density in the initial state
decreases smoothly from the centre of the trap to the edge, whereas the target
state possesses a DW plateau with half filling in the centre for |l| ≤ LDW/2 and
a filling of zero for |l| > LDW/2. Thus, in order to reach the target state the
particle density has to be redistributed. Therefore a new time scale enters when
inhomogeneity is introduced to the system that is not related to the physics of
the phase transition, namely the time needed to achieve this redistribution.

This is strikingly evident when the mass flow required in order to achieve the
target state is strongly suppressed by the formation of an insulating domain. The
protocol at half filling (dash-dotted line in Figure 7.1) is an example for such
a situation. When insulating DW domains form and grow at two points in the
trap, these domains divide the system into an inner and two outer regions and
they become barriers for mass flow between these regions. This means that an
adiabatic preparation of the target state would require an extremely long ramp
time. This detrimental mechanism has recently been investigated in the context
of the Bose-Hubbard model [193, 194]. Note that also when no insulating barrier
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appears, mass flow can still be a factor that determines the time required for the
adiabatic preparation of the target state.

In the uniform system, α/U = 0 where the system line shrinks to a point,
at half filling the transition from the SF to the DW phase happens at the tip of
the DW lobe and is of second order. For a finite harmonic potential, in turn,
according to the LDA most parts of the system enter the DW phase at a local
chemical potential µl 6= 0 and therefore at a tunnelling parameter J/U < 1/2 for
which the transition is of first order in the (grand canonical) uniform system. Of
course, corrections to the LDA, as we discussed them already, guarantee that in
the presence of the harmonic potential the phase transition is smoothened into
a crossover in space (and also in time when the spatial crossover region moves).
Nevertheless the crossover will be determined by the nature of the phase transition
it stems from. We can expect that the larger the discontinuity of the first order
transition in the uniform system, quantified by the jump of the order parameter
ODW plotted in Figure 7.1(a), the sharper will be the spatial crossover. This effect
is worst for steep traps and low filling, since the corresponding curves of constant
N/L in Figure 7.1(b) enter the DW regime at low J/U . Thus, a smaller rate at
which J/U can be changed without significantly exciting the system is needed in
this case for an adiabatic preparation of the target state.

7.3 Simulation of the Time Evolution

In the preceding section we have identified and discussed different mechanisms
that might play a role when slowly ramping the system from the SF into the DW
regime in the presence of a parabolic inhomogeneity. While some of them favour
the presence of the inhomogeneity for the preparation of the DW crystal, others
disfavour it. In order to find out whether, or when, inhomogeneity has a positive
or negative influence with respect to adiabaticity, we have simulated the protocol
described above numerically by using the time-dependent matrix product state
ansatz using a Suzuki-Trotter decomposition as discussed in Section 5.3.2.

We consider a realistic system with an odd number of particles N ranging
from 17 to 31 on L = 61 sites with open boundary conditions. These odd numbers
are of course not crucial, but they ensure that the degeneracy between different
symmetry broken DW patterns is slightly lifted by the parabolic potential such
that our simulation always leads to a unique reflection symmetric pattern with
larger site occupation at the even sites l = 0,±2,±4, . . . ,±(N − 1). Moreover,
also in the absence of the parabolic potential an odd number of sites L guarantees
a unique non-degenerate DW ground state at “half filling” N = (L+ 1)/2.

The overall parameters used in the simulations are shown in Table 7.1. The
four different trapping strengths vary from weak α/U = 10−4 to quite steep
α/U = 10−2. We do not switch off the parabolic potential completely, since
keeping a small finite potential is required for having a DW phase also away from
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α/U Maximum N ∆µ/U αR/U

1× 10−4 31 0.045 3.0× 10−3

1× 10−3 31 0.450 3.0× 10−2

6× 10−3 25 2.700 1.8× 10−1

1× 10−2 19 4.500 3.0× 10−1

Table 7.1: Summary of potential strengths α/U used in the numerical simulations.
Also given the maximum odd particle number N ≤ min

(
2/
√
α/U, 31

)
that does not

lead to unit filling in the trap core at J/U = 0 for a system of 61 sites, the potential
drop between the centre and the edges of the system ∆µ/U , and the maximum potential
difference between neighbouring sites αR/U .

half filling. For the two steepest potentials, we only consider particle numbers N
of up to 25 and 19, respectively, that are smaller than 2/

√
α/U . This guarantees

that the ground state at J/U = 0 does not possess a core region with unit filling.
The four different potential strengths α/U give rise to a variation of the local
chemical potential from the centre to the edge written in the ∆µ/U column in
Table 7.1. The smallest value ∆µ/U = 0.045 is much smaller than the extent
of the DW domain in the phase diagram; cf. Figure 7.1. The intermediate ones
are comparable, and the largest one ∆µ/U = 4.5 is much bigger. The potential
difference between neighbouring sites remains smaller than (α/U)R shown in the
final column of Table 7.1. Hence, even for the steepest potential at tunnelling
strength J/U ≥ 1/2 i.e. before entering the DW regime, the particles are still
de-localised over several sites.

The system is initialised in its ground state for J/U = 0.7, before J/U is
ramped down linearly from 0.7 to 0 within the time span T = τ~/U . We choose
values between τ = 1 (intermediate) and τ = 10 (moderately large, even larger
times would be desirable but are numerically costly). For an Yb168-Yb174 mix-
ture the ramp-time T is thus no larger than 260 ms using the same estimates as
presented in Sec. 7.1.

After the ramp, we compute the distance to the target state of a perfect DW
crystal with exactly one particle on every other site in the central region of the
trap. The first measure we consider for this purpose is the DW order parameter.
However, we are not using ODW as it is defined in (B.34), but instead the definition

ÕDW =

∑
l,l′∈M ′ 〈nlnl′〉 (−1)l−l

′(∑
l∈M ′ 〈nl〉

)2 (7.14)

which is well defined also for a region M ′ of finite extent L′ only. For a perfect
zig-zag (DW) structure 3/4 of the terms in the nominator is 0 and the rest is 1.
The sum in the denominator is L′/2 for a perfect zig-zag structure so the ratio
becomes exactly 1 in this case. In order to exclude edge effects and to be able to
compare scenarios with different particle numbers, we compute ÕDW based on a
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region M ′ ⊂M containing the central 31 sites (L′ ≈ L/2). In an experiment the
density-density correlations 〈nlnl′〉 entering this parameter can be extracted by
site resolved measurements [35, 37].

As a second measure we use the nearest-neighbour fidelity FNN. We compute
the two-site reduced density matrix for each pair of neighbouring sites l and l′.
For the time evolved state |ψ〉 this 4× 4 matrix is defined by

ρll
′
ψ = Trl′∈M\{l,l′}(|ψ〉 〈ψ|), (7.15)

which is easily calculated for a matrix product state by contracting the tensor
network for the expression 〈ψ|ψ〉 and leaving the physical index of the A[l] and
A[l′] tensors un-contracted. The two-site reduced density matrix is sufficient to
calculate all two-site observables, and therefore characterises spatially local prop-
erties of the state. We can now calculate the symmetrised overlap d(ρll

′
NN, ρ

ll′
DW)

between the two-site density matrices of the time evolved state, ρll′ψ , and those
computed for the target state with perfect DW order, ρll′DW. The symmetrised
overlap between two density matrices reads

d(ρA, ρB) = Tr

(√√
ρAρB

√
ρB

)
(7.16)

which is 1 if and only if ρA = ρB [21]. The nearest-neighbour fidelity is then
defined as the average of these overlaps over all neighbouring sites in M ′:

FNN ≡
1

L′ − 1

∑
〈l,l′〉∈M ′

d(ρll
′

NN, ρ
ll′
DW). (7.17)

We plot the main results of our simulation in Figure 7.2. Both measures, the
DW order parameter ÕDW, and the nearest-neighbour fidelity FNN give the same
qualitative picture. We find the best result, the largest degree of adiabaticity,
for the system at “half filling” with N = 31 particles in combination with the
shallowest parabolic potential. However, the degree of adiabaticity that has been
achieved for generic particle numbers below half filling (N ≤ 29) is almost as large
as for half filling, and it can be increased further by tuning the potential depth
α/U continuously to its optimal value for every particle number. So we prefer
not to emphasise the better results for half filling. We observe very clearly that
the optimal trapping strength depends sensitively on the particle number; the
optimal depth α/U increases when the particle number N is lowered. This effect
tells us that a finite parabolic inhomogeneity generally does assist the adiabatic
preparation of the DW crystal. As expected, the degree of adiabaticity increases
with τ ; the tendency of the curves suggest that the results can still be considerably
improved by using ramp times larger than τ = 10.

In order to get further insight, in Figure 7.3 we report the time evolution of
the system with N = 29 and α/U = 10−3 during the ramp with τ = 10. Panel
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Figure 7.2: Degree of adiabaticity during a ramp from the superfluid to the density
wave (DW) regime for a system of N particles on a lattice of L = 61 sites in the presence
of a parabolic potential of strength α/U = 10−4 ( ), 10−3 ( ), 6 · 10−3 ( ), 10−2

( ). Starting from the ground state at a tunnelling parameter of J/U = 0.7, the time
evolution is simulated while J/U is linearly ramped down to zero within a time span
τ~/U with τ = 3 (crosses), 5 (circles), 7 (diamonds), 9 (squares), 10 (triangles). For the
final state we plot (a) the normalised DW order parameter ÕDW and (b) the nearest-
neighbour fidelity FNN with respect to the DW ground state (b). Both quantities are
computed for the central region of 31 sites.

(a) and (b) show the single-particle correlations 〈b†l b0〉 and the density-density
correlations 〈nln0〉 both before the ramp (solid lines) and in the middle of the
ramp (dashed lines). As expected, we can observe that with time the single-
particle correlations (the off-diagonal order) decrease whereas the density-density
correlations of the DW type are increased. This behaviour is also reflected in the
fact that the DW order parameter ÕDW as well as the nearest-neighbour fidelity
FNN grow with time as shown in panel (c) and (d).

A more subtle effect is visible in the density-density correlations shown in
Figure 7.3(b). Already for the initial state (solid line) traces of a DW-type zig-
zag pattern is present. Superimposed to this pattern one can observe a modulation
on a larger length scale, comparable to the system size, having nodes roughly at
l = ±16. Having a closer look reveals that at these nodes the zig-zag correlations
have a kink, where the maxima of the zig-zag pattern shift from even sites to odd
sites or vice versa. Now, it is very difficult for the system to get rid of the kinks
during the ramp as it would be required for a perfectly adiabatic evolution, since
eventually at J/U = 0 the ground state is a perfect DW. Therefore during the
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Figure 7.3: Sample time evolution of a system of N = 29 particle on L = 61 sites in
the presence of the steep parabolic potential of strength α/U = 10−3. (a) Single-particle
density matrix 〈b†i bj〉 for j = 0 at times t = 0 ( ) and t = τ/2 = 5 ( ). (b) Density-
density correlations 〈ninj〉 for j = 0 at t = 0 and t = τ/2 = 5. (c) Time evolution of
the order parameter ÕDW for the entire system ( ) and for a 30 site cut-out of the
central part of the trap ( ). (d) Average of the time evolution of the nearest-neighbour
density matrix fidelity FNN for the central part of the trap.

ramp the kinks remain, i.e. they are converted into defects. This becomes evident
from Figure 7.4(a) where the density distribution of the time-evolved state after
the ramp is plotted (the other sub-figures of Figure 7.4 display more information
on the final state). The presence of the kinks explains also the significant drop of
the DW order parameter ÕDW when computed not only for 31 central sites but
rather for the whole system; cf. Figure 7.3(c).

For other particle numbers and potential strengths we find similar results.
Namely the initial ground state at J/U = 0.7 possesses already a small DW-type
modulation of the site occupation, typically contaminated with superimposed
large scale modulations and/or a few kinks. These initial density correlations,
including the kinks, are amplified when J/U is lowered within a time of τ~/U .
This behaviour can be inferred from Figure 7.5 that shows the initial and the final
density distribution for several particle numbers and trap depths. The best (most
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Figure 7.4: Final state of a system withN = 29 particles on L = 61 after a ramp of J/U
from 0.7 to 0 with ramp duration τ = 10 and potential strength α/U = 10−3. (a) Site
occupation 〈ni〉 (b) Density-density correlations 〈ninj〉. (c) Single-site particle number
variance κi = 〈n2

i 〉 − 〈ni〉2 (d) Diagonal momentum correlation function 〈a†ka
†
k′ak′ak〉 as

it can be extracted from the shot noise correlations of time-of-flight absorption images.
The satellite peaks at 0.5 are a signature of the density-wave order.

adiabatic) results are found when there are no kinks or if the kinks lie outside the
central 31-site region that we use to measure the DW order.

We find that the results are spoiled by kinks typically when the trapping
potential is shallower than optimal for a given particle number; cf. Figure 7.2. A
typical example for kinks spoiling an adiabatic time evolution is found for N = 19
with α/U = 6 · 10−3 (see Figure 7.5). If, in turn, the trap is too steep for a given
particle number, we observe superimposed density modulations on larger scales
in the initial state, not necessarily in combination with kinks. These modulations
are still found in the time evolved state after the ramp, so they lower the degree of
adiabaticity. In Figure 7.5 this behaviour is visible for N = 25 with α/U = 6·10−3

and N = 31 with α/U = 1 · 10−3.
The superimposed large-scale modulation of the DW correlations as well as the

kinks that are present in the initial state and hamper an adiabatic time-evolution
during the ramp cannot be explained within the simple picture of the LDA. They
originate from the trap and the finite extent of the system. This suggests that the
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Figure 7.5: Density distribution before the ramp (upper row) and after the ramp
(bottom row) of duration τ~/U with τ = 10 for different particle number and trap
depths. The low degree of adiabaticity for N = 19 with α/U = 6 · 10−3 can be ascribed
to the structure of the initial state. It possesses already weak DW correlations that are
contaminated with kinks. The system is not able to get rid of these defects during the
ramp. This behaviour is found for trap depth (or particle numbers) that are smaller than
optimal. The low degree of adiabaticity for both N = 25 with α/U = 6 · 10−3 and 31
with α/U = 1 · 10−3 is related to density modulations on larger scales. This behaviour
is found for trap depth (or particle numbers) that are larger than optimal.

picture that in the previous section was drawn on the basis of the LDA, augmented
by the assumption of smooth crossovers at phase boundaries, does not yet apply
completely for the experimentally relevant system sizes of 50-100 sites only.

One might speculate that kinks and density modulations are an artefact of the
open boundary condition. However, as becomes apparent in Figure 7.5, we also
find kinks in the initial states for the steep trapping potentials with α/U = 6·10−3

and α/U = 1 ·10−2 for which the initial state has practically no occupation at the
outermost sites such that the boundary conditions do not matter. Nevertheless,
for the shallower trapping potentials, the initial state does depend on the artificial
open boundary conditions and the finite size effects that we observe here can be
modified when the edge of the mixed Mott insulator domain M is not approx-
imated by open boundary conditions. A more realistic model that captures also
the shell surrounding the mixed Mott-insulator region M is given by Eq. (7.1).
In Figure 7.6 we plot the occupation numbers of a and b particles for the ground
state of this two-species model at J/U = 0.5 and J/U = 0.1 (the other parameters
are specified in the caption). For the small tunnelling the ground state features
defect-free DW order in the central Mott region. The small anti-ferromagnetic
correlations found for the larger tunnelling parameter are, however, contamin-
ated with defects in a similar way as observed before when the Mott region M
with open boundary conditions was treated. These defects can spoil an adiabatic
parameter variation towards the anti-ferromagnetic state plotted in Figure 7.6(b).

In an experiment the DW order can be observed either in situ using high-
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Figure 7.6: Site atom numbers for the two-species model in the regime used to simulate
the XXZ-model with Na = 39 and Nb = 28 particles. The parameters are Uab = 1.0,
αa/b ≈ 9.1×10−4±6.0×10−7. The two-species system has 81 sites and effective tunnelling
corresponding to (a) J/U = 0.5 (Ja = Jb = Uab/8) and (b) J/U = 0.12 (Ja = Uab/8,
Jb = Ja/8). The trap inhomogeneity correspond to approximately α = 10−6.

resolution imaging techniques [35], or via time-of-flight noise correlation measure-
ments [216–218] probing the two-particle momentum correlation function plotted
in Figure 7.4(d). In the latter, the signature of the DW order is given by the
two satellite peaks. The fact that this feature is rather small is a consequence of
the fact that in our simulations the ramp times are still not large enough. For
larger ramp times (the simulation of which is numerically costly) the degree of
adiabaticity is still expected to improve considerably.

7.4 Summary

We have pointed out that in a mixed Mott insulator of two bosonic atom species
in an optical lattice, a parabolic inhomogeneity can be created and widely tuned
between zero and large finite values by introducing a finite potential difference
for both species. And we proposed to use this control knob to investigate the role
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of such an inhomogeneity on the adiabatic preparation of an anti-ferromagnetic
state with a staggered DW pattern for each of the species. Numerical simula-
tions of the time evolution of a model describes such a system in one dimension
lead to the conclusion that a finite inhomogeneity generally assists the adiabatic
preparation of the bosonic anti-ferromagnet. The optimal strength of the para-
bolic inhomogeneity depends in a sensitive way on the imbalance between the
particle numbers of the two species; the larger the imbalance the larger the op-
timal strength of the inhomogeneity. We find that for a realistic system size,
i.e., a mixed Mott insulator stretched over 60 sites, finite size effects that cannot
be explained within the local density approximation are significant. Namely the
mechanism leading to deviations from adiabaticity is related to the presence of
precursing DW modulations already outside the anti-ferromagnetic parameter re-
gime that – as a consequence of the finite system size – comprise imperfections
like kinks. When the system is ramped into the anti-ferromagnetic regime these
modulations, including the imperfections, are amplified.

We believe that the experimental implementation of tunable parabolic poten-
tial as we propose it here, can be a valuable tool for finding a good protocol for
the preparation of anti-ferromagnetic order. The concept generalises also to two
and three spatial dimensions, a situation which can be addressed easily in an ex-
periment. A theoretical study of the higher-dimensional case could be carried out
on a qualitative level using Gutzwiller mean-field theory. Another relevant ques-
tion would be whether such a controllable parabolic potential can be useful also
for the preparation of anti-ferromagnetic order in a Mott insulator of fermionic
atoms [219, 220].



Chapter 8

Concluding Remarks

The aim of the work presented in this dissertation was to gain insight into meas-
urements on quantum many-body systems. This is an interesting topic both from
a theoretical point of view, but also for practical, experimentally relevant, ap-
plications. Indeed, the back-action from a measurement on a quantum system
can lead to very non-trivial dynamical effects, and characterizing these effects for
many-body systems is especially challenging. The need for analysis beyond mean
values and correlation functions, motivated the rather abstract mathematical for-
mulation in Chapter 2.

This abstract formulation provided the insight needed for developing the para-
meter estimation theory in Chapter 3. While the essentials of the idea has cer-
tainly been present in the literature before our work [81], the idea that a likelihood
for a particular trajectory given a set of parameters could be evaluated in a numer-
ically stable and efficient manner, is to our knowledge new. This idea is essential
for the application of Markov Chain Monte Carlo which provides the means to
perform estimation on open quantum systems with many unknown parameters,
which is otherwise infeasible. This is an important contribution to the data ana-
lysis of real experiments. The method allows analysis of very complex experiments
where only limited a priori information is available, such as NV-centers in dia-
mond where the local environment of a particular NV-center can be difficult to
investigate. The method is not limited to parameter estimation and can also be
used to provide rigorous bounds on the belief, that a quantum device operates as
expected or advertised.

By investigating the sensitivity of such an estimation process, a numerical
method for calculating the Fisher information for a specific quantum measure-
ment scheme has been developed. While such a calculation is useful, if there is
enough data available such that the central limit theorem applies, in experiments
with very limited information it is not directly useful. What such a quantity
always reveals, is how much the entire ensemble of stochastic trajectories of the
probed system changes, when a parameter is changed slightly. In the same way
that a many-body system can have phase-transitions where a qualitative change
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of the properties of the system takes place, a similar, dynamic, phase transition
can take place for the stochastic measurement process. A large value of the Fisher
information indicates that major changes are happening with the stochastic tra-
jectories. An analysis in terms of Fisher information would complement studies
using large deviation theory [22]. The quantum many-body analogy of this phe-
nomenon is the fidelity susceptibility, which in a precise sense is a generalization
of the classical Fisher information [71, 72].

In addition to parameter estimation, we devised a formalism for quantum
state smoothing including a past quantum state in Chapter 4.. By using the
entire measurement record to estimate the system state at each time, as opposed
to only the past record in the filtering equation, better state estimates can be
obtained, which can again lead to accurate parameter estimation. A full Bayesian
analysis along the lines of Chapter 3 already applies all the data available, and
hence does not benefit from revisiting state estimates at earlier times. Due to the
complexity of such a general approach, however, one may have recourse to simpler
non-Bayesian methods, such as re-estimating parameters using the past quantum
state. An analysis using the past quantum state can be applied to many systems
of current experimental relevance. By providing more accurate state estimates of,
e.g., the number of photons in cavity [10, 46] or the state of a superconducting
qubit [18], more accurate estimates of, e.g., the incoherent transition rates in such
systems are possible.

In order to investigate the dynamics of continuously monitored quantummany-
body systems, we have applied matrix product state simulation techniques. The
techniques are very well suited for the type of dynamics we wanted to investigate,
since they provide a very efficient parametrization of the full quantum mechanical
state of a many-body system. This makes it easy to sample the stochastic meas-
urement process on such systems as we showed in Section 5.5. The complicated
interplay between stochastic and many-body dynamics was difficult to analyse
however.

In Chapter 6 we analysed a lattice of locally interacting spin 1/2 which in
turn interacted with a global harmonic oscillator mode (e.g. a cavity field). In
the thermodynamic limit, the model showed a combination of phase-transitions
including a first order transition potentially useful for high-precision metrology.
The finite-size study of the model using matrix product states, showed consider-
able finite-size effects at this phase transition and it remains unclear how useful
this transition would be for a high-precision measurements. The argument leading
to the Heisenberg-scaling 1/N for a parameter estimate near a first-order phase
transition is however quite general, and it would be interesting to find other sys-
tems with first-order phase transitions with more favourable finite-size effects.

By simulating a homodyne measurement of the oscillator variable, we showed
how a measurement can gradually select one of the symmetry-broken states of
many-body system and thus inducing a dynamic symmetry breaking. This sym-
metry breaking was associated with larger fluctuations in the measurement process
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during the selection of the symmetry-broken state and similarly reduced fluctu-
ations after.

In Chapter 7 we studied the adiabatic preparation of a ground state by tuning
a Hamiltonian parameter across a phase transition. The studied model should be
implementable in available experimental set-ups. By using a two-species bosonic
Mott-insulator it is possible to tune the interaction- and tunnelling-parameters
such, that an effective hardcore Bose-Hubbard model emerges. A key feature of
this effective model, is that the effective trap is given by the difference of the
trapping potentials for the two species. By tuning these traps, experimentalists
can achieve both a homogeneous system, but also a range of trap steepnesses.
We studied which impact the presence of the trap had on adiabatically moving
the system from one phase (a super-fluid phase) to another (a density-wave Mott
phase).

It turned out, that the gain in fidelity (if any) was largely dependent on
the particulars of the phase-diagram. This is hardly surprising, but our naïve
expectation was, that the overall presence of a the trap would have provided
an energy-gap which would always assist the adiabatic transfer in general. The
main obstruction to adiabatic transfer, is the formation of small regions of Mott-
insulators which prevent massflow and therefore, in this model, suppresses the
formation of the target Mott insulator state.

A natural extension of this study along the lines of this dissertation, is to
add measurements and feedback to see if a higher state preparation fidelity can
be achieved. This is a challenging problem, since long times are still a problem
for matrix product state-based simulations. If the quantum state is very difficult
to produce, a very low generation probability might be acceptable; achieving a
reliable sampling of rare events requires an increasing number of samples though.
Since matrix product state simulations are numerically fairly expensive, invest-
igating the tail probabilities of such a stochastic state preparation process using
a direct approach will be difficult. One way to deal with these issues, would be
to try to combine large deviation theory and matrix product state simulation
techniques.

There are close relations between matrix product states, classical hidden
Markov models, parameter estimation, phase transitions and large deviation the-
ory. These connections can potentially reveal surprising links between quantum
many-body physics, measurement processes, information theory and thermody-
namics worth pursuing.



Appendix A

A Brief Introduction to Modern
Probability Theory

Modern probability theory was more or less constructed by Kolmogorov, who cre-
ated a rather abstract mathematical formulation unifying discrete and continous
random variables. The basic underlying notion is that of a sample space and a
measure. For a readable introduction to probability theory and measure theory
see e.g. the book by Williams [221].

The sample space is most likely most familiar, and is simply a set of possible
outcomes of a random event. The simplest cases being the setM = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
for a dice, and in a much more complicated case, it is the set of continous functions
on an interval for a stochastic process. In probability theory, a measure is the
function which assigns probabilities to subsets of the sample space. So in the dice,
example we could have a measure P such that P ({1, 2}) = 1/9 for a loaded dice.
The theory of measures is also used to construct integrals in a more general way
than the Riemann integral, for example the Lebesgue integral.

The measure needs to satisfy a number of consistency requirements in order to
make sense mathematically. One very central and important restriction, is that a
measure cannot, in general, be defined to act on all subsets of the sample set M .
This is not very obvious, and in order to construct such a set for a given sample
space and measure is a highly non-trivial mathematical excercise. However, the
construction necessary to deal with this limitation turns out to be very useful in
other parts of the theory.

The necessary construction is that of a σ-algebra. The σ-algebra is all the sets
on which the measure is defined. A σ-algebra M is a set of subsets of M , such
that it is closed under countable unions and set complement. Formally,

∀i ∈ I, Ai ∈M =⇒
⋃
i∈I

Ai ∈M, (A.1)

A ∈M =⇒ X \M ∈M, (A.2)

where I is a countable index set. We will not discuss σ-algberas in great detail,
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except when they are needed to define the notion of measurability and conditional
expectation below. A measure µ is then a map from M to the positive real
numbers [0,∞] such that the measure of a disjoint union is just the sum of the
individual sets, i.e. µ(A ∪ B) = µ(A) + µ(B) if A ∩ B = ∅. From a probability
theory point of view, this is simply the statement that the probability of exclusive
events add. A choice of M ,M and µ is called a measure space. A measure is said
to be a probability measure, if µ(M) = 1, i.e. that the probability for anything
happening at all is 1. In this case (M,M, µ) is called a probability space.

The measure underlying the Lebesgue integral mentioned above, is a measure
on the real numbers, which assigns the normal notion of length to intervals, i.e.
µL([a, b]) = b− a, where [a, b] ⊂ R. The standard σ-algebra for the real numbers
is the Borel -algebra. Without going into too much detail, this σ-algebra contains
virtually all subsets of R.

Let now f : X → Y be a map between to spaces X and Y each equipped with
σ-algebras X and Y. The map f is said to be measurable if f−1(A) ∈ X for all
A ∈ Y (here f−1(A) is the preimage of A, that is, the set of elements mapping
into A).

The smallest sub-σ-algebra of X , which makes a map f : X → Y measurable,
is called the σ-algebra generated by f and is often denoted σ(f). Intuitively, σ(f)
encodes the information about X contained in the map f . Indeed, it is possible
to show, that if we have two measurable maps f : X → Y , g : X → Y and g is
σ(f)-measurable, then we can express g as a function of f . That is, there exists
a measurable function h : Y → Y such that g = h ◦ f , or g = h(f). This result is
known as the Doob-Dynkin lemma [57] and is central to the intuition provided by
the σ-algebra construction as it is used in proability theory. In proability theory
different (sub-) σ-algebras represent different information.

If (X,X ) is also equipped with a measure µ we can define a measure (the image
measure) on (Y,Y) such that µY (A) = µ(f−1(A)). In terms of probability spaces,
this means that a measurable map fromM to R gives rise to a probability measure
on R. Such a measurable map is called a stochastic variable (or a random variable),
and the corresponding measure assigns probabilities to observing specific values
of the stochastic variable. More general cases arise naturally when the domain of
a measurable map becomes Rn or other more complex spaces.

It is possible to construct the notion of an integral based on these ideas. The
integral of a function f : M → R over a set M with a σ-algebraM and measure
µ is constructed according to the intuition, that, the measure µ assigns weights
to the points in M , and weights the function f accordingly. Such an integral is
written

∫
M dµf ≡

∫
M dµ(m)f(m), where µ denotes the underlying measure on

M . If the integral is over a subset A ∈ M we write
∫
A dµf . This is the same as∫

M dµf1A, where 1A(m) is the function that is 1 if m ∈ A an zero otherwise.
The expectation value of a stochastic variable X : M → R with probability
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measure µ is then

Eµ[X] =

∫
M
dµ(m)X(m). (A.3)

The stochastic variable X can, for example be 1A and the integral of such a
function is the probability for A, i.e. E[1A] = µ(A).

If µX is the image measure under X of µ, then one can show that

Eµ[X] =

∫
M
dµX =

∫
R
dµX(x)x, (A.4)

where x ∈ R.
Now, for two measures µ and ν on the same space M it is often possible to

find a function f : M → R such that

µ(A) =

∫
A
dµ(m) =

∫
A
dν(m)f(m), (A.5)

that is, we can write the measure µ in terms of a density f and another measure
ν (conversely, such a construction always provides a measure). The density f
is called the Radon-Nikodym-derivative of µ with respect to ν and is written
f = dµ/dν. This is the measure-theoretic restatement of change of variables in
an integral.

At this point, it is worth mentioning, that the integral construction works
regardless of the sample space and stochastic variables. Thus it unifies discrete
and continous variables in a single formalism. In fact, we have not even defined
the notion of a probability distribution or density, which is exactly where the
major difference lies.

We are now able to connect these abstract concepts to the usual notion of
a probability distribution and density. Indeed, the probability distribution for a
stochastic variable X : M → R is simply FX(x) = µX((−∞, x]) and the probab-
ility density is pX(x) = dµX/dµL(x), where µL is the Lebesgue measure on R.
It is not difficult to show that F ′X(x) = pX(x). In these terms, we can write the
expectation value of X as

Eµ[X] =

∫
M
dµ(m)X(m) =

∫
R
dµX(x)x =

∫
R
dµL(x)p(x)x, (A.6)

which is the standard formula.

A.1 Conditional Expectation

In this Section we introduce conditional expectation. This is a generalization of
conditional probability. The problem with a generic definition of conditional prob-
ability, is that they do not always exists. Here, conditional expectation provides
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a nice object, which always exists and provides expectation values of conditional
probability distributions when they exist.

In probability theory, conditioning is the formalized way to investigate the
effect of acquiring knowledge of one stochastic variable on another. If for example
a system is in some unknown random stateX, but only the stochastic variable Y =
X+W is observed. HereW is also an unobserved random variable representing the
noise in the observation process. The conditional expectation of X with respect
to Y is a new stochastic variable which is Y -measurable. In other words, the
conditional expectation of X with respect to Y depend only on the observation
of Y and provides the expectation over all the samples which is consistent with
this observation.

In the general case, conditioning is performed with respect to a σ-algebra:
The expectation value of a stochastic variable X conditional on a sub-σ-algebra
H is denoted as Eµ[X|H]. Informally, it should be interpreted as the stochastic
variable that arises, after everything but H has been averaged out. Therefore,
Eµ[X|H] should be H-measurable and satisfy a consistency requirement∫

H
dµEµ[X|H] =

∫
H
dµX (A.7)

for H ∈ H. The consistency requirement simply states, that averaging the con-
ditional expectation over elements in H should be the same as averaging over X
itself.

The final point, which hopefully demystifies conditional expectation, can be
made when H = σ(Y ), where Y is some other stochastic variable. In this case,
we write Eµ[X|Y ]. This conditional expectation is σ(Y )-measurable and can
therefore be expressed as a function of Y according to the Doob-Dynkin lemma
mentioned previously. Thus, Eµ[X|Y ] is the function of Y , which gives the ex-
pectation value of X conditional on that value of Y .

Conditional expectation satsifies the following relations

E[aX + bY |H] = aE[X|H] + bE[Y |H], (A.8)
E[X|H] = X, if X is H-measurable, (A.9)

E[XY |H] = X E[Y |H], if X is H-measurable, (A.10)
E[E[X|H]] = E[X], (A.11)

E[E[X|H]|G] = E[X|G], for G ⊂ H, (A.12)
E[X|H] = E[X], if X is independent of H, (A.13)

and if µ is absolutely continous with respect to ν:

Eµ[X|H]Eν
[
dµ

dν
H
]

= Eν
[
dµ

dν
XH

]
, (A.14)

which as we discuss in Chapter 3 can be used to formulate a measure-theoretic
version of Bayes rule.
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A.2 Stochastic Processes

A stochastic process is a family of stochastic variables {Xt|t ∈ I}, where I is some
index set (usually I = [0, T ] ⊂ R or I = N), on a probability space (M,M, µ).

A filtration Ft on a probability space is an increasing sequence of σ-algebras,
i.e. Ft ⊂ Fs for all s > t ∈ I. A very useful construction is the natural filtration
of a stochastic process Xt, which is the sequence of σ-algebras Ft generated by
Xs for s < t.

A filtration conveniently encodes the notion of past and future for a stochastic
process. In particular, we have that if a stochastic variable Y is Ft-measurable,
where Ft is the natural filtration for some process Xt, then Y can be expressed
as a function(al) of {Xs}s<t.

The notion of Ft-measurability is equivalent to Gardiner’s non-anticipating
functions [66].

A.3 Martingales

A stochastic process Mt is a Martingale with respect to a measure µ and a filtra-
tion Ft, if

Eµ[|Mt|] <∞, (A.15)
Eµ[Ms|Ft] = Mt, s ≥ t. (A.16)

Both discrete-time and continous time martingales are important ingredients in
stochastic integration theory. It is also very useful for studying gambling scenari-
ous since the martingale encodes the property that a game is fair; the expected
winnings are zero.

For a martingale Mt and an Fs-measurable variable X we have

E[MTX|Ft] = E[MsX|Ft], (A.17)

if T > s > t. The follows since

E[MTX|Ft] = E[(MT −Ms)X +MsX|Ft], (A.18)

and since Ft ⊂ Fs we have

E[(MT −Ms)X|Ft] = E[E[(MT −Ms)X|Fs]|Ft]. (A.19)

Since X is Fs-measurable we have E[(MT −Ms)X|Fs] = X E[MT −Ms|Fs] = 0.

A.4 Itô Calculus

A commonly ocurring stochastic process is Brownian motion, also called a Wiener
process. The underlying sample space for this process, is the space of continous
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functions on an interval I = [0, T ]. It is a non-trivial excercise to construct a
meaningful σ-algebra for this sample-space, but it can be done, for example using
the Kolmogorov extension theorem [57].

From an intuitive point of view, we like to think of the Wiener process at time
t = N∆T as the sum of N independent normally distributed random variables
∆Wi with zero mean and variance ∆T . Then Wt =

∑N
i=1 ∆Wi is a normally

distributed random variable with zero mean and variance t. The Wiener process
is then obtained as the limit ∆T → 0. In the following, we denote the natural
filtration for Wt as Ft.

The starting point for the theory of stochastic integration and differential equa-
tions, is to define an integral with respect to such a Wiener process. We would like
to construct along the lines of the Riemann integral, that is as the limit of a sum.
If ft is a stochastic process (which has to be Ft-measurable), then the stochastic
integral of ft should be defined roughly as

∫ t
t0
fsdWs = lim∆T→0

∑N
i=1 fti∆Wi,

where ∆T = (t − t0)/N and ti is a time in the interval [(i − 1)∆T, i∆T ). When
the Riemann integral is constructed, it turns out that the choice of ti is not really
important, but for stochastic integrals it makes a difference. The Itô integral
corresponds to choosing ti = (i − 1)∆T , i.e. as the first point of the interval.
This provides some nice mathematical properties, and the resulting theory has a
nice causality ring to it, but with the cost of a complicated notion of differential.
Other choices are possible, and there is no fundamental reason to prefer one to
the other. For example the Stratonovich integral is obtained if ti is chosen as the
mid-point of the interval. This dissertation uses the Itô-choice exclusively.

A stochastic differential equation for Xt is written as

dXt = α(t,Xt)dt+ β(t,Xt)dWt, (A.20)

which is short hand for

Xt = X0 +

∫ t

0
α(t,Xt)dt+

∫ t

0
β(t,Xt)dWt, (A.21)

where
∫ t

0 β(t,Xt)dWt is an Itô-integral as discussed above.
The Itô-integral behaves much like ordinary integrals, but with a few excep-

tions. For example,

E
[∫ b

a
ftdWt

]
= 0 (A.22)

E

[(∫ b

a
ftdWt

)2
]

= E
[∫ b

a
f2
t dt

]
, (A.23)

the final equation is sometimes loosely stated as dW 2
t = dt and is the infinitesimal

generalization of the ∆W -variable with variance ∆T discussed above. This has
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important consequences for how to derive functions of stochastic processes driven
by a Wiener process.

If f(t,X) is some twice-differentiable function, then one can show the Itô
formula

df(Xt) = (∂tf)(t,Xt)dt+ (∂Xf)(t,Xt)dXt +
1

2
(∂2
Xf)(t,Xt)dX

2
t , (A.24)

where dX2
t should be interpreted in the sense that dt2 = dtdWt = 0 and dW 2

t = dt.
For an excellent physicists’ introduction to Itô calculus and stochastic dif-

ferential equations see the books by Gardiner [66] or Steck [62]. For a more
mathematical approach, see the book by Øksendal [57].



Appendix B

Quantum Many-Body Physics

In this appendix, I will review a few quantum many-body models which can be
implemented in quantum gas experiments (see, e.g. [30, 180] for reviews). Most
of the models being studied using cold quantum gases arose in the context of solid
state physics. As such, they have been studied extensively long before quantum
gases became relevant [213–215, 222, 223], but also very much since [224].

B.1 The Bose-Hubbard Model

The Bose-Hubbard model is the bosonic counterpart of its fermionic origin used
for studying electrons in a solid-state system. The model is relevant, when a
Bose-Einstein condensate is loaded into an optical lattice.

An optical lattice is created experimentally by creating a standing wave using
two (or more) lasers. Owing to the AC-stark effect, the rapidly oscillating electric
field from the laser gives rise to a (static) spatially periodic potential for the
atoms. For a two-level atom, the energy-shift due to the AC-stark effect in the
limit of large detuning ∆� Γ is given by [29]

∆EAC(r) =
3πc2

2ω3
L

Γ

∆
I(r), (B.1)

where ωL is the laser frequency, Γ is the excited state decay rate and I(r) is
the time-averaged laser intensity and c is the speed of light. The trapping laser
wavelength is usually in the range from 500 nm to 5µm.

By combining different laser-phases, polarisations, intensities and orientations
many different potentials can be constructed for studying physics in one-, two- and
three-dimensional, triangular, and shaken lattices to name a few [29, 206, 225].
While these lattices provide an excellent method for creating systems mimicking
solid state systems without impurities (and sometimes with impurities [226]), the
atoms comprising the gas also needs to be trapped globally. This usually adds
an overall trapping potential to the otherwise perfectly periodic system. Such a
trapping potential is usually already present due the focusing of the lasers used
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to create the optical lattice. Indeed, the oscillating laser intensity will often have
a Gaussian envelope, which can be approximated by a quadratic potential near
the center of the optical lattice. The addition of the external trapping potential
is both a potential problem for simulating solid state physics, but can also be a
resource as we will discuss in Chapter 7.

For a single particle with momentum p in a rectangular optical lattice, the
Hamiltonian is

H =
p2

2m
+ V x

0 sin2(kxx) + V y
0 sin2(kyy) + V z

0 sin2(kzz), (B.2)

where V i
0 (i ∈ {x, y, z}) can be tuned by adjusting the laser frequency and in-

tensity, ki = 2π/λi is the laser wavenumber and m is the particle mass. We have
ignored the overall trapping potential for now. The optical lattice generated by
the above potential has a lattice spacing of d = λi/2 = π/ki. The discrete trans-
lational symmetry of this Hamiltonian allows us to apply Blochs theorem [44] and
diagonalize the Hamiltonian using quasi-momenta and bands. If the optical lat-
tice is deep (that is V i

0/E
i
r � 1 where Eir = k2

i /2m is the so-called recoil energy),
we can approximate the potential at each minimum with a quadratic potential.
Typical values for the recoil energy Er is a few kHz, but the ratio V0/Er can be
much larger than 1 (e.g. V0/Er = 22 in the experiment by Greiner et al. [25]). In
this regime, the low-energy eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are well approximated
by the harmonic oscillator groundstate wavefunction.

The above Hamiltonian is seperable in each coordinate, so we can consider
each direction independently. Consider therefore the x-direction and expand the
potential around x = 0 (we drop the x-dependence in our notation for now)

Hx ≈
p2

2m
+ V0k

2x2 =
p2

2m
+

1

2
m4V0Erx

2, (B.3)

such that the oscillator frequency is ω0 = 2
√
V0Er = 2Er

√
V0/Er and the charac-

teristic oscillator length scale is by a2 = 1/mω0. The wavefunction for a particle
located at the site at x = 0 (in the first band) is therefore a harmonic oscillator
ground state wavefunction:

w(x) =

(
1

πa2

)1/4

exp

(
− x2

2a2

)
, (B.4)

and the wavefunctions for the other sites are simply translated copies of this
state. We will denote these single-particle states by |l〉, where l labels the site
of the particle. The energy of these states is simply the zero-point energy E =
ω0/2. The full three-dimensional wavefunction for each site is then ψ(x, y, z) =
wx(x)wy(y)wz(z), where wi is the oscillator groundstate wavefunction for each
oscillator direction.

By choosing V/Er � 1 for two of the directions in the optical lattice, it is
possible to freeze out any motion along these two directions and thus effectively
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obtain a one-dimensional system. In the final direction, a more moderate depth
can be chosen in order to allow the particles to move along this direction. For
these shallow lattices, the harmonic approximation is invalid and the eigenstates
needs to be analyzed in terms of Bloch waves. The Bloch waves are delocalized
over the entire lattice, but it is possible to switch to a complementary basis.

These complementary states are called Wannier states and they are well ap-
proximated by the harmonic oscillator groundstate in the deep lattice limit. Wan-
nier states are essentially Fourier transforms of the Bloch waves. By judicious
choice of the phases of the Bloch waves, the Wannier states become localised on
each lattice site [29] in contrast to the infinitely extended Bloch waves. Further-
more, the Wannier state at each lattice site (from the same band) are translated
copies of the same state. In this respect, the Wannier states resembles wavelets
a great deal [227]. For more details on the construction of the Wannier basis, see
for example the review by Bloch et al. [29].

A good second-quantized description of bosons in an optical lattice, can then
be obtained by using the Wannier states as basis. In the following, we will assume
that two directions have been frozen out by selecting V0/Er � 1 and a single
relevant direction remains. We are thus an a quasi-one-dimensional regime and
we can enumerate the lattice sites as xl = ld for l ∈ Z. The second quantized
Hamiltonian for free particles has the form

Hfree =
∑
l,δ>0

−Jδ
(
a†l al+δ + a†l+δal

)
, (B.5)

where the tunelling matrix element Jδ is given by Jδ = −〈−δ|Hx|0〉 and |l〉 is a
single-particle state located at site l. Here we have assumed the tunneling matrix
element to be the same everywhere. This is technically not true of the system is
not translationally invariant, but it is a good approximation and it suffices here.

It turns out, that the harmonic approximation is quite bad for estimating
the tunelling amplitude. This is because, the tunelling amplitude is sensitive to
the long-range behaviour of the Wannier function, which is not correctly handled
by the harmonic approximation. Indeed, one can show that Wannier functions
always decays as exp(−hx) for some constant h, which is quite different from
the Gaussian decay in the harmonic approximation. In the deep lattice limit the
nearest-neighbour tunelling amplitude can be shown to be [29]

J =
4√
π
Er

(
V0

Er

)3/4

exp

(
−2

√
V0

Er

)
. (B.6)

Owing to the exponential decay if the Wannier functions, next-nearest neighbour
tunelling is exponentially suppressed compared to nearest-neighbour tunelling.

Any short-range interaction (falling off faster than 1/r3) between bosons at
low energy can be well approximated by a contact-interaction

V (r − r′) =
4πas
m

δ(r − r′) ≡ gδ(r − r′), (B.7)
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xl xl+1 xl+2

J U

Figure B.1: One dimensional lattice and Wannier states

where as is the scattering length characterizing the low-energy behaviour of the
boson-boson scattering process [228]. For deep optical lattices, the interaction
only contributes significantly whenever two atoms are located at the same site.
In this case, we can use the harmonic approximation, since the atoms are close
together and their wavefunctions overlap significantly. In second quantization this
interaction takes the form Ua†l a

†
l alal/2 = Unl(nl−1)/2 where U = g

∫
d3r|w(r)|4.

In the quasi one-dimensional case, two directions (the perpendicular directions)
have much larger depth than the parallel direction such that

U = g

∫
dr|w(r)|4 =

√
8

π
kasEr

(
V⊥
Er

)1/4( V‖
Er

)1/2

, (B.8)

where w(r) = w⊥(x)w‖(y)w‖(z). The trapping potential Vtrap(x) has matrix
elements

Vl =

∫
dxVtrap(x)|w(x− xl)|2 (B.9)

such that the second quantized Hamiltonian for the Bose-Hubbard model is

H = −J
∑

l,l+1∈M
(a†l al+1 + a†l+1al) +

U

2

∑
l∈M

nl(nl − 1) +
∑
l∈M

Vlnl, (B.10)

where M denotes the set of lattice sites; possibly with periodic boundary condi-
tions. It is straight forward to generalize this Hamiltonian to higher dimensions
and to include long-range interactions, fermions and many other interesting ef-
fects, such as artificial non-abelian gauge fields [30].

The Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian Eq. (B.10) commutes with the number oper-
ator N̂ =

∑
l∈M nl, so, unsurprisingly, energy eigenstates have a definite particle

number. The dimensionality of the subspace of a fixed particle number N , HN ,
can be shown to be

dimHN =

(
N + |M | − 1
|M | − 1

)
. (B.11)

Usually, for relevant system sizes |M | and filling fractions N/|M |, the dimension-
ality of the Hilbert space grows exponentially. This makes numerical solution of,
for example, Eq. (B.10), intractable for moderate system sizes.
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For smaller systems with few particles however, it is certainly possible to find
eigenstates and simulate time-evolution. In the paper [5], we find eigenstates
of the one-dimensional Bose-Hubbard model Eq. (B.10) with periodic boundary
conditions and attractive on-site interactions. The aim of that work was to char-
acterise translationally invariant eigenstates by a primitive state, from which the
eigenstates could be constructed by translation, much like the Bloch-waves and
the Wannier-states.

B.1.1 Model Properties

The Bose-Hubbard model Eq. (B.10) has been subject to much theoretical invest-
igation, and in particular its phase diagram has been studied extensively (see for
example Refs. [229, 230]).

The phase diagram of the Bose-Hubbard model is often studied in the grand
canonical ensemble, where the system is allowed to exchange particles with an
environment. The system Hamiltonian is then replaced by H − µN , where µ is
the chemical potential. Depending on the chemical potential, the ground state of
H − µN will have varying number of particles. An alternative characterisation
of the chemical potential µ is that it is simply a Lagrange multiplier serving to
select the relevant N -particle subspace of the Hilbert space.

If J � U , the bosons will be very delocalized and the off-diagonal elements of
the single particle density matrix ρij = 〈a†iaj〉 do not decay, or decays slowly. This
phenomenon is called off-diagonal long-range order. If the system has off-diagonal
long-range order, there is a significant condensate fraction and a superfluid is
possible.

In the strongly interacting limit U/J � 1, the atoms will tend to localise in
each well with a well-defined atom-number. For sufficiently strong repulsion U ,
there is a plateau in the particle number, when the chemical potential is varied
[229, 231]. The plateau is characterised by an integer density, i.e. ρ = 〈N〉 /|M |
is an integer which implies that the thermodynamic compressibility ∂ρ/∂µ = 0.
The ground state is therefore in an incompressible phase in the plateau, called a
Mott insulator.

This transition from superfluid to Mott insulator and back has been observed
experimentally using ultra cold quantum gases [25] and the Bose-Hubbard model,
its extensions and fermionic equivalents are a continuing topic for experimental
and theoretical investigation [25, 29, 37, 39, 217, 232–234].

B.2 Hardcore Bosons and the XXZ Spin Chain

When the on-site interaction U is much larger than other energies, U � J, µ, the
maximum occupation on a each site will be a single boson. This limit is called the
“hardcore” limit, since bosons cannot occupy the same site. In the hardcore-limit
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the on-site interaction term can be taken into account by simply working in the
subspace of at most one particle per site.

Depending on the particular physical system, other interaction effects can
be relevant. If, for example, the atoms have long-range interactions (e.g. the
atoms have a dipole moment), then terms of the form V nlnl+i becomes relevant.
Alternatively, non-contact interactions can arise due to perturbative effects like
virtual tunnelling processes. The latter is the reason for the nearest-neighbour
interactions present in our study [7] discussed extensively in Chapter 7. In that
chapter we will study the hardcore Bose-Hubbard model with nearest-neighbour
interactions:

H = −J
L∑
l=1

(a†l al+1 + a†l+1al) + U
L∑
l=1

nlnl+1 + Vlnl

(
−µ

L∑
i=1

nl

)
. (B.12)

where Vl is an external potential and we have assumed periodic boundary con-
ditions such that aL+1 ≡ a1. The term in parenthesis is the chemical potential,
which is only present when the system is considered as a part of a grand canonical
ensemble.

By truncating the Hilbert space to maximum occupation of one particle on
each site, the dimension of the relevant part of Hilbert space is reduced substan-
tially. Indeed, we can think of the Hilbert space as being factored into a tensor
product of L spaces each of dimension 2. By defining the spin operators

Sxl =
1

2
(a†l + al) (B.13)

Syl =
i

2
(a†l − al) (B.14)

Szl =
1

2
(2a†l al − 1) (B.15)

we get L spin-1/2 operators which commute for different l and satisfies the usual
commutation relations for spin operators at the same site. Inserting these defini-
tions into the homogeneous hardcore boson Hamiltonian (Vl = 0) Eq. (B.12), we
get the XXZ-model

HXXZ =

L∑
l=1

−2J(Sxl S
x
l+1 + Syl S

y
l+1) + USzl S

z
l+1 +H0, (B.16)

where H0 is an overall energy offset containing only terms proportional to the
identity and the total magnetisation. The Hamiltonian HXXZ commutes with
the total spin z, Sz =

∑L
l=1 S

z
l . While this might not be immediately obvious, it

follows from the fact the hardcore boson model Eq. (B.12) conserves total particle
number.

This model has been investigated extensively as a model of quantum magnet-
ism in the literature, both in one and higher dimensions; see for example Refs.
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[235–240]. It is possible to find the spectrum of eigenstates of HXXZ quasi ana-
lytically using the Bethe ansatz [213–215]. The hardcore Bose-Hubbard model,
or equivalently the XXZ-model is central to our study in Chapter 7 [7]. For
completeness, I will therefore go into quite some detail with the Bethe ansatz
solution. For a discussion of the XXZ-phase diagram, see Section B.2.2.

B.2.1 The Bethe Ansatz

The essential idea behind the Bethe ansatz, can most easily be understood in the
hardcore boson formulation. An excellent introduction to the Bethe ansatz for
the special case U = 2J can be found in Karbach and Muller [241], Karbach et al.
[242, 243]. We will return to this special case in the next section.

The Bethe ansatz is both simple and complicated. The central idea is quite
simple: assume the particles are in momentum eigenstates and see what the
consequences of this is. On the other hand, keeping track of all the particles and
following the somewhat intricate arguments requires some care.

It is clear, that if there is only 1 particle present, the interaction term is
unimportant and, the eigenstates of Eq. (B.12) are simply momentum eigenstates

|p〉 =
1√
L

L∑
x=1

eipxa†x |0〉 , (B.17)

where the momentum p lies in the interval ] − π, π] and |0〉 is the zero-particle
state. The states |p〉 are eigenstates of H and have energy E(1, p) = −2J cos(p).

The structure of the Bethe ansatz begins to emerge when two particles are
considered. The ansatz for a two-particle state is

ψ(x1, x2) ≡ 〈x1, x2|p1, p2〉 = A exp(ix1p1 + ix2p2) +B exp(ix1p2 + ix2p1),
(B.18)

where |x1, x2〉 = a†x1a
†
x2 |0〉 is the state with particles located at x1 and x2. If

|x1 − x2| > 1, then H |x1, x2〉 = −J(|x1 − 1, x2〉 + |x1, x2 − 1〉 + |x1 + 1, x2〉 +
|x1, x2 + 1〉) since nlnl+1 |x1, x2〉 = 0 for |x1 − x2| > 1. The eigenvalue equation
H |p1, p2〉 = E(p1, p2) |p1, p2〉 is

E(p1, p2)ψ(x1, x2) = 〈x1, x2|H|p1, p2〉 = −2J(cos(p1) + cos(p2))ψ(x1, x2),

when |x1− x2| > 1. If the ansatz Eq. (B.18) is to be an eigenstate, we must have

E = −2J(cos(p1) + cos(p2)). (B.19)

Now, if x2 = x1 + 1 then H |x1, x2〉 = −J(|x1 − 1, x1 + 1〉 + |x1, x1 + 2〉) +
U |x1, x1 + 1〉 the eigenvalue equation leads to

E(p1, p2)ψ(x1, x1 + 1) = −J(ψ(x1 − 1, x1 + 1) + ψ(x1, x1 + 2)) + Uψ(x1, x1 + 1).
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Note how, the terms corresponding to tunneling to doubly occupied sites are
missing on the right hand side. If we insert the ansatz Eq. (B.18) into this
equation and divide by exp(ix1(p1 + p2)) on both sides of the equation we get

E(p1, p2)− U
J

(Aeip2 + Beip1) = −Ae−ip1+ip2 − Beip1−ip2 − Ae2ip2 − Be2ip1 .

By inserting this expression for the energy Eq. (B.19) and expand the cosines to
exponentials we obtain(

eip1 + e−ip1 + eip2 + e−ip2 +
U

J

)
(Aeip2 +Beip1) =

Ae−ip1+ip2 +Beip1−ip2 +Ae2ip2 +Be2ip1 .

If the terms corresponding to double occupation was not missing from the right-
hand-side this equation would be automatically fulfilled. Since terms are missing
on the right-hand side, we get a non-trivial relation between A and B:

A

(
U

J
eip2 + 1 + ei(p1+p2)

)
+B

(
U

J
eip1 + 1 + ei(p1+p2)

)
= 0.

The factors in parenthesis both have the same complex norm, so A and B are
equal up to a phase θ(p1, p2) which we define as

−e−iθ(p1,p2) ≡ A

B
= −

U
J e

ip1 + 1 + ei(p1+p2)

U
J e

ip2 + 1 + ei(p1+p2)
, (B.20)

where we follow the convention for the phase in Yang and Yang [213]. We can
clearly choose A and B such that this relation is satisfied, for example B =
−Aeiθ(p1,p2).

For convenience, and to conform with the notation in Yang and Yang [213,
214, 215], we introduce the dimensionless interaction strength

∆ = − U

2J
, (B.21)

such that the expression for θ(p1, p2) is implicitly given by−e−iθ(p1,p2) = −(2∆eip1−
1− ei(p1+p2))/(2∆eip2 − 1− ei(p1+p2)). Explicitly (cf. Yang and Yang [213]),

θ(p, q) = 2 tan−1

[
∆ sin((p− q)/2)

cos((p+ q)/2)−∆ cos((p− q)/2)

]
.

With this choice of phase, the Bethe ansatz for the wave function Eq. (B.18)
is an energy eigenstate with energy Eq. (B.19). This seems to imply, that we
have found a continous infinity of 2-particle eigenstates of Eq. (B.12), since we
can choose p1 and p2 freely. This is not true, however, since the wave function
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Eq. (B.18) must satisfy the periodic boundary condition. This implies that by
shifting the particles L sites around the periodic lattice “ring”, we should get the
same state, i.e. ψ(x2, x1 + L) = ψ(x1, x2). This constraint can be satisfied term
by term in the ansatz Eq. (B.18), if the momenta p1, p2 fulfil

Lp1 + θ(p1, p2) = 2πλ1

Lp2 − θ(p1, p2) = 2πλ2,

where λ1, λ2 are half-odd integers and are the so-called Bethe quantum numbers.
The interpretation of this result is, that since the hardcore bosons cannot pass

each other, the dynamics can be described by two particles moving freely, but
scattering off each other whenever the encounter one-another. Since the process
happens in one dimension and no exchange can occur, the scattering process only
gives rise to a phase shift.

The general case The Bethe ansatz for an N particle state is a momentum
wave function with all possible permutations of the particles

|p, N〉 =
∑
σ∈SN

Aσ exp

i N∑
j=1

xjpσ(j)

 |x〉 , (B.22)

where x and p are N -dimensional vectors, |x〉 = a†x1 . . . a
†
xN |0〉 and σ ∈ SN is a

permutation of the integers from 1 to N . Thus for N = 2, S2 contains the identity
id(0) = 0, id(1) = 1 and the simple transposition σ(0) = 1, σ(1) = 0, such that
Eq. (B.22) reduces to Eq. (B.18) with A = Aid and B = Aσ.

We can apply the same arguments we used for the two-particle wave function to
this state. For a configuration |x〉 where no pair of particles are nearest neighbours
we have

E(p;N)ψ(x) =

N∑
j=1

−2J cos(pj)ψ(x),

where ψ(x) = 〈x|p, N〉. The Bethe ansatz for the energy is again the free-particle
energy

E(p, N) = −2J
N∑
j=1

cos(pj). (B.23)

The difficult part is now, when there are a number of nearest neighbours in the
configuration |x〉. For such a configuration H |x〉 will be missing terms corres-
ponding to doubly occupied states. This is equivalent to the case where H |x1, x2〉
in general contained terms |x1 + 1, x2〉, |x1, x2 − 1〉, but if x2 = x1+1, these terms
are missing due to hardcore nature of the bosons.
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Assume there is only one pair of nearest neighbours in the configuration |x〉,
say xl+1 = xl+1 for some l < N . Then in the expression for 〈x|H|p, N〉, the terms
corresponding to doubly occupied bosons on sites xl and xl+1 will be missing. All
other terms involving sites other than xl and xl + 1 will not be affected. Careful
thought will show that in this case 〈x|H|p, N〉 = E(N,p) 〈x|p, N〉 implies

0 =
∑
σ∈SN

Aσ exp

i N∑
j=1

xjpσ(j)

[U
J

+ eipσ(l) + e−ipσ(l+1)

]
(B.24)

after inserting Eqs. Eq. (B.23) and Eq. (B.22) into the eigenvalue equation
H |p, N〉 = E |p, N〉. The point here is, that all other terms than the xl and
xl + 1 cancels the cos(pj)-terms in the energy, leaving only the terms shown in
the above equation.

Consider now two permutations σ and σ′ which differ only by having l and
l + 1 interchanged: σ(l) = σ′(l + 1) and σ(l + 1) = σ′(l). Let p = pσ(l) and
q = pσ(l+1) and consider the contribution of σ and σ′ to Eq. (B.24)

Aσe
ipxl+iqxl+1

[
U

J
+ eip + e−iq

]
+Aσ′e

iqxl+ipxl+1

[
U

J
+ eiq + e−ip

]
, (B.25)

where we have ignored the common factor involving exponentials of xj for j 6=
l, l + 1. If we require, that Aσ and Aσ′ satisfies the phase condition Eq. (B.20):

Aσ
Aσ′

= −e−iθ(p,q) = −2∆eip − 1− ei(p+q)
2∆eiq − 1− ei(p+q) , (B.26)

then the contribution to Eq. (B.24) from σ and σ′ cancels. It is perhaps not clear,
if this choice of the relative phase between Aσ and Aσ′ is consistent across all
permutations. To see that is in fact consistent, note first, that if σ = τπ, where
τ is a (simple) transposition of l and l+ 1 (i.e. τ(l) = l+ 1 and vice versa), then
the condition in Eq. (B.26) is equivalent to

Aσ = Aπτ = −Aπ exp(−iθ(pπ(l), pπ(l+1))) (B.27)

It turns out, that, any permutation can be written as a product of simple trans-
positions [244]. If I(σ) = {(i, j)|i < j∧σ(i) > σ(j)} is the set of inversions of the
permutation, then σ can be written as the product of |I(σ)| simple transpositions
(the algorithm for finding these is Bubble sort. The transpositions can be chosen
to transpose adjacent numbers). We can therefore apply Eq. (B.27) recursively
|I(σ)| times to get

Aσ = A0 sgn(σ) exp

−i ∑
i,j∈I(σ)

θ(pi, pj)

 , (B.28)

where A0 is the coefficient for the identity permutation and sgn(σ) = (−1)|I(σ)|

is the sign of the permutation. We see then, that there is no inconsistency in
choosing all the Aσ such that they satisfy the phase relation Eq. (B.26).
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Periodic boundary conditions Finally, we can satisfy the periodic boundary
conditions as follows. If π ∈ SN cyclically permutes the indices 1, . . . N (i.e.
π(1) = 2, . . . π(N) = 1), and we require

Aσ = Aσπ exp(ipσ(1)L), (B.29)

then the ansatz Eq. (B.22) satisfies the cyclic boundary condition 〈x1, . . . xN |p, N〉 =
〈x2, . . . xN , x1 + L|p, N〉. To see this, consider

〈x2, . . . x1 + L|p, N〉 =
∑
σ∈SN

Aσ exp

i N∑
j=2

xjpσ(j−1) + i(x1 + L)pσ(N)


Now, σ(j − 1) = (σπ−1)(j) for j < N and σ(N) = (σπ−1)(1) so we can write the
exponent as

i

N∑
j=1

xjp(σπ−1)(j) + iLp(σπ−1)(1).

We can shift the summation over SN from σ to σ′ by changing variables σ′ = σπ−1

(the map σ 7→ σ′ is a bijection) such that

〈x2, . . . x1 + L|p, N〉 =
∑
σ′∈SN

Aσ′π exp

i N∑
j=1

xjpσ′(j)

 eipσ′(1)L.

Hence, if we impose Eq. (B.29), the cyclic boundary condition 〈x1, . . . xN |p, N〉 =
〈x2, . . . xN , x1 + L|p, N〉 is fulfilled. Together with Eq. (B.27), Eq. (B.29) implies

Lpj = 2πλj −
N∑
l=1

θ(pj , pl), (B.30)

where λj are half-odd integers for even N and integers for odd N . With this equa-
tion for the momenta p, we have found N -particle eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
Eq. (B.12). It is worth noting, however, that the ansatz Eq. (B.22) is not directly
useful for calculating expectation values, since it contains a number of terms expo-
nential in N . We have, however, found the energies of the eigenstates, which with
the help of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem can help provide certain expectation
values.

It turns out, that for ground states of definite particle number, λj = −(N +
1)/2 + j and the momenta are restricted further than the interval ] − π, π] to
satisfy [213]

−π < pj < π ∆ ≤ −1

−(π − µ) < pj < π − µ −1 ≤ ∆ < 1,
(B.31)
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where cos(µ) = −∆. With this restriction, θ(p, q) turns out to be a real analytic
function of p, q and ∆. This property is important for proving that the choice
λj = −(N + 1)/2 + j leads to the ground state.

Indeed, the argument in Yang and Yang [213] goes something along these lines:
Owing to the analyticity of θ, Eq. (B.30) has a unique solution p which is again
analytic in ∆. The ground state of Eq. (B.12) can be shown to be non-degenerate
and an analytic function of ∆. Now it happens that for ∆ = 0 = U , the choice
λj = −(N + 1)/2 + j leads to the free N -boson ground state of Eq. (B.12). By
virtue of the analyticity of |p, N〉, the state with λj = −(N + 1)/2 + j is the
N -particle ground state of Eq. (B.12) for all ∆ < 1.

B.2.2 Thermodynamic Limit

We can investigate the thermodynamic limit by adding a chemical potential µ to
Eq. (B.12) (or a magnetic field to Eq. (B.16)), let L → ∞ and keep ρ = N/L
fixed. In this limit, supported by the analyticity arguments in [213] it is expected
that the momenta p become continuously distributed, such that we can define a
momentum density ρ(p), such that the number of p’s in an interval [p, p + dp] is
ρ(p)dp. In this limit, Eq. (B.30) becomes

p = 2πf(p)−
∫ Q

−Q
dqρ(q)θ(p, q),

where λj/L → f(p) and Q is the limit on p set by Eq. (B.31). Since df/dp = ρ,
we can write the above equation only in terms of ρ(p) as

1 = 2πρ−
∫ Q

−Q
dqρ(q)

∂θ

∂p
(p, q). (B.32)

The number density ρ is ρ =
∫ Q
−Q dpρ(p) and it is possible to show, that dρ/dQ >

0, so ρ is an invertible function of Q [214].
The energy density is given by

e(∆, Q) = −
∫ Q

−Q
ρ(q)2J cos(q)dq.

If we include a chemical potential µ, we can find the ground state by minimization
of the free energy

F (∆, µ,Q) = e(∆, Q)− µρ(Q).

with respect to ρ giving

µ =
∂e

∂ρ
(∆, Q). (B.33)
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Figure B.2: Ground-state phase diagram of hard-core bosons in a one-dimensional
lattice with nearest-neighbour repulsion U described by the Hamiltonian Eq. (B.12).
Sub-figure (b) shows the parameter plane given by the dimensionless chemical poten-
tial µ/U and tunnelling parameter J/U . Thick solid (dashed) lines indicate continuous
(discontinuous) phase transitions. The system possesses a compressible superfluid phase
(SF) and three incompressible phases, the vacuum at zero filling (V), the particle-hole
reflected vacuum at unit filling (U), and a density-wave insulator at half filling (DW).
The colour code describes the filling n and clearly indicates the incompressible regions
where ∂n/∂µ = 0.
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The equation Eq. (B.32) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind
and can be solved for ρ(p) quite efficiently using the Nystrom method [86]. For
practical reasons, a variable substitution [213, 214] is performed before solving
the equation numerically.

For each ∆ and Q, Eq. (B.32) can be solved for ρ(p) and the number- and
energy-densities can be calculated. This is particularly easy using the Nystrom
method, since ρ(p) is solved for discrete points selected by a suitable quadrature
rule. With this method, very high precision can be achieved with very moderate
computational cost. By solving the same equations, but for Q + δQ we get a
solution with density ρ + δρ such that the chemical potential µ = ∂ρe can be
estimated using this finite difference.

Using this technique a nonuniform grid of points (∆, µ, ρ) can be calculated
and plotted. The result of such a calculation is shown in Figure B.2. The phase
diagram shown in Fig. B.2(b) possesses the following structure. First of all, it
reflects the particle-hole symmetry of the homogeneous hard-core boson model; re-
placing al 7→ a†l [implying nl 7→ 1−nl] and µ/U 7→ 2−µ/U leaves the Hamiltonian
unchanged (up to a constant energy offset L(U − µ)), such that µ/U 7→ 2− µ/U
simply interchanges the role of particles and holes.

The energy of a single particle with respect to the vacuum energy is given by
−µ − 2J with the kinetic energy reduction −2J stemming from delocalisation,
cf. Eq. (B.23). Therefore, below a chemical potential of µV /U = −2J/U the
system is in the vacuum (V) state |V 〉 with no particles present. Accordingly, for
chemical potentials larger than µU/U = 2− µV /U = 2J/U + 2 the ground state
is the particle-hole reflected vacuum, that is the incompressible insulating state
|U〉 =

∏
l a
†
l |V 〉 at unit filling (U) with exactly one hard-core particle at every

site.
Starting from the vacuum state and increasing the chemical potential µ/U , for

non-zero tunnelling J/U the particle number starts to grow in a continuous fashion
once the critical parameter µV /U is passed. Here the system enters a superfluid
(SF) phase in a second-order phase transition. This phase is characterised by a
finite compressibility ∂µρ 6= 0, a homogeneous density distribution nl = 〈n̂l〉 = n,
and quasi-long-range off-diagonal order, i.e. the correlation function 〈a†l al′〉 decays
algebraically for large |l − l′|.

For both chemical potential µ/U and tunnelling J/U small, another incom-
pressible phase is found at half filling, a density wave (DW) Mott insulator [see
Figure. B.2(b)]. This phase can be understood by starting from the limit of zero
tunnelling J/U = 0. Here for 0 < µ/U < 2 a DW state with one particle on
every other site is favored as ground state. This state is two-fold degenerate
and breaks the translational symmetry of the lattice. It possesses an energy gap
Eg = min(Ep, Eh) where Ep = 2U−µ and Eh = µ are the energy costs for adding
a particle or adding a hole (removing a particle) somewhere in the system. Particle
number conserving particle-hole excitations (created e.g. if one particle tunnels to
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a neighbouring site) come with the larger energy cost Ẽ = Ep+Eh = U . Since the
Hamiltonian Eq. (B.12) conserves the total particle number the gap Eg protects
a state at half filling from competing states with different particle numbers also
for finite tunnelling J/U , roughly as long as Eg is larger than the delocalisation
energy 2J . For hole excitations, this implies that the (lower) phase boundary is
given by µ/U = 2J/U and for particle excitations the (upper) phase boundary is
given by µ/U = 2 − 2J/U . The rough estimate Eg = 2J for the phase bound-
ary (corresponding to first order perturbation theory with respect to tunnelling)
explains the lobe shape of the DW insulator domain in the phase diagram and
(accidentally) even gives the correct critical tunnelling strength (J/U)c = 1/2 at
the tip of the lobe. Actually, this value of 1/2 is fixed by symmetry, namely as
the Heisenberg point of the model in spin representation [Eq. Eq. (B.16)] where
2J = U .

An analytical expression for the DW phase boundary can be shown to be [215]

− µ

2J
= 2 sinh(λ)

∞∑
n=−∞

(−1)n

cosh(nλ)
,

where cosh(λ) = −∆.
Within the DW domain the particle number and with that the whole structure

of the ground state does not depend on the chemical potential µ/U . Thus, (within
this domain) also the DW order is a function of J/U only. It can be quantified in
terms of the long-ranged density-density correlations by using the order parameter

ODW = lim
|l−l′|→∞

〈(2nl − 1)(2nl′ − 1)〉 (−1)l−l
′

(B.34)

that assumes values between 0 and 1. An analytical expression is given by[245]1

ODW =

∞∏
n=1

tanh4(nλ), (B.35)

and plotted in Figure B.2(a). The fact that the order parameter ODW depends on
J/U only implies immediately that ODW drops in a discontinuous fashion from a
finite value to zero when the phase boundary of the DW domain is passed. This
makes the transition from DW to SF first order almost everywhere. As the only
exception, the DW-SF transition becomes continuous (second order) through the
tip of the lobe; this describes the transition at fixed particle number (half filling)
driven by tunnelling.

Note that unlike the case of a two-dimensional square lattice with true long-
range order in the SF phase [230], where also the particle number varies in a

1There is a misprint in [245, p. 186]. In the formula immediately preceding Eq. (245) σ2

should be σ4.
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discontinuous fashion at the DW-SF transition, in one dimension the density ρ
continuously and monotonously departs from 1/2 when entering the SF phase.

To summarise, at T = 0 the model possesses four different phases. A ho-
mogeneous SF phase and three distinct insulating phases, the vacuum (V) with
nl = 0, the particle-hole reflected vacuum with unity filling (U) nl = 1, and the
DW Mott insulator at half filling n = 1/2 with alternating site occupations. In
the spin language Eq. (B.16) the n = 0 and n = 1 insulators correspond to the
fully z-polarised state, the DW state is a phase with anti-ferromagnetic long-
range order in the z-components of the spins, and the SF state corresponds to
quasi-long-range ferromagnetic order in the xy-plane.

B.3 The Heisenberg Model

As noted in the previous section, the Heisenberg model is a special case of the
XXZ-model. If all couplings in Eq. (B.16) are of equal strength, corresponding
to ∆ = −1, we can write the Hamiltonian as

H = −2J
L∑
l=1

Sl · Sl+1. (B.36)

While deceptively simple looking, the calculations in the previous section indic-
ates otherwise. Indeed, the ground state of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian at zero
magnetic field has zero total magnetisation corresponding to a uniform density
ρ = 1/2 in the hardcore Bose-Hubbard formulation. The ground state is then
most complicated instance of the Bethe equations, since N = L/2.

The ground-state zz-correlation 〈Szi Szj 〉 possesses a zig-zag structure, such
that neighbouring spins are alternatingly correlated and anti-correlated with the
strength of the correlation decaying as |i − j| increases. In the hardcore boson
picture, this zig-zag correlation is equivalent to the DW order. Thus even at
(J/U)c = 1/2 in Figure B.2 there is a signature of the DW-phase.

In Section 5.5 we will investigate the time-dependent dynamics of Heisenberg
spin-chains subject to local and non-local measurements.

B.4 The Ising Model

The last of the models of quantum magnetism we will study is the spin 1/2 Ising
model in a transverse magnetic field. Consider then a one-dimensional chain of L
spins or two-level atoms realising an Ising model with a transverse magnetic field,

HIsing = −h
L∑
i=1

σzi − J
L∑
i=1

σyi σ
y
i+1 (B.37)
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where h ≥ 0 is the transverse field and J ≥ 0 is the interaction strength between
neighbouring spins. We will be using periodic boundary conditions, so σyN+1 ≡ σ

y
1 .

The model is not trivially easy to diagonalise, as the transverse field operators
σzi do not commute with the interaction terms σyi σ

y
i+1. In general, for h� J the

transverse field dominates in which case we expect 〈σyi 〉 ≈ 0 and 〈σzi 〉 ≈ 1. For a
strong coupling J � h the interaction term favours parallel spin in the y-direction
so 〈σzi 〉 ≈ 0 and the system possesses two states of equal energy with 〈σyi 〉 = +1,
or 〈σyi 〉 = −1.

An (almost) exact diagonalisation of the Ising Hamiltonian can be performed
using a Jordan-Wigner transformation which maps the spin-operators to fermionic
operators [246, 247]. The particular mapping we employ here is

cn = i
∏
j<n

σzjσ
†
n

where σ†n = (σxn−iσyn)/2 is the n’th spin-z step-up operator. Multiplying the spin-
operators with phase factors, σzj , depending on the spins at previous locations in

the spin-chain leads to the fermionic anti-commutator relations
{
cn, c

†
n′

}
= δn,n′ .

The fermionic number operator is c†ncn = σnσ
†
n = (1 − σzn)/2 and the state with

all spins pointing in the positive z-direction is mapped to the fermionic vacuum
while c†n flips a spin from up to down thereby creating a fermion. The inverse
mapping reads σ†n = −i∏j<n(1− 2c†jcn)cn such that the y-y-interaction term in
the Ising Hamiltonian becomes

−Jσyi σ
y
i+1 = −J(c†i − ci)(c

†
i+1 + ci+1)

for i < N . Due to the periodic boundary conditions we cannot remove the
intermediate (1− 2c†jcj)-factors in the final y-y-term −JσyNσ

y
1 . This term can be

written as J(c†N − cN )(c†1 + c1)
∏N
j=1(1 − 2c†jcj) and by adding and subtracting

J(c†N − cN )(c†1 + c1) we can write the resulting Hamiltonian as

HIsing = −h
L∑
i=1

(1− 2c†ici)− J
L∑
i=1

c†ici+1 + c†i+1ci + ci+1ci + c†ic
†
i+1

+ J(c†N − cN )(c†1 + c1)(1 +

N∏
j=1

(1− 2c†jcj)) (B.38)

where the last term is of relative order 1/N since 1+
∏
j(1−2c†jcj) is a projection

operator onto the subspace of even total spin in the z-direction and therefore is
of order 1.

By neglecting this less important final term, the Hamiltonian is quadratic
in the fermionic operators and can be diagonalised using a Bogoliubov trans-
formation. The Bogoliubov-transformation can be decomposed into a single-
particle basis change to momentum space and quasi-particle operators connecting
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particles of opposite momenta [224, 246, 247]. In the momentum basis ck =
L−1/2

∑L
j=1 cje

ikj where k = 2πn/L for −L/2 ≤ n < L/2 the Hamiltonian
Eq. (B.38) can be written

HIsing ≈ J
∑
k

(
2

[
h

J
− cos(k)

]
c†kck + i sin(k)(c†−kc

†
k + c−kck)−

h

J

)
Now, introduce the Bogoliubov-transformed operators

γk = ukck − ivkc†−k,

with uk = cos(θk/2), vk = sin(θk/2) and [224]

tan(θk) =
sin(k)

cos(k)− h/J .

With this transformation we obtain for the Ising Hamiltonian

HIsing =
∑
k

ε(k)

(
γ†kγk −

1

2

)
+O(1/N), (B.39)

where the dispersion relation ε(k) is given by

ε(k) = 2
√
J2 + h2 − 2Jh cos(k) (B.40)

Thus, the ground state corresponding to 〈γ†kγk〉 = 0 has energy −∑k ε(k)/2. Ex-
citations out of the ground state are described by free fermions with a dispersion
relation given by ε(k) shown in Figure B.3 for varying h/J . The fermionic excita-
tions described by γk can be physically understood as kinks and anti-kinks in the
magnetic order moving at momentum k. Note that Eq. (B.39) has a single unique
ground state in contrast to Eq. (B.37) which has a two-fold degeneracy. This dif-
ference is due to the omitted term and will not be relevant in the thermodynamic
limit.

For all h 6= J , there is a finite energy gap ∆ = ε(0) = 2J |1 − h|, indicating
the something interesting occurs at h = J . Indeed, the Ising model exhibits
an infinite order quantum phase-transition between a paramagnetic h � J and
ferromagnetic J � h phase with critical point at J = h where a non-analyticity
arises in ε(k) at k = 0 as is also evident from Figure B.3. This system has been
studied extensively [224] and is a prime example of a quantum phase transition.
The quantum phase-transition does not survive to finite temperatures, but it has
important consequences for the finite-temperature behaviour of the system near
the critical point.

Since the spectrum of the Ising model is so simple we can calculate the
partition function for the system. The partition function is given by ZIsing =
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Figure B.3: Ising model dispersion relation for different h/J ∈ [0, 2].

Tr(exp(−βHIsing)) where β is the inverse temperature. We can easily calculate
this trace,

ZIsing(β, h, J) =
∏
k

Tr
[
exp(−βε(k)(γ†kγk − 1/2))

]
=
∏
k

2 cosh(βε(k)/2).

Using this result we can also calculate the free energy given by the expression
FIsing = −β−1 logZIsing. The diagonalisation of HIsing is exact to order 1/N and
to the same precision we can replace the sum over k by an integral,

FIsing(β, h, J) = − 1

β

∑
k

log(2 cosh(βε(k)/2))

≈ −N
∫ π

−π

dk

2πβ
log(2 cosh(βε(k, h, J))). (B.41)

Note that βε(k, h, J)/2 = βJ(1 + (h/J)2 − 2(h/J) cos(k))1/2, and hence it is
convenient to parametrise FIsing with the dimensionless quantities β̃ = βJ and
h̃ = h/J in the following. We will return to the Ising model in Chapter 6, where we
will use the result Eq. (B.41) to study a more complicated system which includes
the Ising model as a special case.
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